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Condom rnachi, e 
too expen lvb : : :i": / 
TERRACE --  Northwest 
Community College's stu- 
dent association has put its 
"plans to install, condom 
machines in campus 
washrooms on hold because 
it can't afford them. 
The  dispensers cost more 
than $1,000 each, student 
association spokesman Allan 
Ballinger said. 
"Personally, I think this is 
out the window." he said. 
The association is now 
Natives 
pursue: 
fishery 
control 
TERRACE ' - -  Three native 
groups tretching from the coast 
to Prince George next month 
will sign an agreement o 
manage the .:fishery of the 
Skecna River according to tradi- 
tional means. 
The agreement between the, 
Tsimshian Tribal Council, the 
Gitksan and Wet,suwet'en and 
the carr!er-Sekani. Tribal Coun- 
• cil will Cover the food, recrea- 
tion/d and Commercial fishery, 
said Gitksan and W~t'.st!wet'en 
week, _ :~ , :' .... 
• . . . . .  . , .~ , :~: -  : . . , ,  . . ,~  
,Th:s ~s the fir@t s~ep to what 
will naturally :i~~l~le':o~ier 
resources as well, This is the 
people of the first nations of the 
north working together," he 
Said,. ,. 
"We've always shared the 
resources and will continue to 
share. Onl)/in the future, we 
hope to  share under our own 
terms," Michell added. 
The spok~:sman cknowledg- 
ed that there are provincial and 
federal laws governing • the 
fishery but Said native law and 
jurisdiction was never' sur- 
rendered. 
Micheli said the management 
.will include issuing fishing 
licences and enforcing regula- 
tions. 
"The chiefs have different 
fishing site s up and down the 
river.: They 11, have their rules," 
he said .... " 
"If they don't take it serious- 
ly, we  know how to reach such 
people," said Michell when ask, 
ed if other iver users might not 
go along with native, rules and 
regulations~ ,. ' , 
He did say natives have been 
successful :-in ,' persuading; other 
groups to join with ,them in 
• other resource: issues; ~Michell 
gave a forestry task force inthe 
Haze l tons  compr is ing  ,i'the 
.,,:,More voting promised 
considering'trying to have 
condomssold in. the candy 
vendiiig • machines: on earn- 
pub: Balh'nger, said,,the .only 
problem is3hat.the machines 
aren't designed for Condoms,, 
and he..!iS i Concerned ~hbout 
the' danger" of:the' 'packages 
beii ig ". ripPed.::!b~,>- the. 
mechani~ai .' ac~|on "~%f ~ the 
machine. ' -- - 
':'We're ~,oncerned what 
our liability.would ,.be in that 
case," he said. ,: 
, . . - .  
i " i  ' ' ' " 
:being. made by the provincial 
goveh~ment, says Skeena MLA 
Dave Parkeh " - 
' W0rd:of, the. referenda sng. 
geSfl0i~.~e.out last week dur. 
ing Pr*e.mie~ Bill V~mder Zalm's 
Jan.t7 speech.. 
i ,"I would fike to introduce a 
system, of referenda for B.C. 
referenda during a general elec- 
tion would keep the costs down. 
Further referenda details 
from the provincial government 
were unavailable ast week,. 
• ,B.C.  municipalities 1 already 
use a form of referenda Jn ask- 
ing voters for approval to bet- 
towards relief of school taxes 
for homeowners no later than 
next yea~." 
He said meetings between his 
native advisory council and 
native groups has encouraged 
the government to take a more 
active role in settling land 
row money for specific projects, claims. 
: ,What~better a democratic.pro. The system has also been used " 
cess than to allow 0urpeople a for Other issues, such as Sunday there will be a northern univer- 
time-.of::election," said Vander 
Zulm, in his speech,. 
,W~hat/We've -been., talking 
aboUt:iS referend~ on. fiscal, mat- 
ters ~ 0il:taxation, It's a little 
• .direct.say. in  issues a govern, shopping. 
ment' may.,wish' to advance, at " - 
• Referenda re more common 
in. ~e United States 'where 
.munic ipal i t ies-and school 
; boards .'.,routinely :present ' any 
n~be i  of spending;"b0~0~,ing 
and taxation proposals to Voters 
As well, Vander Zalm said 
sity "at as early a date as possi- 
ble" and measures to provide 
and encourage affordable hous- 
ing. 
• He promised the measures 
Can be'brought in without ax 
Dave Parker 
i 
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Refund woes, iprom pt grou  p response 
, . . . . .  , , . . .  ., . , / - .  , , . . . .  
TERRACE - -  Lakel.~e,"Lake you geta!i~:t".sxa tionofflce/) ' :;~)~ents  entirely. : ple,"hesald, adding some were 
taxpayels angered by Revenue !One ;of.:.ithe :issues..Sandhals ~ : : : . ! t )sonly a pittance to the being asked to repay more than 
Canada's 'decision tbey do not wants :~rai~ed is /why .Revenue government butfl imposes quite $2,000. " ; .  : .  . . . .  
after all qualify for the northern canada says LakelseLake does i ah~dship oii:m'hny.of ihe peo- More tax stories onPage A8. 
tax benef i tmay fight the deci~ not qualify for the benefitwhile i, .':! , ~",:~ i (~. :, i-':. ::~ !,: .i " " , :~.-.. :: -.!.::. " ~i i . . :  
sion, says one resident. ' I " :'at the same time allowing it.for:': :i':' :"%::~ .~ : ~/- . . . . .  , 
, Sandy "Sandhals, " president, s~ar '  c0munities elseWh~: ! . : .:.,' ~>i, . : . .  • - . ' . ~ ' 
elect of  the.,ir~,,ently, fotmed iDthe~nOtthW~. . : , "  rthwest Round. up 
• Lakelse Comi ty  Assocla- : Po i / t~. ; iout  the( 1989 tax"i " , i !M¢3 1'3 
tion, said the"org~t ion  has guid~ 41sted' LakeiKathlyn"--; :i m. :M:V  
• not hecomeinvolved yet but an- near smithers --  Usk and ,Tyee '  ~' ~ '- 
Twin hydro 
nines seen 
TERRACE -- Reaction to the 
planned addition of new power 
lines, between Terrace and 
Kitimat favours twinning the 
existing lines, a B.C. Hydro 
spokesman says. 
The pro~ncial power com- 
pany wants the new lines so it 
can buy surplus .power from 
Alcan's Kemano completion 
project and transfer it to the 
provincial power grid. The ex- 
isting 287kV line running down 
the east side of the valley can't 
sion has been made on a route, 
but regional industry, logging 
companies and other users tend 
to prefer twinning the existing 
easterh line. 
Although residents at the 
November meeting had en- 
vironmental concerns about 
both routes, they also tended to 
favour doubling the existing line 
over constructing a completely 
new line. 
Gwill iam .said Hydro  
representatives will hold 
handle the extra 800 megawatts another round of public: 
. to be-generatedlbyKemano.and meetings next,mon~.Waddress' 
a second one is needed. .. ...... the public's ¢0n~ern~, . . . . .  
At 'i~'Ublic" imeetings "in The company' hasn't :decided 
November, Hydro Officials laid which, route it prefers, he said. 
out two possible routes for the 
line: one roughly following the 
existing route down the east side 
of Lakelse Lake and across the 
Kitimat River, and the other 
running on the west side of the 
valley, crossing the' Wedeene 
and Lakelse rivers. 
Hydro spokesman Mike' 
Gwilliam said last week no deei- 
The western route would be 
12kin shorter, $2 million 
cheaper and would provide a 
backup line in case the existing 
one was ever knocked out. 
Clearing of the 32-metre 
swath is set to begin in 1993 and 
construction would start in 1994 
if the $18-million project is 
given the go-ahead. 
Sunday word close 
TERRACE -- Skeena Mall 
tenants will find out this week 
what its owner's policy will be 
on Sunday openings. 
L & C Management 
spokesman Carroll MacLean 
said the mall will continue to 
open Sundays and will work out 
details including whether in- 
dividual stores will also be re- 
quired to open. 
He made the comment 
following a meeting with 
tenants last week. An an. 
nouncement on the opening 
policy is expected tomorrow. 
The meeting had been called 
to resolve the dispute between 
L&C and some store owners 
over the company's insistence 
that all mall operations be open 
on a Sunday -- lease 
agreements give L&C the right 
to fix opening hours. 
During last year's debate on a 
proposed Sunday shopping 
regulation by-law. MacLean 
had told council he would 
discuss with tenants "a mutual- 
iy agreeable compromise with 
regard to having a choice of 
: ticipated there would be a call as being entitled to the benefit, ~~i'~;'~!,:.~,:,:i:,'.i<'~,: .:k:2::i ~ ~ i ' : i  ~ ~ ~ L ~ "  " ° 
,for it to do so at its first general he maintained they were no dif- ~~'~,~<' ! . : : . :  ~/a~i. ~ .~ l i . , lmd~! i~ i~ l~ i~ 
/meeting. That would take place ferent from :Lakelse Lake.-All ~.~. i~-~,~:~:ua~: '  J.< ~,~.~.~, .~ '~/~£~ 
~as soon as It received confirma, three 0fth0~ Communities were ~ ~ ~ ; ~ C ~ ' ~ : :  ", i i i ~ ~ . ~ ,  
• "' fion Of its status under 'the ona highway ~d k~ssthan. 160 ~ ~ b ~  "'~?~ ' : : ~ i . ~ ; ~ ~  
'::. i:S0meresldeats hav0 r~ived tre/:>but :>t~::ihadi~ibeen the ~ ~ ! ! ~ i . ~  ~, . : : ~ i ~ ~  
interest on~eamount , .  : .  , Sandhals mid he. hkd~wrltten ~~~~. : , ,~ , .~: : .~ i  ,"~ ":"~;: ~ . . . . . . . . . .  .~..~o o ~  " "~'~?~ = '" 
opening and closing on Sun- 
days." 
Although no formal vote had 
been taken at the the meeting, 
MacLean said the. company's 
decision would be based on the 
views expressed at that time. 
I 
,i 
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The following are excepts 
from Premier Bill Vander 
Zalm's Jan.~17 speech.. 
" I  argued then - -  as I do to- 
day- -  that to have a clean en. 
yironment, the country's best 
education, good social progams 
and~ the finest health care., in 
!-.Canada, we needed a lasting 
strong economy," 
~. " I  knew that if  we gave in to 
the negative opposition, gave in 
to the various pressure groups 
or gave in to those who think 
only.of  what the politics and 
popularity for today ... we 
would continue to suffer and be 
• n0 better than other 
provinces." 
'=/"My optimism led many to 
suggest that I wasn't listening. I 
was stubborn, I was arrogant 
andthose friends and foes more 
iuterested in immediate political 
expediency than the long term 
good. of the province, labelled 
for dissenters! ,,,, . . . . . .  
Premier spea, 
'When I ~tep aside it 
will be my call.,, Fairly 
considered and fairly 
made." 
• : • , . - 
"But where are we today only 
three years later? Our forest in- 
dustry has expanded at record 
rates producing value added 
products. Our mining industry 
is seeing unprecedent~, growth 
in ~,  mineral sectors. Our 
tourism industry is the best 
ever." 
mistakes and I apologize for 
that and I apologize spedally 
to those who feel I've offended 
them." ... 
"Contrary to the lies told, 
I've not catered to spedal peo- 
ple, friends, the establidunent, 
the rich or big companies ... an 
maybe that's why my political 
party now depends o much on 
small contributions for its 
finsnces.'* 
" I t ' s  deceitful to sugsest I'm 
trying to impose my religion 
and standards on others .... I 
respect all religions and people 
of goodwill, fair minded people 
who know me know this." 
me the enemy." "I've also personally made "(The abortion issue) was 
Vander Zal.m keeps hold 
Of. hns buck,ng horse ...... 
";. By HUBERT BEYER 
HONOLULU - -  First let me 
admit that I was wrong. I 
thought Premier Vander Zaim 
would throw in the towel. I 
thought I had come up with all 
the right reasons why he would 
resign. 
Anyway, the Zalm obviously 
wanted us to kick him around a 
bit longer. Fine with me. You 
see, in all my previous pecula- 
tions, I tried to put myself in the 
premier's ,frame of mind, 
something I'm not going to do 
so soon again. If anyone had 
asked me what I would do, I 
would have told them right off 
the start I'd stay. 
His speech last Wednseday 
contained all the elements I
predicted, with the notable ex- 
ception of his resignation, of 
course. He pointed to the pro- 
vince's outstanding economic 
performance; he stressed the 
steady increase in secondary 
manufacturing, hetalked about 
the balanced budget, relative 
labor peace, record liousing 
starts and a reduction in the ac~ 
cumulated eficit. 
But he still accepted no blame 
for any of the problems that 
have plagued him, except, 
perhaps, for his stand on abor- 
tion. That, he admitted, might 
have been a bit too overbearing. 
As for the rest, it was all blown 
out of proportion by known 
and unknown enemies, as well 
as the media. 
Of course, his enemies tried 
to derail him at every turn. His 
biggest problem was trying to 
work things out with them in- 
stead of unceremoniously firing 
them. 
For his own political future's 
sake, maybe he shouldn't have 
waited for Grace McCarthy and 
Brian Smith to do their grands- 
tand performance, prior to quit- 
ting cabinet. Maybe he should 
have pre-empted them by giving 
them their pink slips. 
When all of Vander Zalm's 
faults and shortcomings have 
been analyzed, there remains 
one great barrier to acceptance 
by his party peers --  lineage. 
Local 
reaction 
TERRACE - -  Skeena MLA 
Dave Parker says he never 
doubted Bill Vander Zalm 
would stay as leader and 
premier. 
"There was never any ques- 
tion - -  none," said Parker last 
-week following Vander Zaim's 
Jan. 17 speech. 
Parker's comments were 
echoed by Skeena Social Credit 
constituency association presi. 
" dent John Le Sage. 
" I t  was the best thing since 
sliced bread," said Le Sage of 
the speech. "I wasn't e bit wet- 
"dad. l've aiwaysbeen confident 
about he premier." 
He added there were mixed 
feelings within the Social Credit 
part)~ about Vander Zaim but 
that support in the north had re= 
mained strong. 
Le Sage said the government 
should new concentrate on 
nor thern  issues, 8ivii~ a po~t at 
Kitimat and . a road from 
Kithitat to Hoast0n as ex- 
amples, - 
' ,Things wil l  start happening 
in the north,~,, Le, ~e  udd;: ......:~., 
Hubert Beyer 
"I'm convinced Mc- 
Carthy will not mount 
much of an offensive 
against the premier." 
Vander Zalm is an im. 
migrant, and no matter how 
successful a businessman he has 
been, he didn't go to the right 
schools and universities and 
belong to the fight clubs. 
Hah, if that is so, why was he 
elected party leader at the 
Whistler convention, you ask7 
Because the power brokers lost 
control. Vander Zalm was the' 
choice of the hundreds and hun- 
dreds of delegates who had 
never met any of the Socred 
power brokers. They wouldn't 
know Peter Brown if they found 
him in their cornflakes. They 
didn't care what schools the 
Zalm went to. 
And it was mainly because 
the power brokers withdrew 
their support from him --  if 
they ever gave it in ,.the first 
place that Vender Zalm was 
finally abandoned even by the 
grass roots. I've often said that 
he didn't help matters, but what 
really did him in wasnot the 
media reporting and commen- 
ting on his follies, but his'own 
people. But now, the Zalm says 
"the plague onali your houses. 
"I'm going to st~ty." 
Opposition leader Mike Har- 
court says he's sick and tired of 
the premier's "self-indulgent 
preoccupation with his future," 
He says this nonsense has to 
stop. He says it's "arrogance of
power" when people believe 
they are theoniy ones who can 
govern. 
Well, unless I'm mistaken, 
Harcourt believes that he is cer- 
taiuly the better one, if not the 
only one, to govern fight now, 
and I don't really see Vander 
Zalm's decision so much as one 
of, arrogance, than one of  anger 
and stubborness. 
Vander Zalm has told his 
critics where to go and What*to 
do with ,themselves when they 
get there." He says • he was duly 
elected in 1986 and he intends to 
place himself before the voters 
as party leadefin the next elec- 
tion. 
The ball is now clearly in his 
critics' court. I'm convinc~l 
that McCarthy will not mount 
much of  an offensive against 
the premier from her vacation 
spot on Maul. 
What the other Zaim enemies 
will do remains to be seen. In 
the meantime, it looks like the 
Zalm is still m the saddle with 
the horse bucking just a little 
less than before. 
t Only on.e thing is better an takin  of f142 Ibs. - 
keepnng it Off!" 
dei.Ti.~. Nutri/System? Weight Lo~ Program Indudes a variety 
=cmus meam ano s~ac.,~s, nub~onal ~ beilavioral ~Jl~qeling, 
light activity, and weight maintmlanoe. 
Nutd/Syetem'e 
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Weight Lou 
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° ~ lm~ 
su~rvl~on 
• No ~e 
coentlng 
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.~.. ,, 
~14N Cmlm Wl  
very agonizing for me because 
of my honest and strongly held 
personal beliefs. It's not so 
much a religious view asa pas- 
sion I liave for the preservation 
of life." 
my contacts tended to blame the 
dissenters or the media. I,m not 
fingerpointing but, I do; know 
.' that ~y supporters would blame 
~ and castigate them while my 
detractors ~/ould hail and credit 
them.:.,~. 
;'The NDP was terribly upset ' 
because I d idnot  support con- '?Should Lany single group 
dora vending 'machines/ in i have ~e influence or Power.to 
schools. :This was not a judge- depose a leader f0rgo¢)d0rl bad 
merit of condoms omen,cod- oi" for not bending t0~thelrbid- 
doms buf rather a recognition cling? If we allowed such ,.. who 
that the for of a l~recautionary would be nexz and why?'" 
program should be decided by 
parents and the community." ".. .  In "order for good 
• government to function most 
,'In the last month, most of effectively the caucus must 
Bill rVander Zalm 
stand united through good and 
bad. There's no  room for 
dissenters." 
"When I step aside it willbe 
my call... Fairly considered and 
fairly made." 
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"We Reserve 
The Right 
To Limit QuanltiUu ".' 
City hires 
'inspector. 
building inspection department 
will be back up to strength Jan. 
29 when a newiy.hired building 
inspector takes up his post, 
Paul Gips, 27, comes to the 
dry from Kemano where he 
worked for Alcan as a 
journeyman carpenter and 
back.up planner. Deputy ad- 
ministrator Denise Fisher said 
Gips' responsibilities ~ while 
• there had included maintenance 
of the townsite, company 
buildings and power station as 
well as project drafting and 
p~ning. 
He has 10 years experience in 
the building trade" and is a 
member of the provincial 
building inspectors' association. 
A long-time Kemano resi- 
dent, Gips is married with a 
three month old daughter. He 
replaces Will Lawson. 
No time 
to check 
TERRACE - -  The RCMP says 
it couldn't find the time last 
year for a crosswalk safety blitz 
it promised to conduct after the 
city repainted local crosswalks. 
"We just couldn't manage 
i t ,"  Terrace RCMP inspector 
Lawrence Yeske said last week. 
"It was a very busy spring and 
summer." 
Yeske said officers • were wat- 
ching for drivers who don't stop 
for pedestrians at crosswalks, 
and some were charged last 
year. 
"There was not a blitz per se, 
but there were vehicles and 
drivers stopped and charged." 
Public works repainted the 
crosswalks last spring after 
police and the city agreed a 
crosswalk blitz should he held. 
The blitz was to target both 
drivers and pedestrians. 
But Yeske said RCMP can't 
go after reckless pedestrians. 
"We can't charge anyone for 
'jayw~king' beeause/there's , o  
bylaw to enforce it ." . . . .  
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Education plans worry 
local parents teachers , i 
~m'°~'m~~'~:  s~'~ ~her~mr i~reedr  er- recogrdzes each student fii 
an epic-scale experiment with 
B.C.'s education system. 
More than 130 parents and 
teachers packed into a public 
forum last week at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary school to 
voice their concerns about the 
province's Year 2000 paper on 
education. 
The report:calls for radical 
changes to  the education 
system, including the elimina- 
tion of grades, a graduation 
program that takes the em- 
phasis off university entrance, 
and a more individually tailored 
education. 
" Parents and teachers ques- 
tionned education ministry 
spokesman Barry Carbol on the 
vagueness of the Year 2000 
paper which, they said; "must 
have been written in Silly 
Putty." 
Carbol told the forum B.C. is 
on the leading edge of education 
reform and many parts of the 
new system are still on the draw- 
ing board. 
One parent' wondered what 
would happen to their children 
if the whole project is scrapped 
as a failure or cut back after a 
few years. "How are we to 
believe a government that's cut 
funding is going to spend all the 
money that this is going to 
take?" 
"We have a solid 10-year 
commitment to this," Carbol 
said. 
School board ~halrman Edna 
Cooper praised the Year 2000 
paper as a visionary document 
that will challenge everyone, 
and called on parents and 
teachers to open themselves to 
its ideas. 
"Do we see nothing hut dif- 
ficulties and problems or can we 
lift our eyes to the sky?" she 
asked the audience. 
"We must all recognize and 
accept that each child is 
nout ahead," said Ted Gough. 
"And without educators, we're 
lost entirely." 
Carbol pointed to a 30 per 
cent provincial dropout rate as a 
sign change is needed in the 
education system. 
The Grade 11 and 12 gradua- 
tion program is designed to 
combat the problem by in- 
troducing work experience and 
career.oriented programs to at- 
tract non-academic students 
who might otherwise drop oat. 
The existing curriculum istoo 
university-oriented, Carbol 
said, with little room for the 
vast majority of students who 
don't go on to college or univer- 
sity.. 
Exams and testing are played 
down unde~ the new system, in 
favour of other methods of 
assessing progress. Some 
parents are angry because 
evaluat ion will measure 
students' progress against heir 
individual goals rather than the 
progress of the rest of the class. 
" I  know my child knows her 
ABCs, but I don't know how 
well my.child is doing," one 
woman said. 
Some parents attacked the 
concept of a more individualiz- 
ed system, demanding to know 
what happens to children who 
move to another city. or pro- 
vince. Carbol replied that the 
new teacher would talk to the 
child's old teacher. "It's going 
to force us to be much more 
aware of each student." 
Some people were concerned 
the approach could slow down 
education for brighter children, 
lowering everyone's standards. 
They feared B.C. students 
won't be as prepared for univer- 
sity, especially out-of-province. 
Carbol said the graduation 
program is now "undergoing 
serious rethinking." 
The minimum 100 hours of 
unique;" Cooper said."This is work experience -fo~,;,;each 
not: going-:to"be rev01uti0n~ ~ "~.gi'aduate'pr0gram stgdent~ay 
it's going tobe evolution." be changedl ~he"Said. Concerns 
A LARGE number of people turned out recently for an evening ses- 
sion on the education ministry's planned changes to what is being 
taught in the school and how students are evaluated. The changes 
will take the decade to bring in, 
have been raised a flood of 
Grade 11 and 12 students trying 
to get their 100 hours could 
boost local unemployment 
rates. 
A revised version Of the Year 
2000 paper is due to be released 
in March. 
A few ungraded primary 
classes are gunning in Terrace 
on a trial basis this year, and 
School District 88 has commit- 
ted to starting the new primary 
program across the district his 
fall. 
The intermediate and gradua- 
tion programs are to be com- 
pletely in place by September 
1993. 
Carbol said the deadlines 
could change. "It's not that 
we're on a track that we can't 
get off," he said. "Things can 
be slowed down or sped up as 
reqni~edT" 
"' The': remain'ing cluestion 
marks left :some disillusi0ned. 
Edna Cooper 
"I don't see any answers here," 
local resident Allen Wootton 
said." I see lots o f philosophical 
statements that are hard to 
dispute, but I don't see any 
answe]rs." . . . .  
Unique. 
The guiding principle 
behind the Year 2000 paper 
stresses individual learning. 
The present 13-year system 
be broken in to  three 
segments: a four -year  
primary program spanning 
kindergarten to Grade 3, an 
intermediate program cover- 
ing what was Grades 4 to 10, 
and a graduation program 
replacing Grades 11 and 12. 
The report says the  
primary years will be ~ an 
ungraded block of four 
years, not divided into grades 
or subjects. Instead of con- 
ventional subject categories, 
material would be dealt with 
in themes. 
"Students will ,learn at 
their own rate, according to 
their own styles," an educa- 
tion ministry report says. 
"The continuous progress 
approach emphasizes what 
the child can do rather than 
what he or she can't do." 
The intermediate program 
will be transition years back 
to grades and course sub- 
jects. 
The graduation program 
gives students a choice of 
three sets of options: a col- 
lege/university preparation 
program, apprenticeship and 
career preparation programs, 
and a third option called the 
exploration program. 
All graduation program 
students are to do 100 hours 
of work experience, with that 
number higher in some of the 
career programs. 
The changes are also to in- 
clude: 
* A common curriculum 
for all students covering 
basic important subjects. 
" More English as a Se- 
cond Language courses to 
reflect B.C.'s multiculturul 
society. 
I 
BUILDING SUPPY CENTRE 
is 
MOVING 
We will be closed Saturday, January 27 : r 
and RE-OPENING 
IN OUR NEW LOCATION ON 
MONDAY, JANUARY 29 
I CO-OP HOME 
CENTRE 
:2912 Molitor Street 
635"9595 
: Monday - Saturday 8 a.m. - 6 p,m. 
: , . ~ HOURS: 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
We appologize for any inconvenience dudng our  relocation. 
WATCH FOR OUR OFFICIAL GRAND Ri::nPFNmn! 
_ .% 
•{ 
t .  
f 
,. .,-;-,.. , ;  
~j '  ; 
TICKETS ARE ONLY $2 EACH! 
Tickets available from any Kinsmen memberl 
But hurry, only 1,000 tickets are being soldl 
. 
WINNING PRIZE PACKAGE INCLUDES: 
* HAIR STYLING. 
courtesy of Halrbusters 
* TRANSP~nTATJnI~ hv ., 
CHAUFF! 
courtesy Tern 
* ACCOMP 
MOUNT 
* CONTINENTALBRUNCH 
served Sunday momlng, ~. 
* CORSAGE and BOUTONNIERE 
by Flowers A La Carte 
* CANDLELIGHT DINNER 
at Mount Laylon Hotel~lngs Resort 
* FRESH FLOWERS and 
CHAMPAGNE in SUITE 
k , 
* BABYSITTING (~ t~ Te.'eee ~a) 
(Prizes mug! be taken Feb~ ! 7, 1990 lm swarded, Tnms~rfatfon In Ihe Temge m only,) 
III 
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their time and 
talents. '  ::- 
Street talk - " , . . . .  ! , :  k ))7, : .:." .!~::'i :" ~ i 
I t 's been a while since anything in- The latest word on the report is that it ; •,:::ii:i~,?~:~:~.~ i .. .......... .... 
teresting has happened down at' the  is being pondered in private by council . . . . . . .  : -~ .... 
municipal offices. One o f  the reasons is so as to weed out those ideas which , . . . . .  
that elections are now held only every might be considered strange and  conse- .- =~, .. 
three years. That  kind o f  removes the quently embarassing to those at city hall. 
need for artificial progress reports all Given that council hired a consultant I~ ~;:i~' : 
politicians like to make as they ready for and spent something like $30,000 on the i . . ; ::; . 
at r ip to  thepol ls ,  report,  we should see what our  money . : :ii~ i~/ '-. 1 ~ 
But that will change soon for 1990 is has produced - -  strange or otherwise. ': . ! !~/ / i  (~  ~" F -  
an election year. Between now and this A l though Terrace to 2, 000  will have ~-  ~ 
November, we'll see all sorts of  pro- lofty objectives, it is hoped it wi l l took at : . . . . . . .  . ,  • 
nouncements and nifty little lectures the more mundane activities o f  life . . . .  ., :. : . " 
f rom our mayor  and aldermen as they Consider LazeHe Ave. Once a residen- " -  ~" 
maneuver toward the voting date. tial street, the strip from the post off ice . • f / / 
One of  slumbering items city council to the provincial government building .... "" 
has kept in the closet is its Terrace to has - -  and is - -  becoming a business cor- . . . .  I / | • " 
2000 report. This is supposed to  outline rider. Are there plans to make some [ V I 
what will be needed and what will occur sense of  traff ic  leaving and entering the 
as the city approaches the next century, park ing  in f ront  o f  var ious  
(The effort  to produce this report began establishments. Will there be any at- 
in 1988. That  means congratulations are tempt to construct a sidewalk on the side 
in order for council as two years have of  the street hat now does not  have one. ' ~ , 
since passed. Since this is already1990, That's the kind of stuff that will be need- This is one  wag 
we're that much closer to the year 2000. ed - -  regardless o f  what year to which 
Now that 's progress), council affixes its gaze. 
Pretty weird to quit smoking 
There's at least one piece of  interesting there are perhaps six. 
news to come out  of  the latest hul labaloo That ' s  because for some unknown The following was written by 
over where the provincial government reason the province is dithering around Pat Lee, daughter of Hubert 
Bayer, after his heart attack two 
will build a new correctional centre - -  we with its site selection. All this is causing weeks ago while on vacation in 
know where the mayor  wants to spend unnecessary rumours ,  ,wgrr!es .  ~ and  ~awa/(. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
his retirement years, distress. ~ :' . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ,Beyer is .now~r.ecovering after 
The mayor  is negotiating to buy land This approach is not unusual for the undergoing angioplaztie surgery 
north of  F rank 's  field and since the latter B.C. Buildings Corporat ion ,  the Crown last week in Honolulu. 
"'Considering the response I 
is on a list o f  possible correctional centre corporat ion which will be the landlord o f  got to my recent piece in sup- 
sites, it has raised all sorts o f  speculation the new centre. It dallied with the loci -  port of  smokers" rights, 1 
as to what exactly is going on finn o f  the new provincial government thought some o f  my readers 
This is simply not only a case of the building here and it is doing the same for might be interested in the fact 
that I have quit smoking," 
provincial government hiding its light the new training and enterprise centre, writes Beyer from his hospital 
under a bushel, but also its brains. Last It's not  exactly the kind of  thing people bed. 
year there was one favoured location for should expect f rom a government which '7 didn't quit voluntarily. I
the new correctional centre. This year claims it runs a business-like shop. had to be taken to the Straub 
Hospital in Hmiolulu before 1 
swore of f  rny" life-long habit." 
Dad. . .  I thought I lost 
you. Go East young man lt is difficult o fathom the finality of losing a parent until 
| the reality of it decides to sud- 
denly slug you in the gut. 
As a child, one grows up 
Whenever we want to buy or ~ / ~ 1 ,  with the unchallengeable trust 
sell a serviceable secondhand gh  that no matter what, Mom and 
item we turn to swap and shop Thro~ Dad will be there. Time and 
radio programs, ad magazines, BIfooals understanding slowly teaches 
or newspaper classifieds. A ha- the human mind that there is 
tional swap and shop might help by CIoucieffe Sond such a thing as death, but it's 
us solve some of our country's far, far away. 
inequities. When Hubert Bayer and his 
For instance, in B.C.'s Lower wife Eleonore left for their 
Mainland more than 7000 up- Welfare recipients in Van- ~ Surely an enterprising fishing vacation in Hawaii, it was to 
plicants have listed with the couver might be coaxed into industry, in partnership with an be their dream come true. A 
B.C. Housing Corporation taking up residence in the aggressive government, could holiday for just the two of 
waiting for government- homes vacated by Summerside,s find a market for these odd- them. No work, no stress, just 
subsidized housing, armed forces. They'd be toy- named species among foreign play. It was their first real 
While the vacancy rate hovers ing into first class housing in a countries that do relish these vacation alone in years. 
at less than one per cent, their safe, pleasant environment, fish as food. The phone rang at 11:00 
chances of renting anything if- And because their rental rates Then there's the VIA Rail p.m., Thursday, four days into 
fordable are equal to their would be far below that of Van- cutbacks, saving money by lay- their trip. It was Eleonore. 
likelihood of winning the PNE's couver's, they'd have more ing off 2700 workers, and pay- "Hi Morn, bow's Hawaii?" At 
furnished home. dollars left over for food each ing out full salary for life (with that moment the last thing I 
B.C.'s housing minister month, annual raises) to all employees remembered was the family 
blames our rental crisis on Summerside would again with more than eight years ser- policy that when on vacation 
newcomers flocking to our pro- blossom as a vital community, vice. Between them, and paying there will be no phone calls 
vince. More than 50,000 people In return, pressure would ease turfed out members of parlia- unless it is an emergency. My 
migrate here each year; our on Vancouver's rental market, tent  generously,for aslong as life would see so many ups and 
marketplace just can't cope. forcing down rental rates to if- they live, we'll never educe our downs over the next 24 hours. 
Nor will it ever so long as low fordable levels, national deficit. A heart attack? My dad? 
rental units are demolished, to In the bargain, families who But we can ease the anguish Sure he smokes, but not that 
make way for posh con. undertook the trek to the east of ordinary citizens by swap- much. He does get some exer- 
dominiums, would enjoy a chance to travel ping places -- if we do it quickly cJse. His eating habits aren't 
Meanwhile the Atlantic pro- and see more of Canada, like before B.C. sinks leaving the too bad. Add it all up, and 
vinces are losing residents employed people on paid vaca- Atlantic provinces high and dry. none of it is right, it doesn't 
through unemployment. A tion, somethingfewofthemcan ~ .. , ~ ..l' ~ 'y~O~,  ~00 ~O~J~ T I41~ 
sizeable portion of our 50,000 ever afford while on social ~ I~: :~;~t4A I~BOI~rER ~$ SAFE. 
migrants hail from the eastern assistance. ~:~ ..... ~)~ 
seaboard, already. Now Sum- Still another imbalance xists ~ ~ ]  fO [EAT BECAOfE.tl"S 
merside, Nova Scotia is facing -- in the commercial fishing in- ~~i i~!~REY FOtd~rU£ At0D ~1~10 
the prospect of becoming a dustry. ~ " ~~"~'~':~~-~ 
8host town as the Department Three thousand workers are ~ ~ , ~ i ~  SLIH~. OI4 IT, 
of National Defence closes its being laid off as three major ~ .~:~:~.~,:::~ 
base and redistributes i~s per -bases  f ishplants in Newfoundland ~ ~  )~  ~  ',~ , i~ ~  ~ ~[  ~ ~ ~  ~,,,~ , ~, -, :::,'~ .~ us- , - -  
sonnel among throughout close because of a reduced cod ~~:~=~ ~:, .~i~: ~ ~..~ .'!~.~.,~ : , ~ 
the rest of the country, quota. Yet the fishermen throw i~;:.~l~Ik " ~flJ~ - J [ l~ lg . /  
Wouldn't it be sensible for back into the sea tons of non. ~ . . .  , - ,T~,~r ,~ . 
Nova Scotia and Vancouver to commercial fish inadvertently 
do:a.lltfle house.~swapping?~ ' ,  caught.while n tting cod, 
I 
%, 
-•  j J _ : - 
From the 
Copltol 
byHubert eeyer 
/ 
make any sense. He's my Dad, 
he's invincible. He will always 
be there for me. The doctors 
said he is stable tonight. 
I do believe I cried so hard 
that there was pain in the very 
little veins of my eyes. 
I learned to loathe heavy 
breathers. It was bad enough, 
him lying there, hours away by 
plane. The phone rang at three 
in the morning, four hours 
after I heard the bad news and 
20 minutes after I had fallen 
asleep. I peered through the 
sleepiness in my red, sorry 
eyes. My heart pounded so 
loud I could hear it. As much 
as I didn't want to, I answered 
the phone. I dreaded what I
might find out, what this 
phone call could possibly 
mean. 
It was a really bad time for 
an obscene phone call. I told 
the heavy breather to phone 
me in a couple months when 
B.C. Tel, with their new 
Lightguide Transmission 
System, will help me find him. 
Thank you, B.C. Tel. 
The next couple of days 
were spent quietly coiwincing 
myself that my Dad is okhy 
and he will in fact be ihere • 
forever. He has to, he's my 
dad and he's invincible. 
And right now, all I can do 
is thank him for being there all 
the times he was there. I have 
learned that he will go away * 
some day; Not this week, he's 
coming home this week. and 
not this month, he still has to 
take my son to the arcade. 
They do that every Saturday. 
But he will go away some day. 
And there is nothing I can do 
about it. 
There is something else I can 
do. I can thank him, and my 
mother for bringmg me izito this 
world. It is by default hat I 
wound up with the most caring 
and understanding parents 
available, but I can still thank 
them both for that. 
I can let them know, that 
everything they have tried to 
teach me was not .in vain. 
Every ounce of morality, con- 
sideration, ethics and values I 
have, were gifts of my upbr- 
inging. 
! can thank God, that I still 
have both of my parents... 
and for heaven's sake I can 
quit smoking. People don't 
usually get second chances, or 
warnings. So many people 
have been yanked from their" 
very existence on this earth 
with no warning at all. And 
here I sit, writing with fury, 
cigarette in mouth. 
They say you can only quit 
smoking for yourself. I don't 
want to. I enjoy a cigarette 
after dinner. I enjoy smoking. 
Up until now I did. But I 
believe quitting for my father 
and my son will be a good 
enough motivator for me. I 
have no right to smoke, know- 
ing I could put my son 
through this. 
It is amazing how fast one 
forgets their emotional roller 
coaster once back on even 
ground. 
Dad. . .  I tb,mght I lost 
you. And once again, through 
the sheer human ature of 
denial, I believe you will be 
here forever, you are my Dad, 
you are invincible. 
And when you get back, we 
are going to be smoking quit 
• ters together. Because I love 
you and you are never doing 
this to me again, I'm not in- 
vincible, I'm just plain scared~ 
, ,rospect!ng takes on: 
a soph st,cated flavou 
By JOHN YOUNG 
• The Inteflor News 
Smlthers 
SMITHERS - -  The image of a 
prospector as a grizzled, deter. 
mined figure suffering gold 
fever and wandering through 
wilderness with only his mule 
fo r :c0mpany has been 
reprogrammed. 
The late 20th century pro- 
spector is more likely to be lear- 
ning the latest in personal com- 
puter appfications than in per- 
suading his mule up a mountain 
slope. 
Recently, northwest prospec- 
tors were among those atten- 
~ng a three-day seminar on 
computer applications in the 
mining industry. 
Setting up spread sheets, ex- 
amining mineral occurrence 
data aed drawing maps were 
among the computer uses 
discussed at the seminar 
organized by the Smithers Ex- 
ploration Group, a non-profit 
group encouraging mine ex- 
ploration in northwestern B.C. 
"It's pretty hard to keep o~ 
top of all that's happea~ng," 
said Smithers prospector Dan 
Ethier, who recently bought a 
personal computer and wanted 
to know what it could do for 
him. 
"That ' s  the way the 
industry's gone. It's pretty well 
all high tech." 
His computer will help gather, 
enough information to make an 
informed choice on a mineral 
property, Ethier said. 
"The more information you 
have, the better decision you 
can make." 
Seminar participants attend- 
ed talks touching on software, 
hardware and the latest in com- 
puter programming asit applies 
to mapp!ng and geology. 
"A guy would hate to walk 
by a big gold mine, wouldn't 
he?" Ethier commented after 
one session. " I f  this stuff can 
help, we better pay attention.'., 
tion expenditure~ dropped in 
1989 compared to 1988 but it 
was still one of the best in recent 
times, says the district mines 
ministry geologist. 
Dave Lefebure said the activi. 
ty of  last year must be con- 
sidered in light of the cycle of 
mining activity. 
" I t  didn't  come as a 
surprise," said Lefebure ot 
1989 exploration and develop- 
ment expenditures. We had 
large expenditures in 1987 and 
in 1988. Historically, 1989 was 
still a very active year." 
He estimated that overall ex. 
penditures were down about 
one third compared to 1988 and 
that the number of exploration 
programs also dropped by one. 
third. 
In the Iskut region north oi 
THE NEXT go)d mine could be found via computer technology. Telkwa computer program designer Dr. 
Alan Campbell, seated, was one of those at a recent seminar pointing out the beneF~ of using com- 
puterized data for prospecting. Behind him is prospector Steve Howard who recently bought a home 
computer tohelp him In his research. 
Although computers may 
help a prospector do a faster job 
collecting data and preparing 
mine proposals, the machines 
are no substitute £or getting out 
into the field, he said. 
"Computers aren't he be all 
and end all - -  they're just a 
tool." 
"When you're in the bush 
your hammer is your best tool 
- -  when you're at home, it's 
your computer." 
But some of the more 
sophisticated programs discuss- 
ed at the seminar opened adoor 
to a world of "desk top pro- 
specting". 
MINFILE, a computerized 
data-base developed by the 
Geological Survey Branch, 
gathers on disks information 
about mineral occurrences so 
far covering about half the pro- 
vince. 
While this current technology 
provides the prospector easy ac- 
cess to mineral data, the future 
offers a realm of possibilities, 
'~ guy would hate to 
walk by a big gold mine, 
wouldn't he ?" 
seminar speakers told par- 
• ticipants. 
Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS), discussed at the 
seminar by Smithers computer 
map maker Steve Howard, can 
" layer" information on maps, 
allowing data to be mixed and 
matched in countless ways. 
Alan Campbell, a computer 
program designer living in 
Telkwa, suggested that com- 
puter mapping using the GIS 
system could be married to 
MINFILE. 
Applying that tool to geology 
is logical, Campbell said, but 
would "require so much com- 
puter power it's not realistic at 
the moment. But it might be in 
five or 10 years." 
Mines ministry d istr ict  
geologist Dave Lefebure said he 
expects a gradual shift to more 
soph is t i ca ted  computer  
technology in the mineral in- 
dustry. 
In 10 years, said Lefebure, 
computers will be so user 
friendly people will take them 
for granted,  •much like 
telephones today. 
Three-dimensional geological 
computer mapping could .be 
part of prospecting in the 
future, map maker Howard 
said. A digitalized three- 
dimensional map of B.C. will be 
available within a couple of 
years. 
Called the Terrain Resource 
Information Management pro- 
gram, the system could con- 
ceivabley be combined with a 
variety of other base data infor- 
mation and applied to mining. 
The results would be a moving 
3-D view of properties on a 
computer screen, said Howard. 
Mineral search dips a bit 
TERRACE --  Mining expiora Stewart, considered the most the summer, Westmin near "We can expect some drilling 
programs to take place this year 
based on those findings," said 
Lefebure. 
There will also be a reversal 
of the situation of the past four 
or five years when major com- 
panies formed partnerships with 
cash-rich junior ones to work 
on exploration programs, 
Lefebure added. 
He said 1989 also saw an in- 
crease in the search for base 
metals uch as copper, lead and 
zinc and expects that to con- 
tinue. 
"The major companies are 
looking and they normally want 
gold associated with that," said 
Lefebure. 
One of the base metals pro- 
perties has b~n bought by 
Cominco and lies just to the 
west of Newhawk's Sulphurets 
gold project. .. 
prominent gold and silver bear. 
ing areas of the province, ex- 
ploration and development 
spending dipped to $27 million 
compared to the $43 million of 
1988. 
Lefebure attributed some el 
the decline to a drop last sum- 
mer in the price of gold and n 
change in federal regulations 
which permit raising venture 
capital for exploration. 
As well, some of the major 
exploration and development 
projects of the past three years 
became working mines in 1989, 
he said. 
"The Lawyers (a property in 
the Toodnggone operated by 
Cheni Mines) became opera- 
tional in January, Golden Bear, 
northwest of Dease Lake began 
stockpiling from its open pit in 
Stewart began in late May and a 
small gold mine in the Toodog- 
gone started last year," said 
Lefebure. 
The geologist is predicting a
fairly healthy 1990 with gold 
and silver exploration taking 
place further north of the Iskut 
area. 
"You've heard of the Golden 
Triangle (the Stikine-Iskut 
area), this is called the Golden 
Horseshoe," said Lefebure of 
the region bounded by north of 
Stewart in the west to the 
Toodoggone, northeast of 
Smithers, to the east. 
This contains what is called 
the Hazelton group of rocks 
and was the subject of 
grassroots exploration -- taking 
samples and mapping --  in 
1989. 
SULPHURETS 
CLAIM GROUP 
~ • • 
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Mine decision 
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coming soon 
TERRACE - -  Newhawk Gold Mines will decide 
sometime next month if its Sulphurets gold pro- 
perry north of Stewart will become amine, says 
company president Don McLeod. 
The company is in the final stages of determin- 
hag how much ore it has at the location, he said. 
That will lead to a decision on what size the 
mine's mill should be and consequently what 
kind of costs will be involved, McLeod added. 
Newhawk already estimates there is enough 
ore to justify a mill processing approximately 350 
tonnes a day. 
"The most important aspect is the ore reserve. 
It tells you what size the mill should be. It's a 
Catch-22. You've got to have the reserves first," 
mid McLeod. 
, Newhawk's major shareholder is Corona Cor- 
~poration of Toronto and it is a joint venture 
',~artner inthe Sulphurets property with Granduc *
IMines Ltd. of Vancouver. 
I, The company estimates it will need just over 
II I0 people to work the property. 
} Should the mine go ahead, it will be run by,a 
,small hydro~le~dc plant using water fromi::~ 
,'B~cejadc Creek and by regulating the outflow i:,, 
:from Bmcejaek lake. " ' .: • ' 
I The company has been woddng the site for the 
Ipmt four years, l f  a mine Is approved, it will be.~ ! :  
mine to Open in!eu than two: :  
ithe fifthnorthwest apprO~l/pr~'ii:i.h:':; : ' : ' : '  ~t 
| * , . / . . . . \ ,  ,: I ~  . , . , ,  ; ", ,:i'- ~/.'~:." t": ':, ' : '  ' ' ~" , ,-"-. 
- ~,:-iThe. p rov lnda l  ,., ~ , ~.~: 
~*orked its way to the pen lttingstage;,' ~.~ .. '.- ~ ,~ 
AC~ACENT. PROPERTIES 
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TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Bill wonders 
about. Hubert 
Dear Sir: 
An open letter to 
Hubert Beyer 
You must have written 
your Christmas sermon on 
love and tolerance with 
tongue in cheek. Nobody is 
more full of hate against he 
premier than you. 
You are Mr. Hypocrite a la 
Adolf Hitler himself. He said 
one thing and did the other. 
Everything sounds so 
familiar. 
Are you speaking up for 
the Jews now and against he 
Christians? Nice try. Sure, 
blame the Christians for kill- 
ing the Jews. Blame the 
Christians for everything. 
Hitler blamed the Jews for 
every thing. Same principle. 
It happened because your 
Deutschland turned its back 
to God. it still does. The 
Christians were about he on- 
ly ones that risked death by 
hiding the Jews from your 
murderers Vaterlanders, 
whose God was the Fuhrer. 
Who is yours? Not Bill 
Vander Zalml Here is a de- 
cent honest premier who 
keeps smiling in the faces of 
them that want to shred him 
to pieces, like you, and you 
prefer people like Svend 
Robinson in your NDP 
future government. 
By what standard o you 
live and write? Not the Chris- 
tian standard of true love. By 
the way, Jesus was not 
tolerant, certainly not of 
characters like you, who 
speak out of two corners of 
the same mouth., 
We never had such a fine 
premier and the fact that the 
people of B.C. don't want: 
him, proves the immorality 
of the majority of the people • 
of our province. May God 
have mercyl 
"Here is a decent, 
honest premier who 
keeps smiling in the 
faces of them that want 
to shred him to pieces, 
like you." 
The old Jews, too, believ- 
ed in choice. They chose 
criminal Barabbas above 
Jesus of Nazareth. The same 
thing happens to the follower 
of Jesus, named Bill Vander 
Zalm. 
Study some history 
Hubert. You might see 
history repeating itself. 
Bill Homburg 
Terrace, B.C. 
Condom proposal 
amoral crisis 
Dear Sir: 
A news item in The Ter- 
race Standard has school 
board chairman, Mrs. Edna 
Cooper expressing her sup- 
port for installations of con- 
dom dispensers in public 
schools. 
She is quoted as saying, 
"we are in a crisis situation, 
and we have to react with 
everything we have, not just 
one thing." 
Certainly, we are in a crisis 
situation. It is the crisis of 
both morals and com- 
monsense. Let me elaborate. 
The moral crisis has been 
building for decades. It stems 
from a general drifting away 
from Christian values, aided 
and abetted by the public 
school system, as well as 
many other agencies. 
The commonsense crisis is 
more complex. We are 
gradually losing our ability 
to see things as they really 
are. In short, we are in the 
Age of Unreason. Example: 
we seek to outlaw guns, 
forgetting that it is people 
who kill, not guns. 
If those male and female 
"punks" wish to indulge 
their lusts, why does it fall 
upon us, the taxpayers, toset 
up dispensaries in schools, 
(and I presume) post offices, 
restaurants, daycare centres, 
etc., to provide the protec- 
tion they demand? Why not 
encourage them to patronize 
those stores that handle such 
necessities? 
If the need is so urgent that 
they cannot slip over to the 
drugstore, then it seems to  
"If those male and 
female "punks' wish to 
indulge their lusts, why 
does it fall upon us, the 
taxpayers, to set up 
dispensaries in 
schools." 
me that the "crisis" demands 
that we set up separate 
schools to keep them 
separate, at least during lear- 
ning hours. 
It also seems clear to me 
that if the schools could be 
redesigned to become "learn- 
ing factories" those little 
hotheads would never have 
the time or the place for their 
extracurricular ctivities. 
What do you think, folks? 
Let's have your views. 
Yours truly, 
Thomas Atrill 
New Hazehon, B.C. 
Paying lawyers 
Dear Sir: 
The Law Society of British 
Columbia is inviting public 
comment on contingency 
fees. 
:Cont ingent  fees are 
agreements that pay ~ lawyer 
a ,peraentage of any court 
award or settlement. They 
are frequently used in ICBG 
and other personal injury 
claims, product liability cases 
and wrongful dismissal ac- 
tions. 
Recent amendments to the 
Legal Profession Act era- 
power the Law Society to 
establish maximums for con- 
tingency fees and to prescribe 
the form and content of con- 
tingent fee agreements. 
Those who have views on 
the matter are asked to send 
written submissions to the 
Contingency Fees Commit- 
tee, Law Society of B.C., 
300-1148 Hornby Street, 
Van~:ouver, B.C. V6Z 2C4. 
Those who wish to meet 
with the Committee to make 
oral presentations should say 
so in their submissions. 
The Law Society of 
British Columbia, 
Keith Hamilton, Vancouver 
669-2533 
About letters 
The Terrace Standard 
. welcomes letters to the editor 
: on all topics, All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad- 
dress and local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't be printed 
with the letter, ~ but they are 
,necessary for confirmation 
:i0f:~the. letter's authenticity 
'iThe writer,s name wi l l .  be 
~Published,~!~ Requekts: for 
'n~ tO ~:~thbe|d mby be 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
be submitted to the "Card of 
Thanks' section of the 
classifieds. 
Letters containing libelous 
or obj~tionahle: tiiatter will 
be edit&l or return~ to the 
writer. All letters ere run on 
a space available basis.' with 
shorter lettei's ,likely to be 
published soonest. 
. . . .  ~-~.~: . . . , , - / : , - .~ .~. . " : .~  : ,7" ,~ '~: , ,~ , ; ,  " . . . . . .  
i: 
i: 
• 1L 
!!' 
*i 
;i 
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 USINESS REViIEW 
Stores key on environment 
T~CE - -  Local Super- 
markets are rushing to meet he 
demand of consumers for en- 
vironmentally friendly policies 
and products. 
Terrace's three major grocery 
stores - -  Safeway, Overwaitea 
and the Co-op - -  all agree that 
public opinion about the en- 
vironment is causing the 
change. 
"A lot of our members are 
concerned and want more 
done," said Co-op board presi- 
dent Pat Sheichuk. 
She said the store plans to sell 
customers re-usable string bags 
to get them to stop filling the 
dump with paper and plastic 
bass. 
Terrace Co-op manager 
Lawrence Gosselin said the 
store is now carrying en- 
vironmentally friendly product 
lines that include cleansers, 
reusable diapers, biodegradable 
bass and organically grown 
local produce. 
"We've carried some of these 
things for years," Sheichuk 
said. "We just haven't advertis- 
ed them." 
Overwaitea is introducing an 
incentive system to encourage 
consumers to bring back and 
reuse their shopping bags. 
Customers will be given "en. 
virocards" which get stamped 
every time they bring back bags 
to go shopping. Customers who 
get their cards fully stamped 
receive get a $1 coupon for en- 
vironmentally friendly products 
and their names are entered in a 
monthly draw for $100 in pro- 
ducts and subscriptions. 
Overwaitea's new manager of 
environmental concerns, Dennis 
Kinsey, said last week the 
system will go into effect Feb. 1 
and will also be used to promote 
THE NEW LOOK in shopping bags. Safeway's Dave Edmonds bags 
a shopper's groceries in a re-usable string bag, Terrace's three ma- 
jor grocery stores are all considering selling re-usable bags or con- 
tainers as environmentally friendly alternatives to the familliar 
"paper or plastic." Some are bringing in incentive systems to en- 
courage shoppers to bring their own bags, 
the chaines environmental pro: 
ducts. 
Kinsey said the company's 
Save-On Foods stores opted to 
charge customers for bass, and 
more than 40 per cent of 
customers now bring their own. 
With Overwaitea, Kinsey said 
it was decided to use incentives 
rather than penalties. "In any 
of these environmental issues 
we're finding that people have 
to have some kind of incentive 
to get intb it'," he said "The), all 
have good intentions, but there 
has to be something to get them 
started." 
Kinsey said Overwaitea is .  
committed to selling as much 
organic produce as there is de- 
mand for. The store also wan~s 
to carry more lines of unbleach- 
ed paper products, and Kinsey 
said unbleached toilet paper is 
appearing on shelves this week. 
Unbleached paper products 
are expensive because the 
store's only suppliers are Euro- 
peam, he sai[l. "We're trying to 
get North American suppliers 
involved to get the costs down." 
Organic produce is ai~o ex- 
pensive because supply hasn't 
caught up with demand yet, he 
said. 
He said grocery store chains 
must reflect consumer demand 
and urge suppliers to start car. 
rying mere environmentally 
safe products and cut down On 
excessive packaging. "We're in 
the supply and demand 
business," he said. " I f  our 
customers demand a certain 
type of product, we're going to 
track it down and get it for them 
- -  that's how we stay in 
business." 
The store will also sell nylon- 
cotton string shopping bags and 
is trying to find a way to let 
customers use their own con- 
tainers for bulk and dell food 
• i tems.  
O UT AND ABOUT A Safeway  spokesman said it ' i . .  ~ paigns ~utd that de'tails WIU " be ' |  ....... :~;Terrace, B.C.' • ~"~ released soon. I 
spot, 
Gem spokesman Cadie Per- 
rault said there Will be more 
space for the outlet which open- 
ed a year and half ago in the 
mall, 
And because the new location 
has an entrance opening outside 
of the mall, it will give the store 
the option to open or not to 
open Sundays, he said. 
Gem Computers also has a 
store in Smithers, 
Announcements are expected 
soon on new businesses moving 
into the retail spaces in the mall. 
TERRACE - -  The latest in the 
chamber  of  commerce 's  
Business After Hours events 
takes place this afternoon. 
It'll be held at First Choice 
Travel. 
Or ~**Or .  
Terrace Co-op will decide 
soon if it will build a cardlock 
fuel station next to its new 
building supplies store on 
Mol i tor ,  says manager 
Lawrence Gosselin. 
And it's also close to moving 
its gas bar at the main building 
to an adjoining piece of land to 
provide more parking, he said. 
* Or**  Or Or 
Two Skeena Mall stores are 
moving to a mini-mall on 
Lazelle Ave. 
Spokesman from Radio 
Shack and Carmen's Kitchen 
say part of the reason is they 
don't want to open on Sundays. 
That's a condition of the lease 
for stores at the mall. 
Naida Stainton of Radio 
Shack and Carmen Seltenrich of 
Carmen's Kitchen also said 
their new premises will give 
them more room in which to sell 
merchandise. 
Seltenrich said she will also 
put in a cappucino bar. 
Both businesses will be mov- 
ing the end of this month and 
open the first of next month. 
Matrix offers a complete system of restructurizing perms, one 
for every type of hair. Each formula infuses the exclusive Matrix 
Plphatine Complex' deep into the cortex to replenish the 
hair's key structural elements and guarantee the most 
The vacant space in Carmen's 
Kitchen's spot at the Skeena 
Mall will be filled by a similar 
venture called Gemma's Kit- 
chens. 
Bruno Belanger of Gemma's 
Bathroom Boutique said having 
two such stores adjacent to each 
other will broaden his product 
line. Both stores will be 
decorated the same. 
Spotless Cleaners has closed 
its Kermode Cleaners outlet in 
the Skeena Mall and has con- 
solidated operations at its 
Lakelse Ave. outlet. 
Spotless spokesman John 
Heighington said a new 
drycleaning machine installed 
last summer makes it possible to 
concentrate its operations at 
one location. 
Spotless also owns Superior 
Linen and Time Cleaners. 
**W~r**  
Still with activity at the mall, 
Gem Computers i moving into 
the vacant Kermode Cleaners 
Joe Pitzoff from the Thor- 
nhili tree nursery is moving to a 
new one at Abbotsford. 
He'll be the manager there 
for the year and be the manager 
in charge of growing trees for 
Alberta companies. The Ab- 
botsford venture is being run by 
Paci f ic  Regenerat ion  
Technologies. It's the same 
company that owns the Thor- 
nhill nursery. 
shine, resilience and tensile strength ever, Matrix perms de- 
liver results that look and feel completely natural and assure 
ultimate client satisfaction and 
complete styling freedom. ~abLX '  
With every perm receive a FREE 8 oz. bottle 
of PERM FRESH , - 
(Leave in curl retention aid $8.95 value) 
: CHER.AN'S REMOVATRON 
THE PAINLESS ALTERNATIVE TO ELECTROLYSIS 
SKINUNE 
~o~,~ _  j~. ,o~,~=, 
• COMPUMENTARY CONSULTATION 
• FACIALS & SCALP TREATMENTS 
635-3307 
4601 LAZELLE, TEI~RACE 
Instant Tax Receipts 
Thts year combine complete convenience with a flexible RRSP I 
that offers 6 savings choices and no administrative cost. ,q  
• Callme fir your free Copy of our RRSP booklet. 
• . , .  Spec~m Mofqal Funds are dis~iboted Ihrough Sun Life " 
Distribution Services Inc. (Sunelco), a Mutua Fund .Oea/er,,.a 
subsidiary ofSun Life Assurance Company ofCanada. 
The prosbeclu$ provides detailed Information on the securities 
offered. Acopy Of the Fospeofue may be ob~ned from our 
office. 
For more Idformatlon call: 
Lyla Harvey, Sales Manager 
306-4640 Perk Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
63r:~B146 
O Sun Life 
Distr ibut ion 
Services Inc. 
- -  i m 
I o th= r i, 'UUU'U141 
Time ls,.,..,,Running : 
On :Chrysler Guaranteed Rebates. =:::% 
see sales people for further details 
$1', 00o0 Rebate/A 
90 Voyager Caravan " ~ .  • . 
0nly 10 to choose from. " ~  
K 
O % Financing 
O.A.C. 12 months 
• or  " 
$1 O00Rebate on 
% 6. F!nan"i"0 
or 
$600 Cash Rebate 
on 
'89 8pidt & Acclaim 
Only 6 to choose from. 
I 
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> Plea made fo 
Sandra Surfwood 
Vehicles 
nabbed 
TERRACE ~ S0me got away 
::with a "fix-it" ticket to get a 
muffler epaired. Others had to 
be  towed to the nearest garage. 
In all more than 40 local 
~:residents were ordered to dig in- 
i;to their wallets to fix broken or 
:w6rn-out parts of their cars last 
Wednesday and Thursday as 
-:local RCMP conducted road- 
side safety tests. 
Cpl. Jim Porteus said the 
most dangerous infractions 
/ < wereworn brakes and said some 
vehicles had several things 
wrong with them. 
Police said two vehicles were 
so dangerous they had to be 
ordered off the road and towed 
away. Another 31 were ordered 
to fix the defect and report 
:within 30 days for inspection 
and testing. Eight more received 
"fix-it" tickets requiring the 
owner to fix the defect and 
show police the repairs. 
The-roadblock crew stopped 
and inspected about 70 vehicles 
in Terrace, Porteus aid, adding 
the blitz" probably didn't do 
much to cut down the numbers 
o f  unsafe cars on the road. "We 
• didn'teven make a dint in i t . "  
-, He said most people almost 
; never check their vehicles for 
: worn brakes, tires or burnt-out 
: lights, 
TERRACE - -  A local woman related programs should be 
wants compensation packages created. '- 
for transsexuals who contracted 
AIDS because they were raped 
while in prison. :
Sandra Surfwood, a transsex- 
ual, also does not want 
transsexuals placed in male 
prisons. 
Speaking last week, Surf- 
wood said she was raped while 
in Oakalla in 1986 and subse- 
quently •tested positive for the 
HIV virus which leads to AIDS. 
" I  did not know for three 
mouths I was carrying a rape 
disease. That was not a self in- 
flicted wound,"' said Surf- 
wood. 
She said new institutions are 
not necessary for transsexuals 
and that space could be provid- 
ed within existing prisons. 
Surfwood Was also critical of 
the Social Credit government, 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm and 
Skecna MLA Dave Parker for 
not considering AIDS an 
epidemic. 
She said a ministrY specifical- 
ly set up for AIDS support and 
Sucha ministry has a chance 
to be created if Grace McCarthy 
leads a ,new political party, 
Surfwood said, 
" I  want a third political party 
and for Grace to be the leader," 
said Surfwood who said she 
campaigned for the former 
Social Credit cabinet minister in 
two provincial elections, 
Surfwood also said she was 
prepared to run as an indepen- 
dent in Skeena in the next elec- 
STREET SMART 
TEST #2, 
You are a male driver between 19 and 24. It is 
night. You have had 3 drinks in the past hour. 
If you have an accident, where is it most likely 
to occur? 
a. At an Intersection with traffic signals. 
b. Atanlntersection wlthout ~afficslgnals. 
c. On the stralgh t of way. 
d. On a curve. 
O,:J9MSU v 
nsation 
tion and wants to be the 
minister in charge of the pro- 
posed AIDS ministry. 
Surfwood said she has tried 
unsuc~.essfu!ly for one year to 
meet with Parker to explain her 
situation and to outline what 
should be done for people with 
AIDS. 
Although critical of Parker, 
Surfwood later acknowledged 
that his constituency office in 
Terrace has given her help and 
assistance on numerous occa. 
sio~. 
AVOn 
Do you have Christmas bills 
to pay? Then let Avon save 
the day! Earn up to 50% on 
your day, and let your suc- 
cess begin today. 
Includes FREE training and 
starling kit for only $15.00 
Representatives needed in 
Terrace, Srnithers, Burns 
Lake, Kitimat and surroun- 
I WE RE ' din._gg areas 
~ to open doors! MOVING....o # ~ Call Lisa 635-4507 
bd ie /hae l t  
AUTHORIZED DEALER: 
• J&H ELECTRONICS LTD. 
We will be c losed  January  31 ,  1990.  
& 
Re-opening ~t our new locat ion 
FEBRUARY 1, 1990 
at 
Gemma Bed & Bath Boutique [ 
Where Quality Makes the Difference! | 
SKEENA MALL 635-3392 i 
. 4741 Lakelse Ave., Terrace l 
Ultimate 
4718 Lazelle Avenue Rebate Terr=ce, B.C. VSG 1T2 
' . . . . . . . . . .  ~ '~ . . . . .  ~"~"~- '~ '~ THE WINNING COMBINATION! _~ . . . . . . . .  :._• ! "z. 
GE quality appliances, Totem sale prices and GE 
| lb " i 'm i l  , ,6  instant rebates, it all adds up to a double saving, 
Leaving!" 
packed. He's going on another buying 
trip, and while he's gone the staff 
are clearing out the store! 
"Big Bob" 
OOPS!! 
• Big Bob is not gone yet. But the huge - : 1: i i . 
store-wide inventory reduction is still on. - - ~ 
But only for 3 daysl 4 ~ 
* SAVE SAVE SAVE*  SAVE •SAVE •SAVE® SAVE•SAVE 
. :  ~t~ ~. , _~:,~ ~ ,,, / 
~'THURS. ~ " ~ I r .  
FRI. ~:  ~.~; -~,  ' I~~ ~. ,:; ~tl l  . ~,R.,~,~.~ • , .  ,..~ ~.#~,= -. . .. ~ . "~ ~; : - ; .~  
, SAT ,  ~:~. .~,~-  ;- ~ ,~... ,~ .,, gAYS *4 
.= ~. - '7~ ~r' ~.--~'~,] - ' '~" . - ': i .~ i  
T.25"27U" " ° '" .~-s  ' .~- .  ~- ,~; 
iiiia, ae son s Sporting G0ods 
, . .  ,._ ........... 
662 Lakelse ~: i ::~+ !; i:: T::> ; 
ii,i:i:i  635-2982 . . . . . .  '~  . . . . .  )i:ii 
; i 
ING 
~ ' ~ - ~ .  TOTEM 
• ~ i , , , ,  , 
• FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD,, 
/ 
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:lob here d isappear  s | :  , Makes Fashion StatementWlth 
. ,  a - - .  ' . i~ l : i - '  i '~  Your  Windows!  
' J3E]U~CIR, - -One  o f  the r NDP of  March. The :m.mbinat ion  o f  med ica l  I n OFF 
If Corbeil is successfulin win- health officer and  manager, is [ ] .  ~ I , : .--f_'_ _" 
Mike Corbeil 
pl 
No snow 
does costl 
TERRACE - -  The city may 
be experiencing one of its 
mildest winters in years, but 
the director of  engineering 
says the city has still gone 
over budget on its winter 
maintenance program. 
There are a number of  fac- 
Iors involved in the 1989 ex- 
penditure of  $225,000 com- 
pared to the $220,000 spent 
in 1988, says Stew 
Christensen. 
He said the city spent 
$71,000 - -  nearly a third of  
its total budget - -  dealing 
with the heavy snowfalls of  
last January. 
While there wasn't much 
snow this past November and 
December, Christensen said 
a crew was kept on night 
shift in case the snow did 
come. 
i 
candidates for the Skeena riding 
nomination cou ld  be going to 
Victoria regardless o f  his elec- 
toral future. 
Mike Corbeil, manager o f  the 
Skeena health unit, was told 
earlier this month his job was 
being eliminated and he was be- 
ing transferred to the health 
ministry in Victoria. 
The manager ' s  respon-  
sibilities are instead being 
blended in with those of the 
unit's medical health officer. 
Corbeil said he will stay with 
the health unit endl at least the 
NDP's nomination date the end 
ning the nomination, he'll be 
working out of Terrace for the 
health ministry until the election 
is called. 
"I ' l l  crossthat bridge when I 
come to it," said Corbeil when 
asked if he will move to Victoria 
should his nomination bid be 
unsuccessful. 
"My job will no:longer be in 
Terrace. There are other aspects 
to consider ' - -  family and 
such," he said. 
Corbeil added he was told of  
the transfer after he .had 
declared his candidacy Jan. 4. 
not  unique in. :the province's 
health unlts.They exist in aJl 
but ,the, four northern health 
units because there had been 
diff iculty,  in attracting and 
keeping doctors, 
Corbdl  said that was no 
longer the ease in the Skeena 
health unit as medical health o f -  
ricer Dr, David Bowering has 
been here for two and half years 
and has indicated he will stay. 
CorbdlSs new position, if he 
takes it, will involve working on. 
projects affecting all of  the pro -  
vince's health units . . . .  
Pool project delayed 
TERRACE - -  The completion 
date for the pool expansion pro- 
ject has again been set back - -  
the second time the date had 
been revised - -  and is now not 
expected to occur before early 
March. 
City recreation director Steve 
Scott said the delay was caused 
by "a  whole series of  things." 
Among them was the need to 
wait for an engineer from the 
Vancouver-based company that 
had designed the plumbing 
system for the new wading and 
whirl pools to come up and in- 
spect the installation. 
Scott explained backfilling 
the area around the pools and 
construction of the decks could 
noi begin until he had approved 
the system. 
Although the concrete work 
for the pools had also been 
completed, finishing work 
could not proceed until the 
drain channels had arrived - -  
Steve Scott. 
they were expected to be on site 
by the beginning of  next month. 
A shortshipment and incorrect 
rolling of roofing materials had 
also. delayed that part of  the 
project. 
Scott said all the rough 
carpentry had now been com- 
pleted and 95 per cent of plumb- 
ing, electrical and mechanical 
work was also done. Remaining 
jobs included dry walling and 
putting in floors in all rooms, 
insulating the outside walls, 
back f i l l ing '  and concreting for 
the pool d~ks and the new 
mechanical room and tiling the 
pooh. 
While f'mishing of the ex- 
terior of the south wall would 
have to wait for dry, above- 
freezing weather, he said the 
new part of  the facility could 
open without that: job having 
been completed. 
Although some extra costs. 
had been incurred as a result of 
a few design changes, Scott said 
these were covered by a con- 
tingency fund in the original 
cost estimates and the project 
was still on budget. Confirming 
final cost figures would  be 
available approximately six 
weeks after completion, he add- 
ed, " I 'm not expecting any sur- 
prises." 
:, ,ABBEY 
. :. ,BLINDS 
VwU=d alnds 
• : Available in 
over 160 colorer 
• Includes installation 
For a FREE consultation cell 
: )W COVERINGS 635-4444 
t /• 
i ~ 
Ride Easy! 
Ride home a new 1990 with no money down 
A New Ski-Doe ® for a New Year 
Don't miss the first deal of the decade on now at your 
part;cipating Ski.Doe* dealer. Pick up your new 1990 
with no money,down, plus get so the spot financing, 
O.A.C. and a special 12.9% interest rate fo~ two years 
See your nearest participating Ski.Doe*' dealer today 
for best ~lecnm. and e.joy your new Ski.Doe 4 at a 
price that lets you ride easyl 
* Aomm~mt subiecl Is kep~oved creel. 
Offe~ mqpkl~ Fe{~a~y 2e, 1990. 
r~Nll¢ipat~caO deakn rely. 
* Trldmu~ d 8emb,wd~ l . 
sk#doa  oao 
OUR E~bE 1.1¢ PERFORAUIIKE. 
Ter race  Equ ipment  Sa les  L td .  
4441 Lakelse Ave,, TelTao~, B.C. 
IBEATIHG Ri R 
Over the past 20 years, inflation in Canada has averaged nearly 7~ - a 
formidable hurdle facing any RRSP. 
But over the same 20 years, Mackenzie's Industrial Growth Fund has 
averaged a full 17.4% in annual compound returns - number one among 
RRSP-eligible mutual funds. 
So compare. If inflation is eating up your RRSP returns, we have the 
solution: Industrial Growth Fund. 
Phone today, or return the coupon below. 
Great  Pacif ic  Management  Co. Ltd. 635-4273 
I lndustdal Growth Fund's Record - I year: 16.2~, 8 years: 13.9~, 
5 years: 15.6~, lOyears: 15.6~, 15 years: 17.1Y~, 20years: 17.4Y~, since 
inception: (22 year~) 17.0Y~. All figures are average annual compound 
returns to November 80, 1989 based on the net armmnt int~sted and includ- 
ing mlnvestment of distributions. Past per~ormance is not necessarily 
.indicaffue offuture results. Offer made only_ by prospectus. 
Looking both ways, 
G P leasemnd me more  Informat ion on an To manage your ILRSP. 
[ndmtr i• l  Group  of Funds  RRSP  managed by  For the long te rm.  
Mackenz ie  F inanc ia l  Corporat ion .  
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY 
POSTAL 
PEOVINCE CODE 
PHONE 
(Residence) (Business) 
MAIL TOt Great  Pac i f i c  
• Management Co. Ltd. 
i 5133 Ager Avenue - 
What are your views of the  uture o! our Forests? 
British Columbia is rich in land and resources, in particular our forest lands. There are many 
differing values and views of the forests, and many opportunities for the use of oar forest ann 
range land resources. • 
...Vj~i ~.o.the.n3~ag~¢oar, of.the~.e~e~ouu:es ~e varied and often diverse because peopleplaee' .-, 
' differentvalues onthews); t~e);~andbth'ers,~/sedie forest.Someofthe is~fies regardingforest 
• lands include: . . . . . . . . . . . . .  d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " 
• community economic dependency; 
• timber ha/vesting; 
• traditional eboriginzl practices; ~ . 
• quality and quantity at:fish and wildlife; ~- 
• water quality; 
• envlmnmentd quality;, 
~ recreation and tourism; 
• wilderness preservation; a d 
• range-forest in erface. 
When these activities are not compatible, difficult land and resource use decisions have to be 
made TheB C ForestResoureesCommissionneedstounderstandhowtheforestsareviewed • . . ' * o . . t by the cmzens of the Prownce and how the pubhc an be revolved, so that we can plan for the 
integrated use of the forests. 
In the words of the Minister of Forests, %..many.of the issues I must dealwith are brought 
about because we have no clear view ofexactlywhat the forests of British Columbia represent ....
I view this to be of paramount importance because I believe that until we have a generally 
accepted vision, it will be extremely difficult, if not impossible, toresolve many of the omer 
issues facing us." 
The Commission wantsyour views on the furore of British Columbia's forests through 
the 1990s and into the 21st century. 
The Process 
The Commission is currently requesting written submissions from British Columbians. This 
Spring, communi~ meetings wit be held in locations across the Province to hear from all those 
who have submitted written briefs. Based on these submissions and the community meetings., 
the Commission willprepare an Ootions Paner outlining alternatives and their implications for 
B.C.'s forests. A drafiofthe Optidns Paper-will be distributed inthe Fall, 1990 and you will be 
asked for your esponse to this l~aper in ~/second series of meetings. Your comment~ and 
suggestions will be included in the final statement which will form the basis of future planning 
an~decision making for the Commission. 
March 16, 1990 
April-May, 1990 
June-August, 1990 
September, 1990 
Mid September to 
mid October, 1990 
Winter, 1990-1991 
Written submissions due 
Community meetings to obtain input from the public i !-~i " .  
Develop Options Paper with alternatives and implications ..~ ..~, : . . .  
Distribute Options Pa! ' "" 
Community meetings e
Submission to Minister 
TAu First Step: Write us now 
Your written response/oust be o us hyMarch 1 
and times can be established. 
How to Submit 
The 
Future 
• of Our 
Forests 
X~ Commlsdon's Man4ate 
]he British Columblo Forest ResourcesCommissionwas 
established bythe Minister o[Forests an June 29,198.9. 
The Commisdonisantndependentbl dy reporti gtathn 
Idinlster with a mandate o review and r~ ntie recom ~endatl0ns 
on a wlderonge oflssuesofc0ntern. 
TSe Commission has been given four specific tasks: 
• to recommend ways B.C.'s forest and tenon lands 
my be managed to prated and enhance differ[no values; 
• toreviewtho eflodivenessof Tree farm Licences 
as o form of tenure; 
t to recommend.ways to Improve public participation In 
totestplannlng andmanagoment;and 
n!oreview and recommend waysto improve forest 
har~est pr.n.dices, focussing on d.ear-c~in9 and 
o,odoted toreg prudlces and their Impocfs. 
. . . . .  fmm/ss~ Mmben~ 
area, m:  Mr. kL (S~)  rat 
Cmahdomas: 
- Patw Dins, Q.C., dash, FooJIty d: L~, U.6.C. 
:.- • Roow Fr~,  M.O., codmlmmn Reaction end Conse~ 
'. ~". Cemmiflee, Fede~ ofMo~toin OuSs of B.C.; Dimdm, Ouldoo~ 
Rem¢ion Cannel of B.C. 
. i.w.kymHer&r mey~dUlooetondbusinesswomoa 
.~,: '~ . .~Hqwwl4mw,  made 
; :~ • ~ Kmmdy, PhD., dean, Faculty dFreesia, U.B.C. 
. • JaN:lk Mwo, Fr-,ide~t, IWKenede 
...... -- t Cmma Pml b padder, Kocenoy Wikllffe He,age Fund; 
" i- c,. i ~  ~fions menep~, Crestbmok Freest IndmtTies; and The Commission wants to hear from British Columbians. We ate asking you towritea letter or 
prepareaformalbriefandfaxormailyoursubmissionto: . :  . - .i : . :  ~ [mlepmddent, B.C.WiHlihFedmtioo 
The British Columbia Forest Resources Commission '~  • 11m llemm~'Stb iqlm, 0.C.,fomm Uecenoot G0v~0t d g~ Cdumblo end ro~md feint ~ oxecu~vo 
700,747 Fort Street; /~i/. ii I u eye .f~mlhml, former MIA and milled ~ ~1ul 
Victoria, B. C. V8W3EI ~" ' • Jtkm $ztw, re,sired pmFes~kxxi fomstm end retired mono~er, 
Attn: Derrick Curtis . i ~ / failm Fae~ Re~en, 6.C. ~ Sere 
Phone:3S6-7885 Fax:356-7888 - i ~  .'i! ~ .AhffVkkm,~,Tdmshte0TdMC0e~ 
TheCommissionwantsthewidestpublicinputpossible. Weeneourageybuto~ubmitsourl : :. 
• written material now. Besides hearing from those who submit written materials, there will only ' ~ hm~ive ~ gr. ~ ¢aOh 
be limited time for others who want o make presentations'during the community meetings::. 
L;om ng along 
THINGS ARE moving along at Kitsumkalum where 18 new homes are being built. Last week, con. 
tractors were hooking up water lines for those new homes located in the lower part of the village. 
More homes are being built in a new subdivision on an upper level. The Canlsle Construction Ltd. 
project uSingmodular Nelson Homes of Lloydminster should be completed in early spring, 
• PICTURE THESE 
" .  4V/NGs/ 
1 [ I [ 
No. 2 -- 4627 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
:~'i i , ," " 
638-8555 
REMNANT 
'SALE 
ALL CARPET & VINYL 
REMNANTS ON SALE AT 
LOW 
PRICE 
$9ou 
YOU  e  DECOR 'i' 
• m . . . . . .  A . A . 
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Council notes 
i. ~ , !~ 
City wants fine shar,.s" 
TERRACE --.The recently |n. i ts  financial support for River- lease Charge~ would push ~Pera- 
• ' " tional costs up 3~9 Per cent to troduced traffic violation fine 
system wig generate substantial, 
new revenue and council says 
the city should get a piece of the 
action. 
At present, all f'mes go to the 
provincial government, an ar- 
rangement aldermen sugsested 
was inequitable. Given local 
RCMP would be issuing the 
tickets and the city paid 70 per 
cent of the cost of maintaining 
that force, council s~id it should 
also receive a share of the. fine 
revenue. 
A letter outlining that posi- 
tion has now been sent to the 
ministers of Munidpal Affairs 
and Finance and the Solicitor 
General. Although the letter 
will not suggest a specific 
percentage, city staff will be 
discussing that matter with the 
Union of B.C. Municipalities. 
Although a f'um deeision will 
have to await the outcome of 
1990 budget deliberations, 
council has indicated it is 
prepared to consider boosting 
boat Days. 
Aldermen have agreed to in- $288,620. 
ciude a $5,000 grant o the an- 
nual event in the 'first draft of 
this year's budget. That figure 
includes $3,000 to cover the cost 
of the traditional fireworks 
display, $1,200 for advertising 
and $800 for secretarial 
as~ista.ce and sundries uch as 
postage, posters and photoco- 
After deducting an;::i:aa ~ 
ticipated $59,700 revenue arid: 
B.C. Transit's contribution;the 
municipal cost is projected'at 
$94,150. If custom transit b in-  ,~ 
troduced this summer, that 
figure will rise by a further ~ 
$2,000. '- ~ 
The municipal share is split 
pying, between the city and regl0nal: 
Last year the city contributed district on a 2:1 ratio. :, 
$2,500 for fireworks, $500 
towards advertising and some 
clerical support. 
Even without the additional 
costs of. the proposed custom 
transit system and changes to 
the conventional service, B.C. 
Transit projects the 
city/regional district share of 
maintaining the local bus ser- 
vice will rise $20,000 this year. 
In outlining its 1990 annual 
operating agreement tocouncil, 
B.C. Transit predicted increases 
in interest expenses, fixed costs 
and fleet insurance and vehicle 
While it ."appreciates her 
concerns," council has turned 
down Eileen Callanan's request 
for a street light at the end ~0f 
North Thomas Street. 
In its report to council,: the- 
planning and public works com- 
mittee pointed out there were 
other areas of the city where 
new street lights were 'con- 
sidered a higher priority. 
The city will, however, 
replace amissing 'Nothru road'  
sign in an effort to reduce the 
incidents of vehicles turning 
around in front of her home. 
ORE FOR YOURMONEY 
)FAMILY PACK 
,MEAT SALE 
BONELESS CROSS RIB 
STEAK 
BONELESS 
DONE-IN BEEF BLADE 
STEAK 
188 
I LB. 4.171kg...::~ ~.~ 
SINGLE OR DOUBLE LOIN 
STEW BEEF PORK CHOPS , 
48 -q-q I I io,  Imp, ,,=~_,~ 1 
i ~ ~ '1  
LB, S.4elkg. LB, 6.Selkg. L~ 
PORK BUTT SHOULDER BACK ATTACHED 
STEAK -FRESH CHICKEN LEGS 
99 69 
FRESH CHICKEN BREASTS BARON OF BEEF BOTTOM 
BACK ATTACHED ROUND STEAK 
99 49 
LB. 7.69 kg. ~- 
I 
SWEET & SOUR OR 
REGULAR SPARERIBS 
HALF PORK LOIN RIB & 
TENDERLOIN END 
49 
I , .1 :~ ,.o e°o .wo , -~o • 9 a.m. 9 p.m. The Right 9a,m. 6p.m, I ~nday 10a.m. 5p.m. To Limit Quantities 
J In. :iS, 26 & 27 
IL 
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Feds say they told lake 
residents of tax refunds 
TERRACE - -  While conceding 
there was some confusion over 
which Lakelse qualified for the 
northern tax benefit ,  a 
spokesman for Revenue Canada 
says the agency did everything 
possible to alert Lakelse Lake 
residents to the situation. 
David Morgan said Revenue 
Canada realized early last year 
there could be a problem. As a 
result, he had specifically exJ 
plained the Lakelse s[tuation 
during a Feb. 21, 1988 interview 
for local radio and television. 
"We sought to, ensure as 
many people could find out 
about it as was possible," 
Morgan said. "We did our best 
toget he news out." 
Confirming the Lakelse refer- 
red to in last year's tax guide as 
qualifying for the benefit was 
"a railway point located on the 
CN line that links Terrace and 
Kitimat," he said that was the 
proper place name for the loca- 
tion according to the Canadian 
Permanent Committee on 
Geographical Names. 
That same committee's of- 
ficial designation for the com- 
munity on the east side of the 
lake -- where the aggrieved tax- 
payers live-- was Lakelse Lake. 
This area was disqualified from 
receiving the benefit because it
was accessible by an all-waether 
road and within 160kin of the 
nearest urban centre, Terrace. 
The problem, he said, was 
that community was identified 
only as Lakelse on the 1988-89 
B.C. road map and park guide 
issued by the provincial tourism 
ministry. 
Morgan said if residents had 
given their address as simply 
Lakelse when filing their 
returns, "it could have been 
allowed on the initial assess- 
ment (bu0 subsequent review 
would have determined it was 
part of Lakelse Lake. That's 
where the confusion ai'ose." 
Responding to residents' 
complaints hey had specifically 
sought clarification from 
Revenue Canada prior to filing, 
and been told they did qualify, 
he suggested the answer they 
received would again have 
depended upon whether they 
described themselves a  living at 
Lakelse or Lakelse Lake. 
They could also have been 
given that information if the en- 
quiry had been made before 
Revenue Canada became aware 
of the potential problem last 
February. " I t  would seem 
strange after that date," he add- 
ed. 
Turning to the demand for 
arrears interest as well as return 
of the tax refund originally 
issued by the agency, Morgan 
conceded "That's an unfor- 
tunate situation." However, he 
maintained Revenue Canada 
had no choice in the matter. 
Pointing out statutory provi. 
sions required interest was 
charged 'on all amounts iden- 
tiffed as outstanding after April 
30, Morgan emphasized, "We 
have no authority to vary (that), 
we can't change it one way or 
the other.*' 
l t "S  the  Ja .~=u=,  ~ v . . . - . - -  , ~ ~,, 
Prices are, falling t 
/ i - , ! i i  ~ i~ ~ ~ " - ~ 
 ii!iii!  ...... i 
Ways to appeal 
tax assessment 
/ ,  
TERRACE - -  Although 
Revenue Canada says it has no 
choice but tO charge interest on 
outstanding taxes, including 
cases where refunds were incor- 
rectly issued, there is an appeal 
process. 
Revenue Canada David 
Morgan said individuals have 90 
days from the mailing date of 
the assessment otice •to lodge 
an independent review by an ap- 
peals officer who could decide 
to allow the appeal in full, vary 
it to allow a protion of the ob- 
jection or conclude the original 
assessment was correct. 
I f  the taxpayer was 
dissatisfied with the officer's 
decision, he or she could then 
seek a ruling on the matter from 
the Tax Court of Canada. 
imw 
- ,~,it~\ 
notice of objection by filling out If that court also rejected the | ~!~ 
form T400A. appeal, the individual can seek [ _ . ,  . . . _~. . _~ . . . _ . . .  ~ ~ ~ , p . . ~  ~ ~ - # ~ ] ~ / / ~ ~ ~ ~  
address through the federal 
The objection then undergoes courts. I ~ ~ -  "°~;~f -~~-~e~ " 
4637 Lakelse Avenue, SINCE 1910 
Terrace Shopping Centre 635-7440 
I " 
TAKE CHARGE 
OF . . . .  " ~  . . . .  '~  
FUEL SAVINGS 
WITH 
CONW   ggON 
FINANCE PACKAGE 
FROM 
Illl@  
AUTO-PROPANE 
.,i 
O.A.C. 
For further details contact either 
THORNHILL HUSKY or I & C ENTERPRISES 
at 635.3717 at 635-2293 
LIMITED TIME OFFER! 
i s  
f 
MOVING 
We will be closed Saturday, January 27 
and RE-OPENING 
IN 'OUR NEW LOCATION ON 
MONDAY, JANUARY 29 
CO.OP HOME 
L. CENTRE 
2912 Molitor Street 
635-9595 
e HOURS: "I Monday - Saturday 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
We appologize for any inconvenience during our relocation. 
WATCH' FOR OUR OFFICIAL GRAND RE'OPENING! 
J , 
e COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
With a great selection of products for the new year. Plus quality eportawecrl 
Monday to Friday Saturday Sunday All 6 
10a.m. to 11 p.m. : 9a.m, to l l  p.m. 11a.m. to l l  p.m. - 0penHolidays - 
. . . . . . . . . . .  • (except Chds,tmas[.. :;~....i 
I 
I LAURIE MITCHELL makes another phone call in her efforts to 
i i adopt a Romanian orphan. She and her husband are among. 
I hundreds of couples In the province trying to accomplish the .,] -same objectivel 
W on ed 
"|  ~:mm~i'l~ a~byga~t~i :°~ftera- th~vict~Md~nwants Ottawa to 
, |  ing help to other interested get more involved in helping 
local residents. 
"These kids have nothing 
-- literally nothing," said 
Laurie Mitchell. "It really, 
really upsets me bemuse I 
think kids should have at 
least he basics." 
• Mitchell and her husband 
were;shocked by  reports 
describingthe conditions the 
Romanian children are living 
under. 
"They  feed them 
assembly-llne style. When 
they get to the end of the line 
it's time to start back at the 
beginning." . 
After four days  on the 
phone Mitchell said she 
began to f'md out' how dif- 
f icult  the process is. 
,Parents may have to 
physically go to Romania to. 
Canadians adopt Romanian 
orphans. 
Sonya Paterson - -  a 
Langley woman leading at- 
tempts to adopt Romaninn 
orphans -- said last week she 
has been swamped with calls 
from more than 200 couples. 
Mitchell said she is going 
to a Feb. 3 meeting in Bur- 
naby organized-by Paterson, 
and will act as representative 
of an~" other Terrace couple 
interested. Mitcbell can be 
reached at 635-3079.. 
She said interested parents 
can also write to the Roma- 
nian embassy at 655 Rideau 
St., Ottawa ONT, KIN 6A3 
or send a self-addressed 
stamped envelope to Roma- 
nian Orphans, Box 3392, 
l.~gley B.C,, V3A 4R7. 
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TERRACE - -  Having :short 
changed the dty With its original 
grant in lieu of taxes, the:.BC 
Buildings Corporation has now 
corrected the situation with a 
further cheque for $13,250, says 
city treasurer Keith Norman. 
The grants are paid each year 
to muntcipa!ities in which the 
Crown corporation owns land 
and area fOrltl of the property 
taxes that would normally apply 
if it was privately owned. 
In announc=ng this year's 
grants, 'BCBC set Terrace's 
share at $171,976 --'down near- 
ly $12,000 from 1989 despite no 
change in the corporation's 
local holdings. 
Norman said BCBC explain-, 
ed the cut reflected removal of a 
Park Ave. , property from the 
grant. Although the site con- 
tinued tobe used as an equip. 
merit depot, it Was now home to 
a private company -- North 
Coast' Road Maintenance -- 
rather than the highways 
ministry.. 
INSTORE S IDEWALK :r " 
SALE . . . .  
Coats and Jackets Drastically Reducedl/?~.i" :i/i:( 
'19 99 From a 
" " '.UPTO.. 
70% 
and up 
Selected Tops • 
*4,99 
Selected Bottoms 
~t 
, { - 
'9.99 Fall and Winter 
I 
January 22 to 31, 1990 
635-7880 4643 Lekelse Ave. 
However, Norman said, 
had been made' and that while 
the occupant ~had changed, . ,~ l~ l  MOUNT LAYTON ~ : : ownership of the land had not 
- -  No'rthCo,t leases the pto- I r~ l i ) J  HOT c , r~,~, t ,~r~ i 
perry from BCBC. The second 
cheque, had, Corrected. ," .. the error:, I ~ ~  ~l f f "~ '~ R E S(  
CUPE'  city talk ! F FUN FUN TER~CE --- Negotiations get 
under way this week on a. new UN - - 
contract for the city's approx- • . 
imately 90 CUPE employees. ' I Slides & pools 
Administrator, Bob Hallsor - every Monday, 
said the two sides had exchang- Hi , 2 for 1, 
ed proposals but declined to 
release anydetails. He explain- i bring a friend. " 
ed the union and the city had 
agreed:to continue their past : ~ 0 ~ ~ = ~  
practice of not commenting 
while negotiations are taking 
place. 
The previous two year agree- 
ment expired Dec. 31. 
ACT, O, ms.  I I CA,. 798"2 ; . . ,  -. 
For t~ ~t d~s =nTe~0~ I • After 4:30 p.m. all pools 
[~::~TERRACE ~$T/LNDARI'~ I and slides are 2 for 1, " /i ::'i!,~:i~i,:~ 
O 
~p~  IF GIVING G1VESYOU ~*~j 
A WARM FEF2LING IN YOUR TOES, 
WE NEED A LOT MORE WARM TOES. 
W 
: : -:/:i " - The  giving beg ins  w i th  . , " t 
I I  
NEW BUSINESS 
PHONE LISTINGS 
I~ MR. BUSINESSMAN 
j If your Business Phone Number Is new or has been 
B" recently changed, please call us and We'll run it free of 
P charge for a period of approximately three (3) months. 
GUY GUNSMITH THE DIVE SHOPPE O 
636.6722 636-6383 
• PREMIER PROPANE ' DEANS CHOCOLATES 
635-7709 635-3919 
i CENTRAL MOUNTAIN AiR CHANGES BY 6EV 
, 635.3020 636.9666 
~l AGAR RED & WHITE SKEENA VALLEY 
:aP 636-1369 MEAT MARKET 
~ MSCOVERY DAYCARE 636'6997 
. 635-9;166 ELAN TRAVEL 
' I) EAGLE ENTERPRISES 63S.6161 
. 632-2060 1 " 
': D" IELECTONCS PLUS ASHeUnY'S 
i }  . 635-457.7 636.6684~ ,' $ ,- I :b ACCUZRAFT ~,  
, D CONBTRUCTRH LTD. 
' 636-4321 ~q 
RRACE STANDA ~: 
gaging ~ l  f l lACt  A I~ 
, i4647 Laze!leAve., Terrace 
~"" " "5 ..... "~ -638-SAVE ~: 
~' :} t ' "  "4 • 
~'i  " :  ~ , , 
v 
| :--• 
~ '11~ / :~7E. I  ~,L ' " . . . . . . . . . .  
• g 
J 
.. ,~: 
b 
b 
\ 
he 
Best 
Deal 
round! 
This note is just a little reminder 
that ;!you can pick-up your 
, .  Wednesday Terrace Standard 
display and display-classified ads . 
into the, Skeene Market Place at 
only 
PRIC E I I I  
t 
THAT.GIVES YOU TOTAL ACCESS TO MORE THAN 20,000 HOMES 
AND BUSINESSES IN TERRACE, KITIMAT, STEWART, THE H~ff.ELTONS 
AND AS: FAR NORTH AS CASSIAR! 
= 
I I I I " 
Deal T'hat Can"t Be Beat 
....... I" I I I  I II r I I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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:~ School board notes 
Trustees reject 
Offender ban 
rejected 4-3 
T E R R A C E  - -  A motion calling 
for tougher action against 
teachers convicted of sexual of- 
•fences was narrowly defeated at 
the school board's Jan. 9 
meeting. 
Trustees voted 4-3 to reject a 
Richmond school board resolu- 
tion recommending the College 
of Teachers cancel the teaching 
certificates of all teachers con- 
victed of sexual offences. 
Trustees Wayne Braid, Eva 
Daniels, Duncan Etches and Val 
Napoleon combined to defeat 
the motion, which was sup- 
ported by trustees Kris Chap- 
man, Laverne H is lop and 
Delbert Morgan. 
"This is one of the cases in Delbert Morgan 
which we should speak out, so I 
support he motion," Morgan system. 
said during debate. Super intendent  Frank 
Etches and Napoleon called Hamilton told trustees the letter 
the motion a blanket statement "sidesteps the issue nicely in the 
that could be more destructive last four paragraphs." 
than helpful. Hazeltons trustee Val 
Sexual offence cases are not Napoleon said the board should 
always black and white, Etches demand the ministry explain 
said, and each case should be what its doing with a 
looked at individually on its $1.4-million fund promised to 
own merits, help school district adapt o the 
T _ , education system changes. 
rus tees  s la in  T rus tees -  who initially 
m;~ne)t~ur" - -  I="=r toyed with the idea of jointly is- 
~usii.imoM 7 ~t,~,.,~, suing a statement with the Ter- 
trustees were angereo y a ' l race District Teachers Assoc'a- 
letter the education minister tion -- decided to send their 
sent to the district rejecting its w trongly worded let • . O n more s _ _ - 
request for extra mserv]ce to ter back to the ministry setting 
prepare teachers for the Year out the board's position. 
2000 changes. 
The school board had asked .= .  . . 
the ministry tO add five days of WOrK-StUOy 
inserviee, outside the regular m~nAu en l leh ' l '  
school year for the next three iium~ma~ 7 ~VH~ll~la0 
years. - A four-year federal program 
The ministry letter in to .help students get work ex- 
response tells the district it can penence won the nod of local 
arrange xtra inservice days if it trustees after they learned the 
wants, but the government has board can opt out once the 
no plans to pay for them. federal government pays most 
Administrators and trustees of its share. 
said the cryptically worded let- Trustees voted to apply for 
ter shirked the need for more federal money for a cooperatwe 
In the first year the federal 
government would pay 85 
cent of the $80,000-a-year pro- 
gram, declining to 75 per cent in 
the second year. Federal money 
would fail to 55 per cent in the 
third year and 35 per cent in the 
fourth before the district takes 
over the full cost. 
Andrew Scruton, director of 
instruction (special services) 
told trustee Wayne Braid the 
board should be able to opt out 
in year three. 
The program could handle 
more than 50 additional 
students, Scruton said. 
Trustees also decided'to see if 
the district's proposed lomily 
developed teaching assistant 
course could be used as the job 
to employ students in the work- 
study program. 
The teaching assistant course 
is designed to give Grade 12 
students interested in going into 
teaching one-on-one experience 
working under a local teacher. 
Both the work-study program 
and the Teaching Assistant 
course were unanimously ap- 
proved. 
t:dhaa~c!;rl/cjJWm~e°.r!t!tPhih!r°a~hah~ti ~ p~ do~ts! e:~l!t!/:'amtmt~° he:liPstle~ ! 4608"~!elseAve. .  
, J~ , . .  ~ ,  ~ 
I : 
D!str~,bution of 
bibles,okayed 
Trustees  approved the 
distributionof Gideon bibles to 
, students whose parents fill out 
consent cards. 
The cards will be distributed 
to students at school, who will 
be given the bibles when they 
bring back the signed cards; 
One trustee said the~bibles 
were once directly distributed 
with no consent cards. The con- 
sent card system was also used 
last year. 
The Gideons are a Society 
, known for their free distribv- 
tion ofbibles. 
Trustees go 
to seminar, 
The school board approved a 
trip to a seminar in Vancouver 
Jan. 27 to help train trustees for 
contract negotiations. 
Trustees John Pousette, Kris 
Chapman, Edna Cooper, and 
secretary-t reasurer  Barry 
Piersdorff will attend Bargain- 
ing and Beyond. 
Benson Optical Laboratories Ltd.. 
~-~, ,  __- ~ _= _ '~  . 
1989 TOYOTA TERCEL,,~.,o.,,~ 
WINDFALL  SPECIAL  
* 1.5 L 4 cyl. 
* Manual transmission 
* Rear window defroster 
* 3 door hatchback 
* Power steering 
* Rear wiper & washer 
*Cloth interior 
* 45 miles per gal. 
=10,38800 
1989 TOYOTA XTRACAB,,,.,o.=,0, 
*3 LV-6 
*5 spd. transmission 
*Chromo package 
*Tinted windows 
* Forward facing rear seats 
*custom striping 
*Tilt steering 
*Tachometer 
- -  % 
$ O0 
WINDFALL  SPECIAL  14,777 
Backed by Toyota's 5 yr. 100,000 km warranty 
. TERRACE MOTORS .. T, 
i~~! F :L '~"  , : T rw~v^ , .  ~ ~ To~o 
n: 4912.H,WY" ,6~est  DLRNO, 59~,7 , ~ ' 6~S '65S8 I 
I I Iz~, ' ' . . . . . . . . .  I I  I I1" I ' i .... I l i l  I I I  I 
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TOEHIBA TF 251  
TOSHIBA 
You won't have to, wait for , 
business with a Toshiba'TF 
251 fax. It's the desktop fax: 
that's great for any office...big 
or small. Sophisticated 
features, a sleek silhouette and 
easy to use. 
Call us today for the deal of 
the century. 
TOSHIBA 
FACSIMILE 
TF251 
Available At .... 
TOLSEC CANADA INC. 
3238 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TERRACE CO,OP 
BUILDING SUPPY  CENTRE 
• ~ is 
MOVING . -i I-! iI 
be closed Saturday, January 27 ii i=!ii;;il 
and RE-OPENING ~i~!~ - :~ 
IN OUR NEW LOCATION ON ~;~ 
MONDAY, JANUARY 29 
C' O-O P HOME 
CENTRE 
2912 Molitor Street 
Q 
635-9595 
.OURS: I'/~ 
Monday- Saturday 8 a.m, - 6 p.m, 1 ~' . 
CLOSED SUNDAYS I : r .  
We appologize for any inconvenience during our relocation. 
WATCH FOR OUR OFFICIAL BRAND RE,OPENIN_E 
k ' *  
, . .  ... , .  , f i !  * 
• .. . . . . . . . . . . .  Terrace Standard, Wedne~av. January 9d. l f lOn,  p~,,m n~" 
Sanludota : I,, > th i  
Itlea 'or b 
:Art 'o~' 
UARV: ~3, tg~0 --Two: 
~ of Se  RCMP ~Na'. ~. 
d R~i t ing :  :TeaUn::'will '
a ia lk l  on. car~r 0v'oor.::. 
Ipr¢8:': : 
i I~nUM"~.~ 13onspi¢l ;i: (6pen):) !
e;/mL~.:: Llmlt 64::finks,: En/ 
trid-4Cl0se JAn, :23i: Phone 
:: .635;-~825, ! Enfef ::: y6Ur. teom 
paeirtc, biorthwest~ : Musl¢ 
ri:9 a.m. - noon 
~and!"  4pimil 
:eneS~. Private 
be booked ~.  
.,:'.., :::5:15 : p;m; 
must ~ received 
0i For further in: 
NUARY 27; 1990-~.. Ter. 
=. Pipes and Drums band is 
tins on.a Burns.Night din. 
~d d~ce,  6 p;m,. 2 a.m, 
the Th0rnhill Community 
Rre."Tickets available at 
on  tiCket~ ':call 
reunion;: If 
paints. 
k* ik* 'k"  ' . ..... 
iRY L 1990 '--~.. 
tbllc'~ 
Unique project eyed 
moved one step closer to realiz- 
ing what it 's co-ordinator 
i describes as an ambitious and 
unique project, .~. ~ :: 
Norbert Hartig said the-pro- 
posed Northwest .Coast Indian 
Art and CultureProject would 
include production of a 13 part 
video series ex~g the ar t  
and culture o f  native" groups 
from Alaska to the west coast of 
Vancouver Island. Each part 
would run 30 minutes. 
' "No-one has ever attempted 
to develop (such) a 
telecourse," he pointed out. 
Confirming the college had 
received a $5,000 grant from the 
provincial government tocover 
project planning costs, he ,~aid 
once confh'mation o f  matching 
federal funds was received a 
steering committee would be 
formed. Its job would be to 
draw up the f'mal details and 
cost estimates, a process which 
he expected to take three mon- 
ths. 
Although the make-up of that 
committee had not been finaliz- 
University of Alaska and Emily 
Cart Institute; 
He would also be meeting 
with various tribal councils to 
explain' the project and seek 
their active participation. 
Among Others, that would in- 
clude the Haida, Tsimshian, TI- 
• ingit, Kwakiutl and Coast 
Salish, : 
Maintaining that participa- 
• tion should also be extended to 
production of the course, Har- 
tig emphasized, .This is a pro' 
gram about native people and 
will in part be produced by 
native people." That participa- 
tion, he added, would give those 
involved valuable training in 
media productions. 
Although the primary focus 
of the project was to produce an 
educational course for the col- 
lege, Hartig suggested the 
finished product could also pro- 
ve attractive to other educa- 
tional institutions both in North 
America and elsewhere in the 
world. 
Also, given the videos would 
Norbert Hartig 
be of broadcast quality, the 
To~ism ministry might be in- 
terested in using some of the 
footage for a "promotional 
documentary on the region. 
As for the seemingly daunting 
cost of the project, he was con- 
fidcnt the necessary funds could 
be found. Pointing out there 
were numerous bodies likely to 
approve grants for such an 
undertaking, he said, "We 
don't anticipate it would all 
come from one source." 
NOT JUST ANOTHER VIDEO GAME. Piloting a Sopwith Camel from Chicago to San Fransisco may 
sound like an unusual feat, but not so for members of the 747 Squadron air cadets. And, armed with 
the flight simulator seen above, they can do it without ever leaving Terrace. "It's good practice for the 
real thing," said leading air cadet Rick Boehm as he put his craft through its paces. The computer 
training program allows cadets to choose from a number of take-off points and destinations and offers 
them a choice of aircraft. An instrument panel on the screen feeds the operator with relevant informa- 
tion during the flight and the program also provides a post-flight analysis of his performance. Time log- 
ged on the computer counts towards the 300 air hours cadets must put in to get their power flight 
scholarship. 
Heart volunteers ready 
More than 50 volunteers turn- 
ed out Jan. 14 for the Heart 
' Foundation's main event of the 
year, a wine and cheese to  
welcome canvassers for its 1990 
fund raising drive. 
These individuals will be call- 
ing on local residents beginning 
Feb. 1 seeking donations to the 
Heart Foundation to ~uppbrtits the weather is good. She came years of good health to them all. 
research and educafionl pro. to Terrace in 1926. . . . . .  
grams targeting heart disease * * * * * A little get better wish to my 
and strokes. I saw Rose Mary Fleming the friend Winnie Coburn who is 
Betty Campbell,. whose other:day. She was out for her not feeling too go&l just at the 
association with.the foundation / •first walk since suffering a heart moment. 
began in 1979, is regl0nal'co. ~ attack: and said she was steadily * * , , ,  
ordinator for the:: .northwest getting stronger. I just want to Merry Hallsor is on her way 
region. In  thaL'capacity,, she' wish her good health, to Toronto as a representative 
made special "~long;servibe: : * ~**  * of Theatre B.C. - -  she is first 
presentations to three of the .News from Terraeevlew: vice-president of that organiza- 
volunteers at the reception,~ Terraceview Lodge society tio.n -- where meetings are be- 
Edith Martin (20 years), Edna' are holding a dance on Friday, ing held to discuss formation of 
Jensen(19 Years)and :Mer~y~*(:'. , J~ ;26: for  ~ their residents and a new group, Theatre Canada. 
Hallsor (20 years).: . . . . .  ar'¢ Ira/Ring people from the It wo~ald be a successor to the 
• * ' **  • Happy Gang Centre to come up Dominion Drama association 
I would hke to wish m friend an~d 'have an eve n " ' : ' " r" Y ' " i ' .~ ning of fu . which folded in the late sixties. 
Mary Alice Short a very happy?~ Stm0nl Sterritt is providing the Theatre B.C. is presently lobby- 
birthday. Have a good day o~/" music.  " ing for. a revival of a~ national 
Jan. 26, Mary Alice aiid many Those celebrating birthdays theatre festival. 
more happy years.:' !.~':~ . this month were Bessie Carilck Merry has been an active 
Also?. belated!~ :bigthdayi: /(88 on jan,2) ~,MarjorieBedard member of the Terrace Little 
greetings to Mrs. S01on~cki for:! (81 on Jmt~'<6),SimonLeckerhy Theatre for. some; years now. 
Jan. 16. She was'88 years o ld ,  (75.0n Ja~. 7), Mary Bromlie TLT was startedby h& parents 
that day and apparently~:st~i:7'/(80'!fi~ij~i'10), Ken Guthie'(76 in!1953 and its home, the Mc- 
:wa!ks :./up:. toWn::: to, .d0~>ll¢i~!~!~.~'j..~i~12)and HoWard~Hari~r Cell ~ Playhoqs#, "~W~'/~tiamed ~: 
In tWO or thr . ~ ~ ~.":~ i "  ~ ~ P 'g ........ ' ' ~ : t im~~It  l~:~ ~|"'bf i  !'.iJ~n'" l:3);~Ma~.='rr ~)re aftir them:' ....... ~~ '~'~'; '~' ~:-: "; : ' 
Literacy programs 
need promoting 
More effort needs to be 
devoted to making the func- 
tionally illiterate aware there are 
remedial programs available 
and persuade them to take ad- 
vantage of that help, says an ex- 
pert in the field. 
Audrey Thomas was in Ter- 
race last week as part of a pro- 
vincial tour to determine why 
more people did not sign up for 
literacy courses and why so 
many who did dropped out. 
Of the estimated 360,000 peo- 
ple in the province who have 
difficulty reading and writing, 
she said only five per cent sign 
up for literacy courses and 20 
per cent of those eventually Audrey Thomas , drop-out. -
While the individuals recognized their problem, she said 
"Most people are embarrassed or don't want to admit o the 
problem for fear of being branded stupid." It was necessary 
to persuade them there was no stigma attached to the pro- 
blent. 
Thomas said local literacy groups would also have to do 
more to publicize the availability of courses and ensure they 
were easily accessible. While some were unaware literacy pro- 
grams were available, others found their personal situation 
prevented them from enroling. 
Among them were single mothers who had problems get- 
ting day care, shift workers and those without ransportation 
who found it difficult to attend courses held in out-of-the- 
way locations. Those same reasons, as well as the pressure of 
trying to hold down a job and "go to school" at the same 
time, were also responsible for drop.out rate. 
Thomas aid those findings would be included in her final 
report which would also recommend "practical strategies" 
the provincial government should pursue in tackling the pro- 
blem. Suggested solutions were introducing a wider variety of 
programs including one-on-one tutoring, greater flexibility in 
- course structure to allow working people to attend on a part- 
time basis and better assessment and counselling of adults 
entering the programs. ' 
A founding member of the Movement for Canadian 
Literay, Thomas recently served on the provincial Literacy 
Advisory Committee. 
Computer donation 
TERRACE - -  Despite his reading abilities being above 
average, a writing disability has bampered Neven Anderson's 
efforts to express himself in written form. 
Now, following the Intervention of a loom teacher, the 
grade eight Thornhill Jr. Secondary student has been able to 
turn that around. 
Keith Gosse, learning assistant at Copper Mountain 
elementary where Anderson received his first seven years 
schooling, asked the Toshiba company whether it made 
educational equipment grants to disabled students. 
It did, and having determined Anderson met the criteria, 
the company presented him with a lap top computer. Confir- 
ming Anderson has put the new equipment to good use, 
Gosse says the students school work "has improved con- 
siderably" as a result. 
Society inks deal 
Muks-Kum.Ol Housing 
society tenants will now be able 
to use recreation department 
facilities and take part in its 
programs at a discount follow- 
ing the signing of a recreation 
agreement with the city. 
President Ray Jones said the 
move was in keeping with the 
society's philosophy of helping 
native people in the community 
improve their lives. "And what 
better way than through recrea- 
tion," he added. 
Pointing "to an increased 
awareness of the importance of 
a healthy lifestyle, Jones said 
tenants were looking forward {u 
taking advantage of the ar- Ray Jones 
rangement. 
The agreement provides tenants with a 35 per cent discount 
on three or six month passes and registration fees for pro. 
grams. The society will return 20 per cent to the city. 
Hel p wanted 
The recreation epartment winter activities guide may offer 
numerous programs, but youth programmer Kulbinder Saran 
would like to see their number increased still further. 
To do that, however, instructors are needed. In particular, 
Saran wants to hear from anyone interested in running the 
following programs: Working with Wood, Nature Walks, 
Play Dough Magic, Bicycle Repair and Safety, Young Eins. 
teins and Kite Making, • 
"All that is required is an imagination, commitment tothe 
participants and a few hours of their time," she says. addina 
inSttUCt0rSaint.o, will be paid according to their experienc(~ and/o~ 
trNoi~ng the department's goal is to provide "high quality, 
entertaining and educational activities," she also wants to 
hear ideas for other programs that would help achieve it. 
Saran can.be reached at 638-1174 or drop in and see her at 
the arena office, Monday.Friday between 8.30 a.m. and 4,30 
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TERRACE - -  L|ist year the Kinsmen Rehabilita. " :' 'm ' + ~ + +  ++ r~4 4 
tion Foundation put close to $19,000 backinto, ~ , i 
the communi ty -  $6,000 more than was ~alsed !ii I , '  ii 
during the 1989 Mothers March - -  and the local .' : .-. 
CloseCampaignthat ap.Chairman hopes this year's drive will 
"Our goal is to exceed last year's total by 10 
per cent," aob Finlayson confirmed, adding need for an a~ompanying parent meant he bili ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ' ~ 1  cHIMOOEL|Vee Y , eso.ssao] 
canvassers .would .be calling o n a l l  'homes Land stil l averaged approximately $800 eachfime. 
ou~nn~s.es m z.ne cnty., . :r ~:  ..-i ' ~ :: :'~:'. +. ~ .... .,: The found~/tion also provided accommodation , I ~ . . . .  . . . . . . .  
xpmmmg me system, ne salo au money raised Y for the family members, he added. " " ' l . . . . . .  
during the March is Sent to the Foundation's r :" ~" With a week of the March still left, Finlayson I i 
headquarters in Vancouver. Over the course of '  said it was to early to predict what this.year's 
the ensuing year, the local Kinsmen branch sub- fmul total would be, but the initial response had 
mits applications for funds as they arise. .+ been encouraging. That included the $300 con- 
The application is reviewed by a three man tribution from local gas statioh owner Norm 
Holmes who donated three cents a litre in ex- 
change for the Kinsmen and Kinettes manning 
.the pumps Jan. 15. 
Confirming canvassers would leave a contribu- 
tion.envelope if no-one was at home when they 
called, Finiayson urged householders to use these 
to send donations direct o the Foundation. All 
such contributions would be credited to the Ter- 
race club. 
Although the Mothers Mereh nominally ended 
Jan. 31, he emphasized onations would be 
gratefully accepted after that date. 
See p~ge BlO for details of another Mothers 
+March fundraising project. 
board and, if all criteria are met, the requested 
money is forwarded to the branch. Finlayson em- 
phas~ed approval was based on ne~i and~was 
not tied to the amount of money the community 
had contributed to the fund - hence the dif- 
ference in the two figures for 1989. 
He said up to 70 per cent of the foundation's 
contribution to local residents was to cover air 
fares •for• trips to Vancouver to visit specialists. 
And, given many of those trips were at short ' 
notice, they could prove expensive. 
"Most  times we do not get enough warning to 
get a reduced rate, so we end up paying top 
dollar]' he explained. That meant travel bills 
ranging from $400-$1,000 for a single visit, he 
Disease "hidden" 
TERRACE - -  January is 
Alzheimer Awareness month 
and a spokesman for the local 
support group says the main 
message it wants to send out to 
sufferers of the disease is "help 
is available." 
"It's still a bit of a hidden 
disease," said Gillian Camp. 
bell, explaining there was no 
specific test for Alzheimers and 
it was therefore hard to 
diagnose. 
Pointing out some symptoms 
of the disease were very similar 
to the effects of a stroke or  Gillian Campbell 
depression, she said diagnosis 
could only be +achieved by 
eliminating all other possible 
causes. 
As a result, she added, "A lot 
of people struggle for a while 
before they really find out." 
Campbell said the primary 
role of the local group was to 
supply information - -  i t  has a 
number of books, pamphlets 
and videos on the subject - -  and 
refer sufferers to sources of 
assistance. Its members are also 
available, if an individual 
"needs omeone to talk to." 
bout Alzheimers,., 
Ahheimer Disease is the 
fourth leading cause of death 
among Canada's elderly. There 
is no known cause for this 
degenerative brain disease that 
affects an estimated 300,000 
Canadians and causes 10,000 
deaths a year. It is predicted 
th~it as many as 500,000 Cana- 
dians will be affected by 
Alzheimer Disease by the end of 
the century. 
Ahheimer Disease attacks 
both men and women, those 
over the age of 65 are most 
vulnerable to the disease. Initial 
phase symptoms of Alzheimer 
Disease include memory loss 
and confusion, and eventually, 
the victim will require constant 
nursing care. 
Accurate diagnosis of  
Alzheimer Disease is of the ut- 
most importance, because cer- 
tain of the symptoms can be 
caused by other, treatable il- 
lneses. Diagnosing Ahheimer 
Disease requires extensive 
testing by a neurologist to deter- 
mine shrinkage of the brain and 
alteration or disappearance of 
nerve cells. 
Alzheimer disease affects not 
only the victim. Family 
members of the patient must 
often take on the responsibility 
of full-time caregiving. Looking 
after an Alzheimer patient re- 
quires enormous physical and 
emotional energy. There are 
many patterns in the type and 
severity of the disease and in the 
sequence in which mental 
changes occur. Most often the 
illness proceeds lowly over a 
number of years, and the pa- 
tient experiences long periods 
with little change in his condi- 
tion. 
The Alzheimer Society of  
B.C. is a Provincial non-profit 
Society incorporated in 1981. It 
is dedicated to alleviating the 
persona] and social conse- 
quences of AJzhdmer's Disease 
and to promoting the search for 
the cause and cure. 
• touch With the many people + 
concerned about the disease, 
and we provide funds to assist 
with research at the University 
of British Columbia and at 
Riverview Hospital. Research is
essential to find a cure, and to 
relieve the .dreadful burden on 
fandlies, and on the health care 
system. 
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TerraceVictims A sistance Program 
• . , +  . • . . 
VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED 
You .can make_ 
a differencel = 
7 ' " 
will deal directlywith Vletln~,Of Cdm¢ . " : "rVAP is presently accepting applications 
*AcUogasallaiswtpentonbetweentheCoerts, Pollce, +* frompeople Interested in becoming 
Social A~ncle= and b Victim.. ' "~ 
• ¢andldaW m,,,t be mature, rUNe I~ua ls  " ' :  ' '+ + :i. VOLUNTEER VICTIMS SERVICE WORKERS. 
who pe=eu strong Inter.persmW s~l~. Successful applicants will receive 30 - 40 
.eelgy=usofigeoretw . . . . . .  hours of training and must be R.C.M.P, 
• Be wllM~ to make a commitment o help le  hours S0cudty  Screerled; 
per mm~. . . . . . .  
' Multi,cultural applicants encouraged : .  • , ,  , , + +.  - . 
~L' ~ 'ii" 'i" ~+ Interested persons should call the 
. . . . .  , . ,~  TVAP co-ordinator, Karen Walker ~ +.~ , -~= 
. . . . .  638-0333 
:i: or can pick up an information package 
: .+ at the Terrace R.C.M.P. 
+••i?~: + • 
13,500 sq. ft. 
of 
Furn ish ings!  
Hurry. 
Offer  ends  
soon! 
, . ~,- -  -,paw ~tm= 
' ' gee  
Interest 
Money Down 0.,.c. 
for 
90 DAYS 
Terrace Furniture 
Mart 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
0 
! . • + 
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This is the second' in a 
series of  reports on the ac- 
tivites o f  a class of grade 8 
'students nt Thornhill Junior 
Junior foresters tour nursery 
are only about 15 hours long 
and they need 18 hour days or 
they will become dormant. They 
put them on the ground with a 
covering over them to protect 
them from bad weather. 
When the trees are ready to 
be shipped, sorters ort them ac- 
cording to standards. Theythen 
wrap them in bundles of 20 in 
cellophane. They are put in 
boxes of 360 trees per box. They 
are then put in cold storage at -1 
degrees Celsius. They sort 
around 200,(;90 trees per day. 
The sorters get paid 1/2 cent per 
tree and a bonus of 1/lO of a 
cent if they do a good job. 
For storage they found white 
boxes kept cooler in the summer 
than the standard brown box. 
They then test them at 18 
degrees Celsius to reach stan- 
dards and then they are ship- 
ped. I think it was a fun and in- 
terest:ng field trip. 
Secondmy School. They are 
: ;  studying silviculture within 
• :i their science course this 
I year and recently visited the 
:: 1 'Thornhil/ Nursery. 
%. 
:i: ~i ;:'~i By DUSTY CLARKE 
:On Our trip to the tree 
! :  nursery, We learnt that they 
i. , grow 71 million trees a year. 
"~ They s tar t  them in the spring 
• with peat moss and a mix as 
their soil. A machine puts l - 4 
seeds in a hole in a styrofoam 
'container and they are taken to 
the  greenhouses.  One 
greenhouse costs one hundred 
thousand ollars to build. There 
are fans and heaters on either 
end all controlled by computers. 
It is 21 degrees Celsius inside the 
greenhouse; One  growing 
season is from March to the end 
of September. 
The fertilizing is all controll- 
ed from inside and is put into 
the water system So they can fer- 
til!ze while they're watering at 
, the same ffme. After they've 
grown in the greenhouses they 
take them outside and put them 
under lights because our days 
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Biport Forest Products &:~,~ 
' Logex Trading Ltd, 
Effective January 22, 1990,  our  business office WIll :be 
relocated to Prince Rupert. Our new address and phone 
number will be: 
.No. lS - 342 3rd Avenue West . , 
Prince Rupert, B.C : ::~ 
2nd floor offices ,- =, ~ 
PHONE (604) 627-1720 FAX (604) 627.7757 
L.E.J. International Trucks Ltd. 
Terrace ' 
Cliff Sharpies A lRasko,  , " 
• General Mgr. Parts Mg~. 
Parts and Service Hours: 
Monday 8am- 5 pm Tuesday. Fdday 8 am- 9 pm Saturday 9 am- 5 pm 
3467 Highway 16 East Business: 635-910B 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4P3 Fax: 635-9116 
Ter race  Concer t  Soc ie ty  
& 
Terrace District Teachers Association 
presents  
'lPeeple 
Raffle 
Society, Zone 10, held a raffle 
in December to raise money to 
promote participation of Zone 
IO.residents in a variety of 
sports events. The winners of 
the raffle items were as follows, 
,: Spot  Raf f le :  
First prize --  Doll & Crib 
(donated by Mr. & Mrs. Bill 
Ross)--  John Prinz, 
Second pr i ze -  Ladies Silk 
Scarf - -  Donna Graf, 
Third prize -- Hooked Pillow 
Kit - -  Vera McKenzie. 
Ticket Raff le :  
First prize - -  Yukon Mickey 
- -  Jim Mackay, 
Second prize - -  Dinner for 
two --:- Kitty Ivanoff, 
Third prize -- Dinner for two 
- -Gordon Dorey, 
Fourth pr i ze -  Dinner for 
two - -  Joe Klowak. 
Congratulations to all win- 
ners and thank you to everyone 
who supported the Seniors 
Games Society. 
I 
HAIRBUSTERS 
is proud to announce 
. . . .  ' : : !::~. : : ?  as One of our t~a@ . . . . .  :~ : :~ 
~ q 
• i 
BRENDA McEWAN 
i i i  /~i: 
~ ~,i ~ 
Please drop in and see Brenda anytime! 
Skoe.~M~, 635"2432 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK! 
i 
]?••• 
i~,ii 
,~iii? 
~ r ' r - -  CJ" " "-:"-J" 
THEATREBEYONDWORDS 
Friday, Feb. 16 at 7:30 p.m. 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Tickets available at Erwin's Jewel lers,  Skeena Mall 
Sponsored by: 
~~_~ ~;~;~ ~~~,  ~~'~;o~ 
Action Ads 
Work 
638-SAVE -1  / 
i1! i I 
, i~!ii?iii~i  i /~  ~/~ i ?;:iiiii!~ii~i~!/! !~:i ~i:!:~! ~ i ¸ i y _ ~ 
~~1 .ES.VAT,'0N ! 047-~00:~ TOLL'Fee~E,11:800:~6'3'i831 : Y. I 
. " '  YourQuledDownlown Cl~olcei! il/~i i: i:, ii:,~,~,ii: :, |i-: ' 
i :!!:] 
• i 
. . . , . . . . . . . . , . . .  : . , . .  ~ , . , , . . . , ' . . . . . ,  . . , . , . , ; .  , , , . . ,  . , . . , , . . . . , , . , . . . . , , . "  . . ' .  . "  . . . . . , , , . . "   
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Shoot-outat 
A luminous mountain goat Oceans proposes a gill net 
stares out at us through atrailer fishery in Douglas Channel for 
window as we pull into the  chinook saimon, and thereare a 
parking iot. Everything else is lot of  problems with that pro- 
dark; "This must be the place," posal." 
saysWebb, lpointtoahuilding "You' re  the probleml"  
set between the eclge of the shouts out the native Indian 
asphalt and th¢~ edge of the man who is sitting directly in 
river. "That's theRod and Gun f ront  of re. "Before the in- 
Club over there," dustries came there were manyi 
The walls and the furniture in 
theciubhouse look as if they'Ve 
t " 
been oiled with nicotine. We 
gaz© out through the smoke 
over a sea of baseball caps to 
the elongated card table where 
two gentlemen wait for the hall 
to fill. One stands and coughs a 
phlegm,f i l led cough - -  
haaawrrk  , -  lights a cigarette, 
and:calls the meeting to order. 
The din subsides. 
' ! ' The  reason for tonight's 
meeting =hack . . .  hack.. ,  ex- 
cuse  me - -  is because the 
Department of Fisheries and 
many fish. The fisheries people the abyss, a soft-spoken 
talk about a surplus of 3,000 gentleman, obviously high up 
• sulphurous industrial excre, well  as  fact0e! f i s~: :~d, .we.  
merit. The day:we put his yellow agree that where there is a :net, 
canoe in n~ the sign urging us fleet t0 "hard;eat i' fish in tl ; 
cede  and unintelligent way net  
fisheries do, there is a troubled 
stockof ish. L 
"Have we made a wrong 
Angler I I I 
sportsma~n. 
With the meeting teetering on 
to visit the GIANT SPRUCE - -  
• the last few members of a tribe 
that l once  presided over the 
I 'ledges of the lower river - -  and 
dr i f t~:  past a mountain o f  
Chamber of Commerce'to make floufldated,:dying trees, over 
a presentation. The  Chambffi ~the percolating sewage outfall, 
says the rep, is opposed to a '  past the ~ementracewaysofthe 
commercial fishery in the chart- fish hatchery, past the methanol 
fish --:that's nothing," he says 
as his native brothers nod affir- 
mation. 
Another man rises to his feel 
consults his notes and says, " I  
got a $500,000 fishing boat, and 
we've been beggin' DFO for an 
opening in area 6-I for years." 
The  argument swings back 
and forth, then begins to 
degenerate. "How much is your 
fishing rod worth compared to 
my gill net?" a corpulent com- 
mercial fisherman shouts at a 
on the political totem of the nel. His friend Pat has booked plant ~, to the  stump.filled 
Haisla Band, seizes the floor lots. of 'clients fo r  his charter estuary. One man's industrial 
and launches into a speech on boat operation. And, besides; wasteland ~s another! man's 
land claims. I recognize him and the chamber has, henvily pro. wilderness, I guess. , 
his speech: the last time I heard meted Kitimat as a place where . "Let's get outof  here," sug- 
it was at an NDP rally. It was tourists can come and fish for gusts Webb. We perform apost- 
tedious then, and it is even more BIG fish •in a wilderness setting, mortem on the meeting. I 
sonow. After a long, oh so I look at Webb. He rolls his observe that there were'lots of 
eyes and I suspect he's recalling 
the time the pair of us descend- 
ed • into the bowels of  Kitimat 
hot on the trail of Chinook 
salmon. It was a windless day 
when the air was f'dled with 
lon~;, five minutes, an irritated 
sportfisher manages to push the 
meeting back on the rails by 
arguing irrelevance~ 
The chairman ealis upon a 
representative of the Kitimat 
people representing their in- 
dividual interests but nobody 
representing the best interests of 
the fish. Webb suggests hat- 
cheries spawn confrontation 
and unrealistic expectations a  
PORTS NE 
turn?" asks Webb as the plumes 
of smoke from the smelter and 
the pulp mill reappear. 
"Strange," I say, as he turns . . . .  
the truck to try the same route. 
• "Did we turn here?" 
"I 'm not sure." 
"Try that s t reet . . ,  yeah 
that'S it." 
And 1o, we're facing the 
smoke stacks once again. " In 
this town all roads lead to in :  
dustry,', says a bewildered 
Webb, swinging the truck 
around once again, 
"Doomed to ride the circular 
streets of Kitimat forever," I 
say. "Webb, we've died and 
gone to hell." 
'JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
L ~ ,] 
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-SPORTSCOPE- 
Sharpies 
not needed 
TERRACE --  The Edmon- 
ton Oilers have no immediate 
~)lans to move Terrace 
defenceman Jeff Sharpies up 
from the minors. 
Oilers spokesman Trish 
Kerr said the former Detroit 
Red Wing is still getting back 
into the game after being 
sidelined for Several weeks 
with a shoulder separation. 
After being traded to Ed- 
monton in a six-player deal 
last November, the Oilers 
sent Sharpies to their farrr 
team --  the Cape Breton 
Oilers. 
"We're just trying to get 
Jeff healthy again," Kerr 
said last week. "They want 
to let him get back into play- 
ing form again." 
Kerr said the club is 
relatively injury.free right 
now, and Sharples probably 
won't be needed as long as 
Edmonton 's  other 
defencemen stay healthy. 
"At this time there are no 
plans to move him up," she 
said. " I f  the injury bug does 
touch us then we may need 
him - -  right now we don't." 
Snowarama 
returns 
The Skeena Va l ley  
Snowmobile Association is 
gearing up for its annual 
winter event - -  Snowarama 
1990. 
This year's event is a 
100ks  snowmobi le  
mmthon tentatively set for 
Feb. 18. Both the date and 
plate - -  which hasn't been 
announced yet - -  may 
change due to weather. 
Pledges will be ~llected 
and proceeds  o f  the 
marathon are to go to the 
B.C. Lioas Sodety for Crip- 
pled CMldren. 
"This is not a race, but 
Just anowmobUers out for a 
ride to benefit he disabled," 
local orpniz~ Roe Nlmner 
said. 
Last year Snowaruma rais- 
ed more than $II,000 from 
the Terrace area - -  the 
second-hJghesl tdJ~ in the 
province. 
Ringette 
action 
Terrace ringette players 
are travelling to compete 
against more than 10 other 
teams at the Northern 'B' 
~ ette Tournament his es~d in Vanderla~f. 
Tin'race's junior girls team 
- -  qe  15 and up, -  and a 
yotmg~ team ~ ~ e  at 
the tota'nammt, bqWaizer 
Merit11 Myers said. 
2 " 
% 
Bouncing Booth 
SKEENA'S girls basketball team got revenge on Prince Rupert's Booth team witha win Saturday 
afternoon at a junior girls tournament in Terrace. The win came after Booth's 31-24 overtime vic- 
tory over Skeena earlier in the day, Both teams beat out Thornhill Jr, Secondary by wide margins. " 
Rep teams triumph 
TERRACE --  Terrace's atom and bantam rep 
hockey teams triumphed over skaters from 
Burns Lake and Prince Rupert in recent 
regional minor hockey games. 
Atom rep action saw Bums Lake return to 
the area for a rematch against Terrace Jan. 12 
and 13. Last time the Lakers emerged as the rep 
champions at December's Kitimat Atom Elks 
tournament. This time the Ten'ace reps were 
the winners in both contests with identical 8-5 
scores. 
The Jan. 12 game was an offensive contest. 
Kelsey I-lidber struck first to give Terrace a 14) 
lead early in the first period, Terrace forwards 
assisted their defeace with tight checking of the 
Laker offensive lines until Burns Lake scored 
their first, five minutes into the second period. 
That spurred Terrace's Scott Fnm~ll and 
David Kozier into action. Kozi~ netted a hat 
trick and earned two assists on Frezell's own 
two goals. Burns Lake replied with two goals of 
their own to finish the second period 6-4.~ the 
third, Terrace constantly rushed~the Lakers in 
their own end, where I-lidber added two more 
goals to the Lakers's one for an &$ victory. 
The next day, Burns Lake threm~-~d toturn 
it all around. They stormed past the Terrace 
defenc¢ in the fn'st period to't~ord four goals 
by the first break. ~'~' ...... 
Lake's streak with the start of the second 
period. His hard shot to the goalie's hort side 
must have stunned the hapless B.L.  
defencemen. Within six minutes gozier scored 
two and Frezell and Hidber netted one each to 
complete the Terrace comeback. 
An intense third period saw 17 minutes in 
penalties issued to each team. Burns tied the 
score again early in the period, but two more 
Frezdl goals and another by Kozier gave Ter- 
race the 8=5 win, 
Bantam rep action the same weekmd saw 
Terrace face off against Prince Rupert. 
The Terrace bantams blitzed Rupert 10-5 in 
the first game. Neff Irwin led scoring with three 
goals and two assists and Paul Ebeiln8 marked 
one goal and five assists. Shane Bourgoin, Pat 
Le Beau and Chad W'dson added two points 
each. 
The second game, Jan. 13, saw Terrace bomb 
PrinceRupert 8-1. Jmon,Waldron and i~wson 
gellm led ~ with two goals and an assist 
each. 
This weekmd Kitimat and Terrace take on 
the Prince George bantam reps in a tlm~team 
tournament. Coming up Feb. 28, Terrace'S 
bantams will take on a Montreal-Quebec ban. 
tam temn. The local repe also hope to travel to But misted by Victor Ba~mti wd Marcel the B.C. Provincial ".~,,,  Bantam Champion. 
Page, Tahoe 's  Jarmt Mc~be~ke;Burns~.,..~ ships inAbbottsford Mar, 18-25. • 
Hendry now 
leads league 
TERRACE - -  Terrace's  
Michelle Hendry was again 
named, district player-of-the- 
week' after leading the Simon 
Fraser University Clan women's 
basketball team to important 
victories in college basketball 
, action.. 
It was Hendry's econd con- 
secutive player-of-the-week 
honour and it coincided with 
becoming scoring leader in 
district one of the National 
Association o f  Intercollegiate 
Athletics (NAIA). 
She now leads the league in 
scoring, averaging 20.84 points 
per game, and in her 18 games 
this season has stacked up more 
than 350 points --  nearly 100 
points ahead of her nearest 
rival. 
But SFU athletics department 
spokesman Doug Griffing said 
Hendry's performance in league 
games Jan. )2 and 13 made ven 
the season stats pale by com- 
parison. 
She earned the weekly scoring 
honour by scoring 31 points in 
three consecutive games for 93 
points as the Clan crushed 
Lewis Clark State and Seattle 
Pacific University. 
Lewis Clark fell 76-50, but 
Hendry's 31-point effort in 
SFU's shaming of Seattle 
Pacific was the more spec- 
tacular. 
SFU athletics spokesman 
Doug Griff'mg said the Terrace 
hoopster was held to two points 
in the first half, and the two 
teams remained close until mid- 
way throught the second half. 
"Then Michelle went on 
somewhat of a tear," he said. 
"In three minutes and 25 
seconds she scored 14 points, 
while Seattle Pacific scored only 
two. It was incredible." 
Hendry exploded in that se- 
cond half for 29 points and 13 
rebounds to rocket he Clan to a 
100-67 victory. 
Michelle Hendry 
The wins gave SFU a 7-1 
record in NAIA district action, 
close on the heels of both the 
newly defeated second-place 
geattle Pacific team (8-1) and 
the still undefeated Western 
Washington (9-0). 
The previous week, she 
scored 79 points in three SFU 
victories over American colleges 
at a three-game tournament in
the Bahamas. The wins gave the 
Clan the tournament champion. 
ship at the Goombay Shootout 
in Nassau, the Bahamas. 
Hendry is also second in the 
league in field goal percentage 
and is seventh in blocked shots~ 
.The 19-year.old 6-foot-2 centre 
won numerous coring awards 
last year. 
SFU coach Allison McNeill 
said the university will lobby 
strongly for Hendry to be nam- 
ed to an All-American team this 
year. She said in an interview 
last month many American 
coaches refused to vote for 
Hendry last year because she 
was from a Canadian school. 
Two other district players won 
the coveted award last year and 
Hendry, the district player-of- 
the-year, wasn't amongthem. 
Cal teams on the road - 
TERRACE-- C~dedonia's K ~  bo3~ and 8ida baskelbell 
tmuns were ou [be road last weekend plp4~n I at touruments 
,,, PrbKe Geoqe and Vncou~.  
t •  am lot bo~ pln$~ McGee Thumd~ nlaht at the Bdto tourumeat in Vmmouvw. The Kumtodes took a 
be~- I tm~dq $1-$0 Jom to the ~tm and fell 1o the mnmht- 
side. Caledmla's high points scorer was Paul Muhas 
wflb 17. 
The 8ida travelled to tke Ke~v Rd. tourntmeat lu Prince 
eeorte. 
Ou the w~ they Mopped h Smltl:er: lent eeoqh to tout  
s 68.2,1 win over Smitlu~ Sador Se~oadasy, ~ Iveumu 
led Csk~lolis codq wn 1|, followed by KHs~ Mnck~ 
wit~ L5 md J C lpkd  wfth 10. :" 
week emges' the7 ~ t sado¢ ~ toummmt la-~ 
tgm-=~ ~ eamlP~ wMm a two.~ rail e le, m. .. 
• CORE BOA 
Jan. 14 
roy Supply 5, Inn of the West 4 
: ;'. Jnn. 16 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 8, Convoy Supply 4 
:+ Inn of the West 2, Northern Motor Inn . . . .  
" ,Inn. 
~: : North + Coast Auto Wranglers 7, Skeena 
Men's  Recreat iona l  Hockey  League Score.s :  
Jam. 13 
Nonn's Auto Refinishing 5, Skeena Hotel 5 
:hem Motor Inn aides !, North Coast Auto Wrang~-- 
HIGH 0+o TUESDAY COFFEE LEAGUE:, , ' bowled Jam, 9 
ROLLERS Women s high single - -  281 by Carme  Mallloux 
Women's high total - -  
708 by Diane Francis 
i~ ;  ;ir~lilnOwS~iTblilr ~ : 
TUESDAY MIXED LEAGUE: 
• bowled Jan. 9 
W Women's high single - -  
301 by Ida Dasjardins 
~tal - -  Wome~n's high total - -  " 
Recreational Hocke]  
TP~r~ or  W L T "OF "GA 'PT 
SkesnaHotei 26 20 4 2 161 101 42. 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 26 • 16 7 3. 172 ! 13 35 
Inn of the West 26 15  10 1 128 ,124 31 
North Coast Wranglers 26 12 12 2 104 100 26 
Convoy Supply 26 6 19 I 83 .146 13 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 26 4 21 " 1 76 140 9 
Rtrsch 
~IIXED LEAGUE: 
dad Jan, 8' 
Ingle - -  
Motscldlnig 
616 by Jean 
Men's high single -
3~3 by John Rasmussen 
Men's hfsh total -~. 
876 by John Rasmussen 
MONDAY MEN'S LEAGUE: 
bowled Jan. 8 
Men's high single - -  
. 699 by Ida DesJardins 
Men's high s ing le"  ;- ,i. :. 
313 by.John Desjardins 
Men's high total 
766 by John D.jardim 
WEDNESDAY COFFEE LEAGUE: 
1 bow~ J~ . 1O 
Women's h i~ .single - -  
-: 291 by Robin Evans 
Women's high total - -  
692 by Lesley Durand "; 
WEDNESDAY LADIK~ LEAGUE: 
bowled ,]Inn, 10 
Women's high single - -  
292 Eva Wilkinson 
I 
• i + ~. . I  
a 
~.[ ; .+i , t t  ~Jmt .~esta . r , . t  + T,. ,,,...,;., "I..",M, " +~L+ 
e~nmo f InUmat, di~bO end r ~  prices• "~,'~I~W,;I~I 
Start the New Year by Joining our 
[ TIGER PRAWNS SAFARI 
's-"°++"'w"l..--°"+-+ 
:I wl, steak Ides 1':1 01¢I .Io.n= 
• I..~ =,, , ,  =,c,. I u ,  ~ I,~ I '= ~'°mm'. 
0,,,,,,,w,s++i+,+ ,o,,; +-i 
rlce& vegetables. • of all thiN, • 
- Ask  about  our  Banquet  FaoIIItiesI We Cater 
In our downs~ra Ioc~tlon from 60 • 100 people. 
MUmC AND LARGE DANCE FLOOR A SPECIAL FEATUREI 
For more information and reservations call: 
320 by.Glen Brink ~ M0n.. Sun, LgliH: Man. • Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave, 
Men's high total - -  Women's high total - -  5 p.m. to 11 p.m. 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m, Terrace  c 636-9161 
• 719 Diane Francis 
+.:;i:+ ~:... ' • 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
Auto Te l .  ~ Fax. 
638-9167 W ~  624.5703 
Dispatch No 
627 1652 
WESTERN SCALES 
P.R. SCALE LTD. 
24 Hour Prompt Service 
NEW WEIGHT TEST TRUCK 
No 10 220 Kaien Road 
Prince Rupert B C( V8J 2X2 
Auto G lass  ,/Windshields 
Specialists ,,, Glass Medic Repairs 
~, I.C.B.C. claims 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cutting 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 mln Passports Limited.Edition Pints 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
~o~'~ photo 
4609 l.ake~ Av~ 
~m~e e31.s2sa 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION --  GAS TANKS - -  TOOL BOXES 
• RUNNING BOARDS-  BOX LINERS -- 10 FT. SHEAR 
• - ~ 2 0 0  TON METAL BENDING PRESS 
iI~=+_-.i . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~  JIM NEID 
tM~ "i-W-'-- / ,oo,,o+~+,~ 
ff.Y l r l  I I I I  / /  4575 LOWRIE AVENUE 
~ ....~ ~- -~ "~ TERRACE, B.C. V8G 3Y3 
let's talk 
't ,,o.! 
o, 
• Portable radios 
• Marine radios 
• * Mountain top repeaters 
• Satellite Sales & Service 
• ~ I D L A N [ ~  dealer" 
Northland ,sac= ~, .u  
Communications 636-0261" 
Auto Tel• 
638-9167 
Fax.  
624-5703 
WESTERN SCALES 
P.R. SCALE LTD. 
24 Hour Prompt Service 
NEW WEIGHT TEST  TRUCK 
Dispatch No. No.10-220 Kalen Road 
627-1652 Prince Rupert, B.C., VOJ 2X2 
~,AIH CO:~ST CLEA..~I~ G SE~VIOT_~ 
• ORIENTALS, PERSIANS, PURE WOOL CARPETS, 
• P.O. Box 751 
SYNTHEY¢ CARPETS, UPHOLSTERY• 
Cledned safely the On] Foam Extraction way. 
Fast drying time. 
• WINDOW CLEANING 
• OFFICE CLEANING CONTRACTS 
638-8854 Terrace, B.C, 
'~~i~ HORTHWEST 
p V .  CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTD. 
TANKS - PIPE & FIT[INGS -- PLUMBING SUPPLIES - HEATING SUP- 
PLIES - WATER WORKS - MINING SUPPLIES - FIRE PROTECTION - 
WELDING SUPPLIES - FASTENERS - FENCING SUPPLIES 
Phone 635-7168 5239 Keith Ave. Terrace Fax 635.6166 
TIRED OF RENTING? 
TIRED Of" HIGH PRICES? 
s39 95 +. PENNY l i  MOREII 
We'll clean two rooms & hall "YES" I hwe upho~tery specials 
r "ANY SIZE" "ASK ME" 
FOR REFERENCES CALL: 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
• TerraceCrematorlum 4626 Day•sAve., Terrace 
Directors: 
DOUG MAC FARLANE & JAMES WESTERMAN 
a,o.'* P~"-".'.' 24 HOUR FX 
Ik mo~ume'" Answering and Pager Service /L~ 
T,.., Kmma,, sm,he~ 635"244~ ~°°"~" & prince Rupert • ~*~o¢~.t~ 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
t~ .~TERRACE STANDA R'DI 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
J / Profeselone, Chimney Sweeps ' I I ' ~ ~ N ~  u ~]~A ~ ! '+" ' "  ORTA T ION 
• I ~ .  • WOODSTOVES, FIREPLACES, CHIMNEYS I I J[" U 1 ~i ' J~," JL :~qLL. ,  1 1 ~. J  I v l  L .  i =-.S YS TEMS L TO.----- 
I ~ • FREE SAFETY INSPECTIONS I I ~~B.C.* .847"2441,= ! 0, , , ,  f re ight  Ie rv lc .  I x  VanoouvM 
= '1 ~-'_-'_-'_-'_-'_-'_~-~,'v~.. We use the finest brushes and dust control vacuum for a I • P~,_ . - .~ .  A ll...IP...k~,t~,4,~v • I i  • 
I ~ - -  c.n©Mmney=nddemhou,". : . I  I ~ " ' ~ . ~ ' . ' . " ?  IA  i TEL: (6~0. 4) 635.2728 " : ' 
• : l~ ' . i .>~ :::,~,,,o.ouo,,o.,m,,.,,i ~ , I I ~ ' , . . ~  ~i~:-.,, LA I FAx:(~on)esh.~.,9, .... , : " .~ .~._  ~ l I i  
i l  .~"~F~' ,  +:+/ : :  iN/time maT price; mai +.,:+ .+ il l+ i ~ ' - ' r  - ). +J% ~. Jt"lr~i • i+ ~'' :' [ , + ~ I  
+ : ' ~ ' ' : ; "  +" :  +'; '?' " 4 :~:@: :  . . . . . . . .  +~~++: :~ +:':: +• ,,I ++,~ , ;+ , ,~  ++.ese-.+~,,, +:,++ , ~ I , + I ~  '"--t:= m. I +,,,+~++.U++NSr.,++,+,++,+.c. v ,~, .  ' I  
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Feature 
Home 
• Prime Horseshoe loca- room make this home a 
t ion.  Two cheery super buy. 
fireplaces add charm to The back yard is fully 
this 1377 sq. it., 4 fenced with garden area 
bedroom home. whi le the f ront  is 
Formal dining area beautifully landscaped. 
plus eat-in kitchen for A terrific family home 
the busy family, close to schools and city 
Two bathrooms, sun centre at $89,500. Call 
room, lovely family Verne today to view. 
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Realty 
World 
i :  
L 
,i/ 
¢" 
MEMBER 
ROYAL LEPAGE ~ 
Associate Broker Network 
TERRACE REALTY  LTD. ++ 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
 38-0371 
HOUSE ON ONE ACRE 
Non-basement home on over COMPACT STARTER . 
VINTAGE HOME one acre of land. Located in HOME RIVER DRIVE LOCATION 
Outstanding character home, town this property offers Two bedrooms, nat. gas heat, Well maintained 3 bedroom 
in Horseshoe, that has been future subdivision potential, cozy bungalow located in the bungalow, with possible 2 ex- 
totally and tasteful ly House needs some upgrading Horseshoe, 940 sq• ft. with a tra bedrooms, nat. gas heat, 
renovated. Main floor features such aspatnting and replacing separate garage for storage, over 1,300 sq. ft. of living 
front foyer, spacious living some outside trim. Asking pdced at $44,500. space, garage/work shop, 
room, modern type kitchen, 2 $59,500. MLS beautifully maintained• Close 
bedrooms and laundry, to an acre of land in the fight 
Downstairs has rec room and zoning for Truckers. Price 
built-in desk and extra . $81,000. 
bedrooms. Sunny 200;<122' 
Iotwith garage and workshop. A CHALET ON A HILL FRESH ON THE 
MARKET PAYING PAD RENT? 
$78,500. MLS Woodland view from every Just listed on Tuck a unique Move your mobile home onto 
LAZELLE AVE. - window and pdvacy on 4.61 rancher with 1,680 sq. ft. of one of these high" and dry va- 
CENTRAL COMMERCIAL acres on the Bench. Charm- living space, architect design• cant lots. Natural gas ser- 
Two Prime lots located on Ing, well constructed two ed exterior, vaulted ceiling, vices available. Land is lightly 
Lazelle Ave., zoned:central storey,;+ifealudng.Cedar* ceil . . . .  beautiful European kitchen, 3 treed. Situated on Seaton~ 
" Jags, 3 bedrooms, fireplace, " bedrooms, 3 pce. ensuite, Street. Signs Posted. Askin{~ ;~ commercial, Call for more in- , i~atio d~ors from all bedrooms, fireplace, family room, rear formation. $17,500 each. EX- 
CLUSIVE. Cedar roof, cozy and comfy in sundeck, nat. gas heating, $9,900 each. MLS. :' 
• every way• Asking and much more• Asking = 
' KEITH ESTATES LOT 
Building lot 64x118 city services available fronting on 
the south side of Graham Avenue in a Multi.Building zon+ 
ed location. MLS. Asking $18,000. 
Horst Gedlinski Carol McCowan 
636-6397 ~ 798-2285 
Sylvia Griffin Rusty Ljungh Ralph Gedllnskl Bert Ljungh Joe Rarbesa Christel Gedlinski 
.158-0484 (t36.8764 SS6.4gso 636.6784 838-S$04 036.6307 
A SALUTE 
TO OUR 
;BESTSELLER 
FOR 1989 
J. Richard (Dick) Evans 
John Currle, President of Pruden & Currie (1976) Ltd, 
wishes • to extend congratulations to Dick Evans on his' 
achievement of being top producer in 1989. Dick is also a 
member of the prestigious President's Club for the fourth 
consecutive year. 
Dick's diligence and concern for his Clients' needs over the 
past eleven years have contributed to his success and gained 
him the respect of his fellow realtors. 
Fro' leel l tanee withnil,your real estate requirements, 
, ca l l  our best sellers today. 
• +ii++,: Pruden & Curtis (1976) Ltd. 
,,,+, .... .......... .... 636  6+142 1 
. i r i , . . . . .  
,~ • <+"~lf- .. 
NICE NEIGHBORHOOD 
Smart 2 storey with such nice loathes. 3 aPt 4 
pce main and 3 pea+ Uown baths, walk.out base. 
sent, ~eenHo~se, fruit trees, Sunde,cks, two 
ga~en sheds, fruit uses, paved street• 
"$72,500" (890197) Brenda Erlcksoo 
638.r 721, 
THE OEST FOR L im~ 
Bright Bench [ j~a low~oi l~  hlllskhi. 
~ uttlllll~ll~-'~ 111r es, I I l~n  views. 
Ban,.~lli~,.21V,/t J I  p~klMIl~o~ld home 
with I~ i~ c'll~o'~"-nd Vie'~. *$63,500' 
(9OO00~lBTenda E:i~kson 638.1721. 
L : , , i  
|,, 
XO~V FARM SPREAD 
CountJy charm South sk~ 2 storey ¢oltepa. 
Stucco, defUy placed on 10,53 acres mountain 
views. Counby k tchsn, 4 8PJ4 F:e. main, 3 
pen. down Haths, large trees, 17 fruit bees, 
mini.farm. "IfO9,O00" (090210) vatne 
FerOusoo 635.3309+ 
~i 
:+ '+++~ • 
~+ *+.~• . : .~  . . . .  , .  :'++L+++~+ 
SNUG LITTLE HAVEN 
SPACIOUS STYUNG FOA SOUNO VALUE SEE THIS BUNGALOW Enjoy the warmth o! this al~'acHve Horseshoe 
S~it level, perf~t hefl~t.i~ixr/ers, Mooo. Smad Horseshoe homo htoh~oheno c .fort, bangathw, Stucco. O~let street, pr~i family 
~n views, Flros~ warmth, gas heat, Stu~o, Gas heat, cn~ lot, fencing, modern area, new carpeting, wmkshop, . ALSO 
carp,sang, formal dl~l~ 0 room, re~ roe~, come+" 
10t, g~a0e, paved dd~ro, fencing. See this ego 
nowf Prk:ed at $112.S00, (900008) Vema 
FerOuson 635.3389. Lakelse Really e38.0268. 
GRANOPkREHTS' SUITE 
PAI~X.AnEA PRIZE 
Runny comf~ that enhances family life. 
Idtclt~l, 3 BR/2.4 pce. baths. One bedroom I'C~o~e to evetythtng. Gas Step, ace in living 
suite down helps pay the mortoaoefl Ire°re" "$49,900" (890159) Call Veme mast, fencing, oily ~JtlliOas. Woedstove in I~180- • $76,500" (890217) Vhrne Furguson 635.3389. EXCLUSIVE, meat. "$el,oOO" (690196) Gordon Ha~lt~ 
635.3389. Lake~se R~ly 639.0268. 635.9537. Lakelse ReaP'/638.0268, 
~•~ ~+ +~:  ,+++ , ++, 
VALUE.WISE FIRST HOME 
.]~,. 
A~actJve 5 bedroom with wlnNng ways• Gas 
f)eat,' eat.In kicthen, 2..car oar~l, fruit bees, 
j partially fthlshed blsemenl. ARRANGE NEW 
FfNANCING. Advlntsgeous price curt 
'$99,000" (890185) 618.0636, 
Veme FerDuson 
036-3300 
klvl~'l OS~thclde ~ In rdce m.  8h¢. J PRIME COMMERCIAL I 
co. Gu heat, psr~'y I~shed basemen1, fenc. wnh resldenthd suite• Locathd oo ma~n Sheet el EAMILY 6USNESS ba . i Terrace. Super retail I~Aidi~ 1,980 sq+ ft. pies itAtt ac ive location near Terrace. Coffee shop 
I~Uon, A ~ Homo Duy. Prk:ed at upstairs suite. Great Investment pfotenUal dml~ ro~. and nelOhi~heod put}. $2500or 
$64.800.(goeo07)Venmr-erOUsones5.3389. (890192)$97,OC8. EXCLUmVE, (890205)MLS, CalIVorne erdetalls, 
Laklitee Realty 638,0266, 
" : ""~ ~" I BUY nEAt. WQRTH 
~:ii" " ~"" I m=h 2 ,~ey h~owfea~th0 ' "' ~';+ view. grist hamlly area, 2 flrepl~, fq 
" " ': :~:: kl0 ro~11, 0,11110 room, 6o~t  kl 
• Brenda Edckson ~.v,."~"-~on Hamilton on,/, ~the. Am~GZ NEW m • ".8,ego' motell ~cy o, 
i, eze.17Zl 036.9637 ,836'm0' 
r, 
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'= HI BOY 
• VAN 
• FLAT DECK 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE 
* DALLY FREIGHT TO KIT1MAT 
KITIMAT 
632-2544 
272 - 3rd Street 
Kltimat 
• LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS 
* SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37' N. " 
* DALLY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT 
SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
* DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT 
I~mber ~ TERRACE , : 
Undid  Van Uen 
6 3 5- 2 7 2 8 
'~##£~# or 635-7102 i 
~,~,,  3111 Blackburn 
Terrace 
. , . '  l ; c~we~an.  ~ . • 
~,~ • 
MAIN FaOOR AREA-  12~e*  
• DESIGN NO k . . . .  =- - -  
hn 
• "' ~ , . . " ' * , , i~ ,~, ,~ , .  
• . . . . . .  , q t L ,~ 
I /  y.ou're'.'lboking ]or a traditionalNeus 
England Saltbox design . . . .  but sttli u~ant all 
the ;conueniences of modern Iluing, your 
search may end here . . . . .  
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe, Terrace, B.C 
635-6273 
~,uun.  ~"1~, ;~uu.  IV ILO 
LARGE FAMILY? 
Then the answer to all your room re. 
quirements are answered with this 
2,000 plus sq. ft. 2 storey home. 
Large country.style kitchen and din. 
ling area. Four spacious bedrooms, 
Imaster with 4 pce. ensuile. Plus 
self-contained one bedroom In-law 
suite. Situated on a 77x194 let. Call 
today to find out more about this 
home priced at $86,000. 
! RESIDENTIAL LOTS ,,,r 
ClOse to'~th~, downtowf/'icor~ We 
have for sale two 66'xl 22' and one 
85'x122' cleared and level reslden. 
tial lots, ranging In pdce from 
$14,900 to $19,000. For more in. 
formation, please give us a call. 
MLS. 
ON THE BENCH 
1,198 sq. ft., 4 bedreomsl full base. 
ment, n.g. heat, in town, recent 
REDUCED TO SEW 
Good time te buy for spring building• 
Vz acre lot ready for building, some 
trees left providing attractive setting 
for private residence or revenue 
dupldx. Located on south Kalom, 
quiet setting close to schools and 
hospital. Now listed at $19,900. 
MOBILE HOME WTrH 
ADDITIONS 
12x68 mobile home wlt,i~,~fJnished 
~additloc plus ~ la~r'~lltached 
garag 'F . .Ap~l l&  d~..~includ- 
ed: I ~ w ~  this a 
br igh~l~l~fy  home. Asking 
$10, gOE Offers incouraged. 
REDUCED! $54,900 
Great rental prospect. ThL~.solid full 
basement / i .ov la~'~l l  the 
basfc~llNlIrool~ ]l~..~.e~ling to 
aid f i~  v LIIlPZle2]"-In quiet 
area c'm~r to town within 1 block of . 
hospital and schools. Cal! Laurie. 
SPAN PARKER 
636.4031 
I 
JIM DUFFY' 
636.6688 
course. Asking $63,900. 
BRICK AND CEDAR 
Give this 2 storey home a very 
distinct and pleasing exterior. Four 
bedrooms on one level• Spacious' 
kitchen. Two fireplaces• Full base- 
ment. Rec ruom. Attached garage 
and paved double driveway 
Located centrally in the Horseshoe 
Call. today tu make your appoint- 
ment to view this home priced at 
$119,500. 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
BUILDING 
3,400 sq. ft. building offering a very 
high exposure for a light industrial 
enterprise. Natural gas heat. Three 
bay doors. Excellent for welding or 
service shop. For more information, 
call JIM. Asking $92,800. 
GOOD STARTER 
1,106 sq. ft., 2 bedrooms, n.9. 
heat, 60x125 tut. Asking $49,900. 
MLS. 
LAURIE FORBES 
635-5382 
provides approx. 1,400 sq. ft.'of liv. 
ing space in each unit. Only 9 years 
old and in top notch condition. 3 
bedrooms & 1V= bathrooms. 
Located in quiet area of town. Ask- 
ing $89t000. 
• HOME ON THE BENCH 
This full basement home located on 
7.68 acres on the Bench offers 
loads of potential for future sub- 
dividing. Fronting on two streets. 
Home is 1,044 sq. It. and has 4 
bedrooms. 16×26 garage. Call to- 
day about this ho.me pdced at 
~;f 17,500. 
WANTED .- 
HOBBY FARi~ERS 
If you've given any thought to own. 
ing your own hobby farm or would 
just like to own a small acreage 
then this property could be Just 
what you've been looking for. Pro. 
perry is 13.64 acres of relatively 
flat land. Water is available. Asking 
$28,500. MLS. 
.,uo, n,'uuG~u [] 
Located only 5 minutes from town n 
on acreage set up for horses, barns, I 
corral, garden and very pdvate. The [ ]  
home is fully finished up and down Jl~ 
and provides 5 bedrooms, family 
room, sauna are just some of the 
features. ;'~ow asking $84,900. i MLS. 
Cleared and level building lot in at. 
tractive subdivision off of Birch 
Street on the bench. All 
underground services and paved 
sheet. Call Gordie' Olson for further 
details and map. Priced to sell' at 
$t4,900, 
ROOM TO BREATHE 
If you are locking for a little extra| 
storage, this may be the home for 
i you. S~e features are 3 bedrooms, 1,210 sq. ft., combination wood fur- nace, 1.97 acres and 24x32 shop. All this just minutes from town. I
Asking $69,000. 
o • 
i: 
GORDON OLSON HANS STACH SHAUNCE KRUISSELBRINK 
038-1945 635.ii73R 635.5382 
7 
NATIONAL REAL 
• ESTATE SERVICE 
NORTH AM.__  ERICA'S "  /REAL ESTATE MARKETING SYSTEM. 
Lodge ++ - + ( ..... ~' '~ IT'S PERSONALITY PLACE 
- "  I I +-'al 
Located one quiet street on the ........ ~ ~ - ~  oharming home with oak floo~s a 
Conch, close to Uplands S~hooL 3 ~ ~  NEW CONSTRUCTION f replace, donbis garape and much WINTER . level spgt with 4 bedrooms up and EHJOY THE WARMTH ~ ~  starting as low as $99,000, Wide mum, An oversized ground level 
down, Private trued lot and a of this ranch style home on five JUST LISTED selection of floor plans available, deck leads onto a large lot with EXECUTIVE LOCATIOH 
numerous fruit trees. Priced to sell 1,650 sq. ft. family home on large larOe$92,900.fan¢edCall DickbaCkEvans.Yard' MLs.ASklng acres, close to school and town. Anattractivetamllyhomeonalarge Constructed by contractor with B.C. quickly at $79,900, call Joy. private lot. Well built wilh 2 
HOURS 
The Grand Trunk 
Restaurant 
+ • 
Monday to 
Saturday.  .... 
7 8.1TI .  - -  
8:30 p.m, 
Sundayei 
Like now 8 year old one.'ownor 
home in top condition, 3 bedrooms, 
2 baths, dining.loom and kitchen 
nook, llvlngreom fireplace and n.o. 
heat. Landscaped, fenced yard. Car. 
port and paved ddVe. DON'T 
HESITATE, Call Dick Evans NOW. 
Asking $92,900, EXCLUSIVE. • 
NEW Till8 WEEK 
8 year old 1,286 sq.: ft. one owne'r 
home on a quiet cul.de-sac, on the 
Bench. Features n.g. heat, living 
room fireplace and wood stove in 
rec room. Functional kitchen with 
nook, two full baths and ensulte, 
Asking $99,500, Call Dick Evansto 
view this home NOW, MLS. 
Part of the acreage Is landscaped 
and has a fenced yard. Natural gas 
fired hot water heating, fireplace, 
patio and three bedrooms. Asking 
$87,500, Call Mike. MLS. 
UNDER $60,000 IN THE 
: ,  HORSESHOE 
• Throe bedroom, good upgrading, 
; recently redecorated, new masonry 
• I=hlmney w i th  Blaze King wood 
: stove, Close to schools and down 
i. town, Asking $58,500, Call Mike. 
MLS, 
i JAmKPINE FLATS ACREAGE 
'Approximately 5.02 acres 241' 
frontage x 779' and 911"sides. 
Asking $14,900. Call Mlke. MLS. 
fenced lot. Many renovations and 
well maintained 1,150 sq. it. 3 
bedrooms, n.g. heat, n.g. hot 
water. Separate 20x30 heated 
garage, Asking $57,900. MLS Call 
Dave NOW. 
HORSESHOE LOCATION 
and just Ilsted at $69,500. 3 
bedrooms on the main floor and 2 
bedrooms in the finished basement. 
Carport, paved driveway, large fenc- 
ed lot. Call Dave NOW. MLS. 
GOOD LOCATION 
in the Horseshoe and near the 
schools. 'This home features 4 
bedrooms, fireplace, n.g. heat, large 
fenced lot. Quick possession 
available, Asking $76,500. MLS 
Call Cave. 
Tomice, B~C.iVSG 1R6 John Curde Dick Evans Dave Reynolds 
:., (604) 856 413o2 o,.oeln m.nBo 63u.uzo ' • : 
John Evans 
630-6142 
New Home Warranty Program. Call quickly at $79,900, Call joy. 
Erika Pelletier to see our selection BETTER HOMES AND 
of "Nelson Homes". GARDEN~ 
Is this 5 IxIrm. /~me with ~2t/2 
bathe. The modern colors and coun. 
DON'T DELAY try style kitchen accentuate the 
Comfortable family home situated spaciousness of the layout. A shop 
only minutes from downtown. Ask• at the back of the landscaped pro. 
ing $69,900. Double carport and party plus an attached garage pro- 
large sundeck. Call Erika for further ,vide lots of room for the mechanic 
details, : or handyman. Close to schools. 
$79,900. Call Joy. 
,. HOME WITH CHARACTER 
NEW HOME FOR 1990 From the sparkling oak floors and 
Split level home with modem decor, light ash cabinets, this is a home 
The familySpaci°USGatheringkltchenarea°penSln theuPdin.,t° with a f eling of wa~th and space. 
Ii he A large garage is a plus. The im- 
~9 and living area. Finish,the lower maculate condition of this like new 
level to suit your personal needs, home is a special treat. Listed at 
$98,000, EXCLUSIVE. Call Erika. ' $69,500, Call Joy. 
fireplaces, n.g., 4 Ixfrms, 3 baths, 
ensuite and rac room. All encluides, 
refer to Gordie Sheridan. Asking 
$113,500. 
HOME WITH A SHOP 
Over 1,300 sq. tt. 3 Ixlrm home on 
2 acres. 1,200 sq• ft. shop, wired, 
heated, vinyl siding, storage. Phone 
Gordle Sheddan for an appointment 
on this excellent dealf Asking 
$79,900, MLS. 
MOVE YOUR MOBILE 
Two ten acres lots and one six-acre 
Jot. Walking distance to Themhlli 
Pub, Terrific for moving a mobile on. 
to or building a home, Water 
available. $29,000 each. Contact 
Gordie. Sign posted and; map 
available. 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
Joy Dover Gordte Sheridan 
636-7070 636.4781 
t~' ! ~ Z  i 
Erlka PelleOer Mike Richardson 
_056.4771 636-6609 
+' 
t 
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I CALL  
638'SAVE J 
ION 
v"BUY  SELL P"RENT v" 
h ~'~.Tlt'~ I~I AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classi f ied and Class i f ied Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When • etat  ho l iday  fa l i l  on  a 
Saturday ,  Sunday  or  Monday ,  the  dead l ine  le Thureday  at  
5 p .m.  for  a l l  d lep lsy  and  c les6 i f ied  ado.  
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VS(~ 1S8 
All cla~fled and classified dieplay ads must be prepaid by either esah, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads gleese have you Visa or Master. 
card number reaay. 
20 wonls (first ioseMIon) $3,45 pl~ 5, for addlfional words, *(Additional insertions) 
$2.30 plus 4, 1or additional words. $0,95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non. 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASS IF ICAT IONS!  
1, Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4, Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5, For Sale Misc, 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc, 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
24.  Not ices  
25,  Business 
Oppor tun i t ies  
26.  Personals  
16, Farm Produce  27.  Announcements  
17. Garage Sales 28.  Card of  Thanks  
18, Travel  29.  In Memor iam 
19. Lost & Found 30.  Obituar ies 
20.  Pets & Livestock 31.  Auct ion Sales 
21,  He lp  Wanted  32.  Legal Not ices  
22.  Careers  33.  Business Serv ices 
23.  Work  Wanted  
4. Wanted to'Rent 
NEEDED ON OR BEFORE March 1/96, 2.3 
bedroom place. Responsible family. Good 
references, 2 Small children, 638.0743 
enyfime. 6p4 
HOUSE:WANTED 
Must have 3 bedrooms. 
Call 
635-9121 
5, For Saht Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER, New en01ne, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 OOC.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 00% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
• $19500. 62 lade 2.dour auto. good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Td.hull speed boat - 50 horse 
monk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd. Jacks, $2000, New Kuboda rite plant & 
battery changa $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granlsle. Ph. 697-2474. 19tin 
AMIGA COMPUTER WITH DOL0UR monitor, 
colour pdnter, genfouk, lots of software, 
books, etc, $2,500, Phone 638.1441 6p36 
MOVING SALE 17 CUBIC FT. F'RIDGE; 3 yrs 
old. $850. Brown leather chnsterfield suite 
with ottoman $950, Bed chesterfield $175, 
trundle bed $125, single bed $75, Maytag 
washer $150. Maytag dryer $150, carpet 
cleaner $25. Phone 635-5580 4p38 
WOOD TABLE, 1 leaf, 4 chairs $175. Call 
635.9563 6p35 
1978 FORD 8 FT. PICKUP BOX in excellent 
condition. Asking $450, Phone 635-4488 
37fin 
a~Tmm 
The Ten-.co Standard reserves ff~ ~ht to clas.~fy be, 
under ~op~orklte beadl~ and to set rates therefore nd to 
~isrml~ ~ IocaUon. 
The Terrace Star~ restores b'le right to revise, edit. 
classify of reject any advorSament ard to retain any answers 
{flrectad to tbe I~lws Box Reply .Smd¢e, and to re~ay the 
cunt0m(ff th4 ~ p~ for the adv ,~ l  a~l box rental, 
Box repUes on "Hold"ln=b-uctinm not picked ,p wl~n 1 0 
d=ys of expiry d an adverUsament wm be Uesboyed unless 
n~ insto¢tisno are received. Those answering Box 
Nunlbors are reeAmsted unt to send originals of documonta to 
avokl loss. 
An claims of'wTors In advertisam~s must b~ received by 
the pu~sher within 30 days after the fl~t pu~icaUm. 
n is aGmbo by the ~v.rL~r ,~ISt~g e~ico that the 
H41~lity of the Torra~l StandaN In nlo event of fa}lure to 
"punish an advortJsentont or in the event of an enor apbean~ 
in the advertisement is published shall be UmJtad to the 
amount p,lkl by 111o ~vmltesf or oofy ~ incorrect insertion 
for the poruon of the advoresJng space e~cupted by the Ixor. 
rect or amirled hem only, and that there ehaJI be no liablflly In'. 
any event greater than the amounl paid lot such advertising. 
1. Real Estate 
14 x 26 house on lot 80 x 200. Asking 
$38,000 OBO. Call 635-3419 6p39 
110 x 220 QUARTER LOT in Thornhill 
situated by golf course. 2 ixl~ trailer w/addi. 
~10n, natural gas heating & water tank. Wood 
ove. $32,000:-;Sedous inquiries only. 
8-8489. 4c38 
BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER and save 
thousands and thousands of dollars. Enjoy the 
warmth of this lovely KEITH ESTATES two 
storey, 5 bedroom home, 2 fireplace, gas 
beat, wall to wati carpeting, formal din]no 
room, country kitchen, rec room. 2 bedroom 
basement suite to help you pay mortgage 
payments. Lush garden with fruit trees. Ask- 
Ing $83,000. For more Information call 
635.5528 and ask for Mr. or Mrs, Gill, 4p38 
MOVING MUST SELLt 1,248 sq. tt. home with 
3 bedrooms upstairs and 2 bedroom suite 
downstairs. Includes all appliances. Call 
635-4521 anytime, 4936 Lazelle Ave, 7p39 
1200 SO. FT., 5 bedroom full basement home 
on 1/= acre lot. Built-in dishwasher, 1 bath, 
master bedroom ensuito, c01d storage room, 
finished basemenf, natural gas heat & hot 
water, 24'x16' wired and insulated shop, 
mature cherty tree, large fenced garden, lots 
of room for children. Pdvate sale, no agents. 
Located in Thomhill. $87°900. Please phone 
638-1959. 4p38 
62•6 x 132. LOT FOR SALE on Cramer Street, 
Very reasonable price, Phone 635-7456 6p39 
MAY OCCUPANCY, ONE YEAR OLD, near 
hospital, school. Three bedrooms, 2 piece en. 
suite, European kitchen, N/G, much more. 
Low $90,000. 635.3986 6p39 
FOR SALE BY OWNER - Four bedroom house 
In town• Quiet residential rea on south side of 
Hwy. 37. SAVE the $3,500 real estate fees 
and use it towards finishing the basement fur 
recreation room or rental unit. Or just buy as 
an investment.., present renters are looking 
for a one year lease. Nicely appointed interior 
2. Mobile Homes 
12 x 68 MOBILE HOME, 2 ADDITIONS, Cedar 
sundeck located In Sunnyhlll Trailer Park no, 
5. Natural Gas heat. 3 large Ixirms, fddoe, 
stove and woodstove included $1a,500. 
Phone 638-1657 after 5. 2p40 
FOR SALE 3 BDR MANCO MOBILE HOME With 
17' expendo, fireplace, 5 major appliances, 
open style with breakfast bar, situated on s/4 
acre, Property Is completely and uniquely 
landscaped with rock garden, circular 
driveways, greenhouse, storage shed, large 
deck, perennial gardens and fruit trees. CIVlHC 
opproved, call after 5 p.m. 636.1018. 2p40 
3. For Rent 
• 3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31tfn 
RESPONSIBLE FAMILY, looking for 3 -4  
bedrooms house. Rent, purchase or lease. 
Well trained pets, and kids, Call collect 
633.2646, Needed by March 1/90. 6p35 
FURNISHED ROOM, INCLUDING W, laundry, 
and kitchen facilities. Available immediately. 
Ideal for a working single person, Non smoker. 
Viewing 635.6154 6p36 
DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR LEASE, 4600 Block 
- Lakelse. Low Rend Interested parties 
should phone 638.1993 days and 635-7939 
evenings. 2months free rent, 6p37 
"FOR SALE IBM SOFTWARE - Mlcoproso F19 
Stealth $35; Talto Operation Wolf $25; Ac- 
colade Duel II Plus, Supercars, Muscle Cars, 
California DIsk $60; Bimct access menu 
system (best OOS shell. PC Magazine) $40; 
and Flight SImulation disk, Japan $10. Phone 
706.2551 after 8 p:m~ 6p40 
NORTHLINE FIREPLACE INSERT. Fits 
23"x31" fireplace. Free, you move., 
638-8092, 6p38 
YAMAHA FE.60 ELECTRONIC ORGAN• Ex- 
cellent condition. Many special automatic and 
solo instrument features. Must be heard to be 
appreciated. Asking $3,500, Terry Smith 
692-3161 (work) 602-3054 (home) 4p39 
20' CHESTNUT FREIGHT CANOE c/w 20 hp 
mercury and bailer. $750. White wood 
enamel cookstove. Excellent condition. $350 
OBO 094-3058 4p39 
FOR TRADE OR SALE several nlntando games 
to tr'ade or sell, Phone 635-3823. 6p39 
-:1987" YAMAHA 4 WHEEL: BIKE:, 2. Wheel 
ddve, 250cc, like new. $3,000. Call 
798-2200. Also 25 x 24 Q~asut Hut style 
building. Will help disassemble. $3,500 2p39 
FOR SALE FRESH SHRIMP. For oMedng call 
627-8719 In Pdnce Rupert. Will deliver out of 
town. 6p39 
FOR RENT 1,400 SO, FT. RESTAURANT. Fur- 
nished and equlped, Call 638-1 f66 6p38 
1 BEOROOM FOR RENT• For genUeman. Has 
kitchen facilities. Call 635-5893 7p40 
NEED A CAKE FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCA- 
SION? (Birthday, annlversaPj, wedding) Call 
Emmy at 638-1D52. Specializing In German 
homebaklng, 6p39 
FOR RENT one 1 -bedroom and one 2.bedroom 
duplex suite, Fddge and stove, wall to wall 
carpets, in town• No pets please. Call 
635.5464, 6p38 
S/S DUPLEX, 3 BEDROOM, 1% baths, adult 
orientated, electric heat, fddge, slove. 1 block 
from downtown, Ideal for professional couple 
or adults sharing accommodations. No pets. 
Must be non-smoksrs. $650 per month plus 
damage deposit. References required, Posses- 
sign: March 1/90. Call 635-3401 2p39 
FOR RENT one 1-bedroom and one 2-pedroorn 
duplex suite. Fndge and stove, wall to wall 
carpets, in town, No pets please, Call 
635-5464, 6p38 
FULLY FURNISHED modem cottage on the 
shores of Lakelse Lake. References required. 
No pets. Call 798-2267. 2p39 
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE in town. In- 
cludes fridoe and stove, Wall to wall carpet. 
First chance for non.smoker. Separate en. 
trance, No pets please. Phone 635.42182p40 
RCA PORTABLE 16" COLOUR TV with remote 
control, good condition. $350, CAll 635-3303 
after 6p.m, 1p40 
WHITE ALUMINUM STORM DOOR |25. Brown 
shutters (assorted sizes) $5 pair 635•6146 
(day) 635-6992 (evenings) 6p40 
COMPLETE 0UEENSIZE WATERBED. Heater, 
frame with mirror, headboard and drawers. 
$300. Call 638.0464 evenings, 2p40 
AMWAY 
QUALITY home carpet & personal care 
NUTRILITE 
QUALITY n~Uon & health care 
ARTISTRY 
QUALITY skin care & cosmetics 
638-07'17 
5, For Sale Misc, 
11 TAPES ALL FOR $26 or $3 asch. Also 
train sot. $35. Call 63]5.7379 lp40 
6, Wanted Mlsc, 
WANTED MOTOR FOR 1978 VOLKSWAGEM. 
1-604.3307 4p39 
NEED FLOATING ACCOMMODATION (Barge Or 
beat) for crew of 10 • 15. Kitchen, showers, 
etc. Contact NWAA 224.8155 Park Road, 
PJchmoed, B.C, V6Y 3C9. 270.8484 2p39 
WANTED LADIES SIZE 8 or 8Ve skates, Also 
twin bed. Call 035.7379 lp40 
8. Cars foi"Sale 
1980 SUBARU, FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, ballogen 
headlights, rear window defrost, Cleanf 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 636.8654 even- 
Ings. fin 
1960 HYUNDAI EXCEL, black, sunroof, 2 
door, stereo, 4 speakers, Iouvres. Excellent 
condition inside and out. Work 636.7263, 
home 635.7341. 19fin 
9; Trucks:for: Sale 
1988 FORD CUSTOM 250 pickup, 6 cyl rider. 
Like now condition; :Askil~i. $15,300' 060 .  
Call 636-8039 evenings (after 5 p.m.) 6p36 
IMMACULATE 1986 extended cab. S16GMC 
pick.up. Bucket seats; 4 ape~Tmreo, c n. 
sole, new ore; 28,000 .kin orloInally. Call 
• 635-5004 . . . . . .  ~ .  - 6p38 
F250 ZATCH FORD Pi~:KUP,' 351cc motor, dual 
gastanksl n.gas conmralon, running boards, 
under 12,0OO km, excellent condition. 
635.2360 61)39 
1984 FORD SLJPER CAB 4 wd. electric wtnah, 
auto trans,, power slesdng, 460, VSo $8,650, 
good condition. $8,650. John Hart 698-7379. 
• 41)30 
1985 TOYOTA 4 x 4 RCKUP. Extra cab. SR.5, 
5 speed, sunroof, canopy, new fires, EC. 
$10,500, 636-0023 or 635-2375 3p40 
1964 CHEV 1/. TON CUSTOM DELUXE 305, 4 
speed, amlfm stereo. Excellent condition, 
$10,500 OBO. 635-4785 6p46 
1966 WESTERN STAR LOGGER 245 WD, 
Stir, or 475 Detroit w/]nframe OH. RTO14615 
1969 PLYMOUTH SATELIT& 316 Auto, Good ' trans. SSHD rears with Hend. susp. cw 1987 
mechanical condition. Some body and 
upholstery work required. $725 firm. Call 
635-7720 anytime. 6p37 
1973 PONTIAC VETR 405 AM, Automatic 
transmlsalon, 2269DSI121204. For safe~ For 
more Info. call 635.4898. 6p38 
1981 RELIANT: Good running condition,; no 
rust, low mileage, front wheel ~dve. Asking 
$2,400 ODe, Call 630.8874 or view 4810 
Olson Ave. 6p38 
64 CORVETTE 327- 300 horse, 4 spd, corn• 
plelely redone. $22,000, Also 1987 Buick 
Grand Hafional, fully leaded, $25,O00. Call 
635-9627 6p38 
1964 CORVEI"rE; 327.300 HP, 4 speed, com. 
pfetely redone, Asking $22,000. 1987 Buick 
Grande National, fully Inaded, asking 
$25,000. 1986 Doopker trailers, 26 lead, 30 
• rear, lift axle, brakes and tires, 2 months old, 
asking $30,000. Phone Randy Kluss 635 
-9627 4p39 
1976 MONTE CARLO, new brakes, power win. 
dows, sunroof. Runs good, $1,100 090 
635.6205. 2p39 
1989 OAMARO IROC-Z 305 TP1, 5 spd, 
T.roof, fully leaded. Red. Excellent condition 
1-692-3461 evenings.. 4p40 
1983 CHEVETTE 2 DOOR, standard, new 
winter tires, excellent condition, asking 
$2,250,635-3303 after 6 p.m. lp40 
1978 CORVETTE 350 Automatic, T.teps, 
am/fro stereo. Air conditlonos, low mileage, 
all odolnal $15,000 OBO, 635-4785 8p40 
1985"MERCURY TOPAZ 5 speed, fuel InJec. 
lion, 2 door, $0,500 ODe. Call 638-0404 
evenings. 2p40 
1988 FORD TAURUS, mmacdate~cond. Low 
mileage~ m u~ sol f 'ca l 635:2626 5dSvden 
8:30 and 5:30. 2p40 
Columbia Jeep and 1906 Peerless pole trailer. 
An excellent unit $70,500.0Be, Good finance 
rates. OAC Bytown FraighUInor. 635.4936. 
BUYING A 
MEW •CAR? 
Save Up to 30 % 
on all new North Amer ican 
cars  & l ight trucks.  
For more Information 
call David at: 
635-4618 
9, Trucks for Sale 
1984 FORD BRONCO XLT, Full sized good 
cond. Automatic, price $12,900. Call 
638.1159. 0p35 
1988 CNEV CHEYENNE 1500 4x4. Extended 
cab. Two toned, automatic, 77,000 km, As 
new condition, $17,300 O.B,O. Call 
635.0121, 7p40 
1988 F350 crewcab 351 EFI automatic, box 
liner, 35,000 km. As new condiUon $10,700. 
Call 635.9121, 7p40 
1987 GMO $15 JIMMY 4 x 4. 68,000 kin. Ex- 
celinnt cond. Fully loaded. $15,500 0130. Call 
635-2393 after 5 p,m. 0p38 
,.. must be seen, Llvlngroom has hardwood 
fiondng and certified and Inspected airtight 
woodstove. Birch veneer kitchen cabinets, 
quality finishing throughout, Unfinished base. 
ment, isund~ room, full bath, lots of cupboard 
space, natural gas heat and water, 2 year old 
roof and gutters, Nice fenced backyard with 
fruit trees and GoOd sized vegetable garden. 
Lonated on a quiet street across from kids 
park and ball perk. Near buses, hospital, cur• 
ner store and elementary schools. For more 
Into 636.2119. 3p39 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE with basement suite on 
quiet street, Close to downtown. Carport, 
fireplace, and gas heat, $59,900 for more in- 
formation call 638.8254 or 635.6948 2p39 
5 BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT, LOG HOME. 5 
seeded acres, Lake front, North shore Fran- 
eels Lake. 5 minutes from ferry on paved 
road, near school, $85,000• 1.695.6479 
4p40 
FOR SALE on possible trade. 3 bedroom, 
newer 2 storey house 20 miles north of Fort 
St, James on 30 acres, Year round flowing 
creek. Fenced yard, Corrals, horse.chicksn 
and hay barn, Heated workshop, appliances 
Inclodad. Wood or electric heat. On bus route. 
$69,000. Call Cyndy at work 096.8204. 4p40 
2 YEAR OLD HOME FOR SALE by owner In 
Tharnhn~tS Phase IlL Three bedrooms, two 
bathrooms, oak kitchen coblnets, built-In 
dishwasher, large sundouk off dining area, 
natural .0as heat and hot water, ronghod.in 
plumbing downstslra~ Lot backs onto area 
which Is designated park area. Asking 
$93,500: Drive by 2120 Cypress street or call 
.635-2929. 2p40 
2, Mobile Homes 
2 BR. OLDER MOBILE with addition and out 
buildings on 2 acres at Kleanza Creek Ditve 
$25,600. wm ~ cat, tn~k, camper, R.V,, 
beat; ~owmoblfe, etc. In on trade or down 
,payment or $9,600 cash, C,M1:635.2760, 
CLEAN ONE BEDROOM BACHELOR SUITE, 
Suitable for one qUiet person, Completely fur- 
nished. Cablevlslon and utilities supplied, 
Available rmmediately. $375 per month. 
Phone 635.7559, lp40 
3 BEDROOM, 4 PLEX APARTMENT located at 
4618 Scott Avenue. Fddoe, stove included, 
laundry facilities, References required, 
Available Feh. 1. No pets please. $525 per 
month plus damage deposit, Phone 635.3507 
lp40 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE ON large yard, 1V= baths, 
natural gas heat. Parking for trucker, $475 
per me. plus damage deposit, Available Feb, 
1. References required. Call 635-9530. 31)39 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME with addltior,, 
Kleanza Orive, available Feb, 1,635-2750, 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNBI OF KALOM & ICOTT 
CLOIHE TO TOWN AND SCHOOL8 
1; 2 &. 3 bedroom ~rt~enis. Fmoe. 
.spve,.nos.f .~ hof wa~ i~o~. camel 
znrsngnouL Low rent starting at $360. 
per month. Laundry facilities, storage 
space, Reference required for 1, 2 & 3 
bMroom apammnis. PHONE: 
~,cz 838-5224 
4. Wonted to Rent 
CABIN AT LAKELSE LAKE. Apdi to October 
for one working male. Call 796.2285 
61)30 
LOOKING FOR HOUSE, apartmenl or trailer for 
responsible working young man. Call 
635-5076, 6p30 
." 3 ADULTS LOOKING FOR 2 BEDROOM house 
or trailer, by March 1, Have 2 small animals, 
References available, Call 838,0965 2p40 
APP, 26' TRAVIFL TRAILER. From March 10 
June. Plsase leave phone number, 636.2153J 
~40: 
FOR SALE 
Unit No, 169 Ford Ranger (1983) 
6 cylinder 
Automatic 
c/w NOV 
12.2,598 krn 
'2,700 
Unit :No, 180 Ford Ranger (1983) 
: : : :  6 cylinder 
Automatic 
:: i ~ ,,:i:~ 154,193 krn 
.... :i:i '2,300 
Unit Ne.;706 3/4 Ton GMC (1981) 
I I II 
(604) 635-7291 
• - - . 
Toll.free 1.800-663-7766, Nights., Nell at 
635-7049 6p40 
1974 JEEP CHEROKEE WAGON 4 x 4. NO rust. 
, la •• 
20. Pets & Livestock 
NEED A MOUSETRAP? Entertalnmout orJust a 
friend? Beautiful bluepoint: or sealpelnt 
siamese kittlens himalayan/crons kittens ou., 
caslonally. 1.692.3722. ~ 4p37 
TF.~ACE C~mE FmVaEnS OL0a d~;~ 
dtence clasps startJan. 31190, Fis0is~tt0n 
is ~goiag. For more Information call Tammy 
at 635-4881 or Glna at 635.7355 after 6 am. 
- ~ " . 3 i )36  
TO GIVE AWAY TO GOOD HOME - f female 
germab shepherd coBie cross. 6 wks old, Call 
798"2200 : " • 2p39 
• 23. Work Wanted 
~I'HE!TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. 
6sers that the human rightscode In British 
Columbia forbids publication of an,/advertise. 
menlln comection with employment which 
dlscdmlnstas agalnat.any person beca0se of 
odoin, or reduIras an job appllnant Io fornlsh 
any Information cooneming race, religion, col- 
our, ancosffy, place of odgtn or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' Is referred to, 
please read also as 'femMe' and where 
tomato' Is used, read also as 'male', 
REPLYING TO. A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have tim correct, box number as 
g yen in the ad. Addrass to: BOX , TbeTer- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelis, Ave., Terrace, 
8.C., V8G 1S8. 'Please do net include bu k 
goods or money to Box replies. 
Recent front end job. Haw paint, $2,200, OB0. WOULD LIKE TO BABYSIT IN YOUR HOME. 
Call 635-3488 after 5 p.m, 0p40 Also will do odd Jobs such as ddveway clean- 
11, Recreational 
Vehicles 
1973 SCAMPER 5TH WHEEL. 4 burner stove, 
oven, fddge Is 110 or propane, furnace, dou- 
ble sink, shower and toilet, queen size bed. 
Ready to 0o, $4,000 o,b.o, 632.7155, 31)38 
Ing, etc. 635.5243~ 5p38 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS will do altera- 
tions and mending. Fast, professional service 
at reasonaMe prices. Phone 635-9202, 6p38 
MOM WILL DO BABYSITTING in my home. 
Close to hospital and pal(. Full and part time, 
Drop Ihs welcome. 635-3804. 6p38 
LUXURY MOTOR HOME FOR RENT. Travel In 
comfort: shower, oven, furnace, H/C water, 
etc. Reserve NOW for your vacation. Dally, 
weekly, mouthly. 638•1408 evenings. 61)39 
12. Motorcycles 
1986 HONDA ELITE 60. 1,300 kin, Excellent 
running condition. $500 firm. Call after 5 p.m. 
635.4217 or between 0 a,m. • 6 p.m. 
638.8404, ask for Sadle. 6p39 
WANTED TO PURCHASE quality trail bike, up 
to 350 cc In excellent cond, street legal, 
please 638-1468. 0p40 
1989 PHASER FX, $6,000, firm. Call 
638.0373 evenings. 6p40 
13. Snowmobiles 
1981 EL TIGRE 6000. 14 hrs on new 
crankshaft, new clutches and new bsadngs. 
2,500 total miles, Like new condition. Will 
take smaller machine In bade 1",698-7639 
4p39 
15. Machinery : 
ALL STEEL PORTABLE SAWMILL with 671 
"power unit. Details at694-3458. 4p37 
1906 OOEPKER TRAILERS, 26 lead, 30 rear 
lift axle, Brakes and tires 2 months old. 
$30,000. Call 635.9627 6p38 
1980 FORD 1 TON STEEL DECK and cabinets, 
1986 200 AMP lincoln welder, compressor, 
tm'ches and leads. Work available. Asking 
$15,000. Phone 842•6059 after 5 4p39 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE, 6676 Clerk line 
skidder. Two 550 Timberjack Line skidders. 
New tires. Nugget Equipment Ltd. 399 2rid 
Ave, Prince George, B,C. 1-562.8856 days 
1-560.5413 evenings 4p39 
Pollzrd Equipment Ltd, 
NEW-USED.REBUILT 
]IEAVY EguIPMEN T PARTS 
Complete line of Caterpillar 
Replacement Parts 
CALL  TOLL  FR .~E 
1 -8OO-663-8295 
561.2287 
0901 Penn Road Prince GeorGe, B.C; 
I 
16. Farm Produce 
GOOD QUALITY HAY FOR SALE. $2 a bale. 
Deductions for large quantities; over 200 
bales $1.75 bale and over 500 bales $1,60 a 
bale. Call 845.7867 41)39 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638.SAVE befora 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST 3 YEAR OLD TABeY CAT. (Garfield) 
with brown collar. Lost downtown outside 
Nobawk on Boxing day at 11 a.m, Any Infer- 
=nation please phone Heslher at 635-9234 or 
635-7868, Reward offered, 2p39 
LOST 
3 year old tabby cat (Garfield) with a 
brown cellar. Lost downtown, outside 
Mohawk on 6oxing day at 11:00 a.m. 
Any Information please phone 
Heather at 
638.9234 I r  156.761il 
hwald Of f~ 
i 
20, Pets & Llveotock 
BLACK IS A BEAUTIFUL, CLASSY, vmy In. 
tellloent and devoted companion, IIWHI be the 
• pride of your life, Its a toy Pameranlan deo, 
1.692.3722 ~ '41)37 
WANTED: A SHOW HOME :'FOR TWO 
reoIstsrsd quarter horses. Will sell soparatsly. 
Good Investmantsl They are worth more 
• anytime. 604-1.692.3722 '4p37 
ARTIST 
AVAILABLE: 
• Window painting for  any 
occas ion.  
• I l lustrator 
• Graphics  
• Poster,  Card & Invitation 
Designs.  
• Reasonab le  rates. 
For more  information p lease 
contact :  
K.  Hi©ks 638-1762 
24. Nogces 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pampMets, lending libraly, 
dealing with human life issues such as abut. • 
lion and.~t~asis .  Student enguldes 
.welcome. Ca176a5-5561 or 635:5427 5ftn~ 
Tmam Ranch Rssclml, 
has openings,fcr Janumy 
REOISTRAT iON 
ChiMren should be 32 months old as of 
January 1, 1990 for roaming classes; 
afternoon classes are for four year eklsr 
The preschool is an introduction to French 
language, a Frenchbackground is NOT re. 
quirod as English is spoken" ln' ;the 
classroom. Contact: Pal Chapmen 
635.0686 er Tony n Wdou 638.8420, 
25, Business 
:OpportunHies 
FOR SALE OR LEASE. Two restaurants InFort 
St, James, One with lake view, llcencod din. 
lag room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a motel, 996.7510. fin 
$25,000 A YEAR. Part time, your" own 
business, for appointment call Wayne 
638-0717. 22tin 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE. Located across 
from the Terrace Liquor Store in the central 
mall, which wilt eventually be affiliated'with 
the new mall. Sedous enquiries only. Phone 
635-5406 after 6 p,m. 4p37 
LARGE REGISTERED TRAPLINE .no. 
.0609T021, South of Houston, B.C. Maudce 
Nanlka. Kid Pdne Lakes. C/W traps; beat, 
motor. Reg. cabin on Manrlce A.W. supplies. 
Excellent line. $20,000. Call 847.9461 '4p39 
FOR SALE IN 6URNS LAKE: Cafe equip, and 
fum. Long or short term lease of' space 
available. Phone 692.3681 for a steal of a 
deal. 41)39 
RESTAURANT FOR SALE. 17 months In 
operation. Great Mum and Pop operation, 
Owner moving, must soil, Asking $05,000 or 
best offer. Phone 638.1903 after 8 p.m. 61}39 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, Stuff envelopes at 
home. Earn $600 weekly, Free supplies, Rush 
self addressed stamped envelope, HuOhos 
Enterprises, Dept A.11, Box 964, Peted~re, 
Ont, K9J 7A0 2p40 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Stuff envelopes at 
home. Earn $600 weekly. F~e supplies, Rush 
self addressed stamped envelope. H & H 
Enleq~ises. Dept AA.11, 171 P, Jnk S t, A Suite 
No, 263Peterboro, Ont. KgJ 2J6 2p40 
26. Penonals 
A PRETTY NiCE GIRL FOR A NICE 0uY, In Ids 
mid lhNtios, non-smoker, alonere, comer. 
va6ve, likes spending quite hl0hts at home, 
movies, reading, isng walks add lacghing, 
Take a chance write to' Box 7 clo Terrace 
Standard, 4647 Lazelte Ave. Terrace B.C, 
( V~ i 88 '  m ' -- r 2p40 
632- -41~ 
open 9 W a ~ ~ - 9AM 
• ,~mAOmm~at=toma~,  
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Personale 
:'l .'.il fulew My love for thee; therefore 
I I,created thee, have engraved on 
I thee. Mine image and revealed to 
:I thee My beauty. 
+ l~tee lod  from the Bahe'l Holy I Wdtlnoe. • ." 
I We Invite you 'to explore these 
+i  Writings further  by phoning 
' i  035.3219 or 63e.9012 
i 
:". STOP 
SMOKING 
BREAK FREE 
LASER THERAPY 
* safe * Effective • 
DIET * Pelnless 
............... .......... s~2s 
(InckaJml 3 ~t l )  
STOP SMOKING. ;  . . . . . . . . .  $95 
CALL  TERRACE OFF ICE  AT 
635-9435 
STE. NO. 4- 4644 Lazelle Ave., 
' {~xwl E lm')  
CORPHATE RATES AVAILABLE 
(have a SMOKE FREE off ice)  
27.. Announcements 
, ~,~,~:~..,:~t-~ 
?Happy 5 th ....... 
Dad! 
J anuary  21 ,  194( )  
HAPPY 50th! 
BIRTHDAY "TEE" 
January 17 
From your  "MUCH"  younger  
s is ter  Barbie l  
29. In Memodam 
IN+ LOVING MEMORY of David Malcolm 
S~mons, Passed,away Jan. 16187, Your 
memmy rumalns trong In our minds, our love 
for you remalne strong In our Marls. 
• Grace and family 
lp40 
28. Cards of Thanks I
THA- -~Y~r~ who made our New 
Year's Eve Poffya su¢ce.~'. ,~neclalthonks 
go out to Border Line 1or supplying and setting 
up .their equipment.: Thank you to all the 
talented musldans whoshared their talents 
with us. Thank you tO everyone who cooked 
or baked for the dinner, It Was a feastl Thank 
you to Rossel, LIsefte, and Regean and Denise 
for their help:. THANK .YOU ALLI " 
Norman and Germalne 
i 2p40 
A surprise supper party took place over 
the x.mas holidays at the home of Mr. and" 
Mrs, K. Brandson of Langley, to calehrate 
the 
80th BMhday 
of Mrs. Tiily Thompson 
Among the beautiful presents received, 
was a silver coffee set, presented to her 
by her daughter and son.in.law, 
After a toast to his mother, John Rnders 
also read the messages of congratulations 
that had been sent from the offices of 
Prime Minister Brian Mulresey, Ed Broad. 
bent and Jim Fulton. TIIty rounded off her 
birthday celebraGons by accompanying 
her daughter and son.in-law on a trip to 
RenD. 
Tifly would like to thank all her family 
and friends for cards that were sent, 
especially to Jeanette Anderson for the 
lovely flower arYangement that graced the 
supper table. 
30. Obituaries 
MURRAY CHESTER 
WARNER SR. 
L~ time resident of T~,  
away suddenly on Jaouary 8, 1990 at the 
age of 60 years. He was hotter known to 
some as "Sqseky". 
Murray moved to Terrace In 1940 with 
his mother, Molly Warner, and step-father, 
AI PalmquisL 
Murray Is sm'vlvnd by his IRving wife, 
Martha DelpNnc, eight children: Brenda 
Klukss of Terrace B,C.; Ruth Searle of 
Cranbrook, B,C.; Murray Warner Jr.,of Tor- 
ra~, B,C.; Mervin Warner of Terre~L 
B.C.; Ray Warner of Burnaby, 9~;oOeli~ 
Normandeau of Terrace, BOP Oavld 
Warner of Ten-ace, B.C.; and ~ Warner 
of Vancouver, B,C., 12 oIMdren, one 
great.grasdson, and ~s brother, Wllllum 
Warner of Secke, B.C.. 
Murray was pre.deceased by his 
mother, Molly, In 1982, his step-father, 
AI, in 1954 and one Orendsou, Pablck 
Seatie, in 1987. 
33. Business 
services 
RANDALL INSTALLATION, cabinets, win. 
dows, doors, garage doors, counter tops, etc. 
Phone 635-3422, 6p40 
CARRIERS 
Needed! 
Routes Avllleble 
• In Te i r l c .  ' " ~- 
200 - Weber ,  Gou le l ,  
Tetrault & Hauo!and..'." ' ' 
230 - -  (5200) Haugland, 
'Skerma & Keith 
260 - Desjardines, Kofoed & 
Wren i " " '~  ] 
26 l  - (2900 & up) Clark, 
(3000.3400) HW, 16East, 
I f  In le res ted  p le l .o  clt l J  Keryn  K i rk  at the  Te~ace ,S l l t~:  ! 
dt rd  " ' " \+ !~ ~ '  ':+-' ~-,<" i i ' 
638-7283 , , .~,+..'~":++~+.  
: . . . . .  + ;:u +,~,o., ~ .`.~ + +''. +' 
• + 
11411ilBIACI ~ •: 
, .~ .  ~ ~. . ,  
. / ,  
32. LelalNoHces = 
IR I ,R I  8dUshColon1~z• "_~,,,'~'--' .~________j . , .  anomgnw~yS 
~ ~¢~ ~.~ ~ • 
I'W#,'t oc J i  Mmlmr.. X.S SS 5 .: . ,  
PmJocl oc J i  IbazdpTii: torah'oct ferry dock at Lbk, 
Tmdlf OeaHdq O~Wllm¢ ~,  Fe~uaP/9, 1990 at 
2'.00 p.m. 
RI: 52.0.23 
THE TENDER SUM r-on THIS FflO, ECT IS TO ~a.L~ 
APR.¢ABLE ~ ANO ~ SALES TAX. 
Tender documents with ~.  plms, spoc111~om 
~n~ con~ of tender ate zv~zble free of ¢Itat~ ON. 
LY hem Mr~by ~ T r ~  ard HIGhways, 300 
-454S Park Avoot~, Terrace, D.C. V~ 1V4 between. 
~ l~m of S:30 ard 4:30 p.m. M~y to Friday. ex. 
P~I~ II idalueel Iflle: e3a.s360 ' 
T~ i d oliiIMbl e i~  638-3316 
PwTioc moaq z4 be kM ~d (~ aWlui~)= He. 
300. 4546 Park Ave~Je Terrace, B.C,. VOG 1V4 
DaW/llml. Fe~ 2,1~eo at 2:oo p.m, 
Tenders will be opened at I~nbby el Transporta~on and
Flohways. Skoerm Otstrlct (Hlk~. 300 - 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, ,c,, VSG 1V4 
J.R. Newhouse 
ACTION 
AD S 
21. Help Wanted 
~VANTED SOMEONE TO TEACH 2 people Man- 
dadn Chinese. call R,~sty at 635.7786. 
6p35 
~LL TIME PoSmON FOR A FOREST toohnl- 
clan with mlnumum three years Interior Ingg. 
lag, layout expehense. Mealadln area, Good 
wage,, accommodation provided. Reference 
required. Phone 845.3733 4p39 
REMOTE RSHING LODGE REQUIRES Boat and 
skipper to do crabbing - fishing, boachcumb-" 
lag, etc. May.to September Contact NWAA 
224-8155 Park Road, Richmond, B.C. V6Y 
3C9 278-8484 2p39 
REMOTE SALMON RSHING LODGE REQUIRES 
FOR 1990 season (May - Sept.) skilled 
mechanlclmalntenanse man, famglar with 
outboards, diesel generator, electrical mat- 
ters. Gourmet cook - food costs, orgenized, 
good interpersonal skills.. Baker, maids, ex- 
perler¢ed saltwater geldos. Dry camp policy. 
Send resume and reference letters with photo 
to: NWA~ Lid!, Suite 224-8155 Park R~d, 
P, Jchmond D.C., VSY 3C9 " 3p39 
I 
4t, 
L 9 1 Northwest Loggers Association , . . IT ¢., is accepting applications for a part-time 
Kno~vledge of  Fogging end trucking and genera l  of f ice pro  i' 
cedure,  • - ' , .  
In terested part ies leave message  at . . . .  
~panslon? We can 
put  you in touch A . • 
with the you.  in ~lKq p INTERNATIONAL TRUcKsSALESMAN• 
your community:. L,E.J. INTERNATIONAl. TRUCKS LTD. 
ca# ~ e/~a.y 
TolH:tee 
1.800.663-0529 
Honourable Stanley B. Hagen 
Minister of Regional 
and Economic Development 
21. Help Wanted 
WANTED SOMEONE TO TEACH 2 people Man- 
dadn Chinese. call Rusty at 635-7786. 
6p35 
WANTED LOGGING CONTRACTOR In Terrace, 
O,C, to harvest 20,000 m s with skidderlsmall 
rat. Tay.M Forest Prnducts Lkl, Phone 635- 
7227 lc40 
VETERINARY ASSISTANT, Responsibilities In- 
chide reception and housekeeping also AHT or 
similar oxpedence preferred but will train. 
Please send resume by February 2, 1990 to 
Bulkley Valley, Veterinary Clinics, Box 698, 
• Smlthers, B.C. VOJ 2NO (604) 847-4364, 
2p40 
I 
I ST,F i 
I Full and Pad.time I 
I " Musthave good sewing skills | 
|. " Mail resume to: I 
i '  '-P.O, Box317 "i;emce, B.C,. V8G 40i  "1 
| <,,,For mumtofmmation,call.636.~15.t: , |  
SHIPPER/RECEIVER 
INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS 
L.E.J. INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS LTD. 
We m a young, aggressive International trucking dealer curren~ enjoying steady 
growth in the medium and heavy duty tack market. 
We are looking for a 1~gh]y motivated indivkfual interested in startlng as a ship- 
per/receiver with cledcal duUes and advancing into part sales. 
Expadence is preferred and willingness to work a flexible schadule is necessary. 
Send resume outlining qualifications to: 
Box 369 
T~c®,  B.C. VOO 
or call 635-9198 
All replies will be held in strict confidence. 
TRaNS caNaDa CREDIT  
coeeo=av,o,  tou,Tto 
2-4623 Park Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia (604) 635-6310 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE 
An aUmctive oppedunlty for a management trainee who wishes to build a secure future 
In the challenging environment of consumer finance. 
IF YOU 
•-have at least grade 12 education, 
-enjoy meeting and dealing with people, 
-are determined to sam a management prattleR. - ,' 
-have  a va l id  ddvers  Ilcence,. . ,  : , " . 1 i ~ I ; ~ ~"  " 
OFFER .:/+! 
-a  thorough on the Job training program, 
-advancement opporlunitias based on medt+ 
-a  good salary and benefits package, 
Plan for a successful and mwaniln9 future with one" of the largest and most diversified 
financial oRanlzatlens in Canada. 
Damn M, Badth 
', + TRAN$ CANADA CRESIT CORPORATION LliMITEO 
No. 3 .  4623 Polk Ave., Tsmi¢e, D,C. 
: WIG 1V8 63r~631o . 
I 
THIS IS THE AD YOU'RE HOPING 
SOMEONE WILL Sl . + 
i i I I 
IS THE AD SOMEONE ELSE 
IR I IAPlNGYI II I T  
We are a young aggressive International truck dealership currently enjoying 
steady growth In both the medium and heavy duty truck market In cnetral 
B,C. 
We have recently located in the Terrace area and require qualified sales per- 
son familiar with the bucking industry. 
We are looking for highly motivated Individuals who will be willing to work a 
flexible sohedule. 
Please send resume outlining your qualifications to: 
BOX 369 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4B4 
or cell 635-9108 
All replies will be held in strict confidence. 
CLERK-STENO 
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. is accepting applica- 
tions for the position of Clerk-Steno in their Ter- 
race office. 
We are looking for a pleasant, cooperative in- 
dividual with above average typing skills, ex- 
perience with word processors and computers, 
and a good knowledge of office procedures. 
This position is Regular Part Time and offers 30 
hours per week. 
Please forward applications and inquiresto', 
Rich Green 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS LTD. 
2900 Kerr Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4L9 
Simon Fraser University 
PART-TIME SECRETARY 
The Faculty of Education of Simon Fraser University requires a Seaetmy for 
the Terrace Teacher Educa~n Program. The part-he Seoretary selected 
for the office must have excellent yping (60 w.p,m, with maximum 2 errom) 
anc l~ne sldlls. ~Vord proceaslngexperlenceMllbe anasset ,Some 
clerical skills will also be required for this poaltJon, Thenatureofth~ IXOgrsm 
may require some evening work and the hours could vary from roughly 9 
hours per week up to an occasional full week during peak periods. 
The successful appllrant wig work Independ~lly and may be required to 
travel to the Un~mlty rumpus In BumPy for an odentaSkm, This will be a 5 
monb~ appointment initially. Short.listed applicants will be interviewed in 
Terraca by appointmefltum Felxualy 6,1990. Theounent rete for this position 
is $10.83 per hour, 
Interested? Please sul0mft a resume with your telOlPhoee number (by Spedal 
Dellvely maJI or by courier) by Febma~ 2,1990 to: 
Rlcrulter 
Personnel Oq=mrtmont 
81MEN FRASER UNWEI~XrY 
Bumaby, B.C. VSA 166 
NOIgTHwEsT CO IMUNITY 
• COLLi Gk . 
KITIMAT 
• INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR . . . .  
A,B.E.  0NSTRUCTOR 
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM 
Northwest Community College has an opening for a half.Urn A,B,E. In- 
svuctor In the Re.entp/Program, Kitimat. This position commences on  
February 12, 1990 and terminates on April 12, 1990. The duratiOn of 
~ the appointment will 'be 9 half . t im weeks,of 3 hours of instru lU~ per 
day.in.the morning.+ ............ 
Ti~ mzl.rv will h~ In .P~nrthn~A with thn Colleoo aoreament ~vith the+ 
), • ), 
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PAng R i f t  - -Ter rae~ R~nd=,r , t  W~lnzedm~ Iczn i tcz r tn  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ' .  " . . . . .  . : '  : ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ~ • . . . . . . .  ~ " ' ; . ' ' : : ' , 
.=  '~1.: : : , .  ,=  : ' . : / .  : '  ." , ~,i %~:!~.;,~ !: ' . . . .  ' ..... :.. ' . . . .  
• ~ : I1~ ' . . . .  • . . . . .  ~ . I ns ta  I lat :.. 
New Year's dance and the presi- ~ :i ~':, I I ~~- -~- - - - /3 -1 : -~, i '~11 
dent's levee, we can settle into Legion ~ ~  I ' kr ~ : ' : : : " : " ; : .~ , ,~: i ' * ****  ':~ " l I ~ ~ . / / | ' ~ 1 1 1  
the normal running of affairs. .... i :- i "ll/e~:inext general meeting 
And it's beginning to look like s .13--we:hada I ~ ! ~ .  ~ ~ 1  
very busy year at the branch. B ~ r t a o o :  ~ | ~  | . f ,s k_turniout I 1 ~ ' " _ : ~ 1  
Our installation of  officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . \~  - - I I  ~ l . cxp ~up. l ea  ex~uuve. , t ~ ~ . '  " . .~ J~ / ~i 
willbeheld Feb, 17. This year ' ~ needs yo= help.. And If you I I ~ '  ~ . . ,~ : - I I  
we hope to make it a full even- . ,. : :  n.=~.e .any cn.c,s.?.s or .com., I I ~ " :  ' ' ~ : 7 '  I I  
6ng0~t .ha ;h :n~re~i ]n~;~ : ;  helpers and arrange times, over the next few weeks: Rocky  tPl~;?;Jhteo ~:~:~r  ;;. I! 
invitation only but the branch * , , k ,  * Top (Jan. 26-27), Borderline you think, you can do a better i ~ ~. . . _ "  . . . _~. .  _ : _ . .  ! 
will reopen at 8 p.m. in time for Don't forget he steak dinner (Feb. 2-3), Jack Zahodnik (Feb. j.'ob,~you are encouraged to get ] ~ :. :~ I 
the installation ceremony, the first Friday of each month 9-10), Jimmy Larkin (Feb. mvowea. , ] ~ ~ a ~ f t ~ l ~  
. . . . .  _ , _ _ , , _ _  , _  . . . L : - L  ,',, . . . . . . .  : : _  . . . . . .  ' -  "" ' -  " -~  , ' , I s ~ p a  smay need to bo altered or 
lOUOWea oy uancmg to wn. ; .  tne  next one WlU oe reg. z ar ia " ' I dest lnaH0ns~and evenc'ance'lledL " ' 
members and uests are zt's still the best meal m town I ~ ~ m q ,  ~ .. all g r .. . . . .  ~ I ~ ~ e ~  
welcome. • ' for the price. ' i I ~ a passport, remember, your 
~.++, , .+  +~.++~ ' m. i  i - u ~ n  lAmmmml=i~,A  l I ~ ~ l s o , ' A c h i f d u n d e i t h e  
" ~ 7 - -  ~ "~ ~.~ ~ ~ . Ilaustlng for you and the Children age of 18 can be put on a parents passport 
I would remlnd all members We are looking for a member  . . . . . . .  
that you only have untd Jan 31 to cnazr this year s Kwerooat sta In • ' . " ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " - -  I l ~ ;  ~o;w~i, 
torenew your membershipafter Days parade committee so if ~ ' ' I I ¢ o u M ~ ~ J m e / l . y o u  
• " r i m ' ~l fomla  exploring Otsneyland and Unlver. don't have to worry about wet feet or have which date you will need to you have some spa e t me co e . Tarnara "rhomson and s ta f f  , I I J w e t ! e . . e t  or~ve 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ~ , . . . . . . . . .  I I s a l S t e d l o s ~ t e r o r c o a t t ~ t s h o u l d  reappJy, torw.aro,.ano nelp us Keep, mis ~ woudl like to wish you i I ~ .  ="~ . . . . . . .  ;'"::'" 
, , , , ,  event anve we also neeo so ' " a l l  the besh'n 1990! .' i I ~ ~ , - U . , o  remember, Is that 
Congratulations to our curl- meone to organize the schedule ~ . . . . . . .  ,~w, . • I I eve-ry'°ne" ~ I~ ' l i red , ,  run'downand un. 
. . . .  hel which will It Is not always possible to choose the cooperative If your Itinerary Is too full and ing team who will once again for the carnlval P ' . I I ~ ~ . o o f u I l a ~  
. . . . . . . . . . .  • 1 I ~ you and they will be tootlred represent this zone at me pro- agmn De m April r ~ I ' l  ~ h ~ ' e n a ' ~ h o r ' t  
. . . . . . . . . .  " . .  :" . ~ I : I ~ ~ l ~ n  YOU'Ve chosena Short 
vlnclm c nam.pzonsmps. . . . . .  ***  * * . . . .  . i I d e f l ~ ~  ~'ys,.chook again With 
I ne  Leg ion  oonsp le l ,  taKes JUSt  a remmaer  our  w e a n e s - •  child to tire normally during the day and be your travel agent about Which places would 
place this weekend beginning day night darts are going well 
" off Is over. age, and whether baby sitters and chlfdmin. Friday, Jan. 26 and runs 
through to Sunday. 
One more curling note - -  we 
will need bar help for the Log- 
gers Bonspiel which takes place 
over the Easter weeken~l. We 
also need a chairman to recruit 
Mothers 
March 
meals 
TERRACE - -  Once again this 
year, patrons of a number of 
local restaurants, hotels and 
fast food outlets will be able to 
enjoy both a meal and the 
satisfaction of knowing they are 
helping contribute to the work 
of the Kinsmen Rehabilitation 
Foundation. 
Mothers March Meals project 
co-ordinator Kathy Hicks said 
participating establishments 
had agreed to support he fun- 
draiser by donating a portion of 
their Jan. 27 and 28 earnings. 
Recalling more than $800 was 
donated last year by the 20 par- 
ticipating outlets, Hicks urged 
residents to help the Kinettes 
beat that figure by patronizing 
outlets displaying the Meals 
campaign poster. 
Kinettes 
report 
The Kinettes Christmas raffle 
was a great success and con- 
gratulations go to prize winners 
Leanne Drake, Loraine Bolton, 
Debbie 'Forfar, Archie Hilbock 
and Doris Grace. Proceeds 
from the raffle went towards 
purchasing personalized gifts 
for each resident of Terraceview 
Lodge• 
The Kinettes are gearing up 
for their annual Senior Citizens' 
Sweetheart dinner and dance to 
take place Sunday, Feb. 11. Ad- 
mission is free to all seniors and 
dinner, fun and games and a 
live band will ensure an en- 
but there is still plenty of room 
for anyone who is looking for 
something fun to do on a 
Wednesday evening. 
The following are the enter- 
talners appearing at the branch 
WHAT3YOUR 
HURRY, eJL? 
ICBC and your  local po l i ce  
remind yo'a to watch your speed,  
YOUR LOCALPOL ICE  / t ~ ' / I K ~ ' ~  
"1 returned to' TRonuJoRXs last September, but came here 2 years 
prior to that. It makes me feel much more energetic." 
Lynn McBryan 
TAMARA THOMSON 
Tamara has just returned from the 
Frank Marasco Academy of 
Advanced Hairstyling 
in Toronto. 
i 
/ 
Skeena Mall 635-2432 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK! 
ready to sleep as soon as the bustle of take hold most appeal for your children at their 
Travel insurance is recommended for any ding centres are available i f  you Should re. 
traveller, but Is extra Important when quire them. After:a!l,.it's your holiday too. 
Queetlon: How many ships does the "Love Boat" 
• line have? 
 r'VE GAS 
• Terra~eep~ V:bga ~ =642o, o 
Skeena Ma l l  
.TANNING SPECIAL 
15 Sessi0ns =4900 
For Only ............ ,........................... : 
IROnUJORH5 
Gym &Fitness Centre 
4551 Greig Avenue 
joyable evening for all. 
For more information, phone 
Jackie at 635-4635• 
Several times throughout the 
year local members enjoy trips 
to other communities to attend 
Kinette meetings there. Recent. 
ly, three brave souls headed for 
Prince Rupert to enjoy an 'In- 
terclub' meeting, a time for ex- 
changing ideas and fellowship. 
Anyone interested in learning 
more about the Kinettes or at- 
tending one of our meetings Can 
contact gaff at 635-9253. 
,? , i 
STREET SMART 
TEST  #1 
You aie a male driver between 19 and 24, It is 
night. You have had 3 drinks In the past hour. 
What charges could you face tf you get behind 
the whee of a car? 
a, Driving While Impaired, 
b, Driving with a Blood Alchol Concentra- 
• lion over .08%, 
c. Failure to provide a breath or blood 
sample, , . • " ' ' 
d. All of the above. ~ .  t 
, :J.suV ' (gd l~h ' ' : 
635-4130 
|o annout=ce 
;, ~ro.d 
dtelr excluls;le .ew i.;.g 
,g'he.e,,ci,(., 
, .e. .  ,,,ill da=,,le ,o., a.d 
d,e elegc,.  a .,os shere will 
3,c,r,, c,,d ,.el  
(~esoH. 
Reservations Re~:ommended 
, OPEN AT 5:O0 PM 
L 0 MOUNT'A O  
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT LT  
798-2214 
 'II) 
: :_ 3llb3,...t:tJ 
A BETTER B.C.../ 
You're Invited 
The Honourable Bruce Strachan, • that the university be especially ~ 
Minister of Advanced Education, Training sensitive to native people  and the ~ ,: 
and Technology would like to hear your educational needs of northern : '"' : : '. 
views on the recommendations communi t ies . .  : , ' . . : ' .... , ~!~ {' 
contained in the Report of the ' To make it easier for'residents to b r ing  - . ~ - 
Implementation Planning Group released forward their.comments on the~e , . . . .  .... 
in Prince Ge0rge on January g, 1990. " importantrecomrnendatio0s,aseriesof .;~ ':~ ii iiljl, 
' Included in the Report are the following Publ).c Meetin?sw~llbsee~e~e~;t!e . i ~ ~ i:!].: !:i: 
key recommendations: . lucre!one ano t .. • , , ,  ~, ~.,..-:; 
• that a self-governing univei'sity be . V lows' i , : :  ;: : ~-; : : /  
campus in Prince George and centres MIn!s-Ier'0:-~'°Vaw~ll be in attend'ance ° i ,. :.. .... , :i' / 
• in several communit es, -ano lecnnozqgy , : , .  :, } . .  
• " ' /VOle" so f the lPGRepor tcanbeobta i /~d ':' / i : : / :  .:": 
• that the university offer undergraduate ~ ;~C~l~s~,,=,~,,=nt,4~nts and the McBdde " : , : ,  ~,: 
and graduate programs, . '~e~ew,; 'by'~a'~#ng.Lois Alsbu~,.; , , ,  ,,,, ' - " .," 
• that the university work closely with the MinlsW of Advanced Education, Training ano . ' " '  ...... :' 
., threee i t ingnortherncol l  es, and i Techndogy in tr~oria (604) 356"7401, • . . . .  ~ii!!~"/::~ . . . . . . .  x s eg .: :' :.:!i :' 
• i.~.;:i, 
CERUPERT ' : ' l '  " ,I" .~-::::":::~:~::i:~ 
: " .~ . :  Fiiday, January26,  1990'  ' !  :. ':~ :. :FrjdaY;. Janua.ry26,'1990 ' '::~ ~:{~i:!.! i.:: i
. ~.~.~ " ' .orest Motor Inn " : . ,  " : nn oft l ie"W~st ' "." .... . . . . .  . ' ~:.. :i:;:: 
!~!: ::: ' - . 'q. Banquet Room ~ " . . . .  " ~:'::: • EastBanquet  Room ' : ~ kii~ 
, i :~!~, ;  :: '222 West First Ave. ', ~ . . . .  ; 4620Lake lse  Ave. : :% ::! i:::i::: 
•~:i:;.:.!:~:;i~::::). i;.!2:00 pro -  2:00 pm ':, ;.: - . -4 :30"pro ,  6,30 pm. . . , .  ' i - i . ,  ,!: ~!~ , ~,::-~.::~ . 
. . . .  ~ I I '1" I = . . . . . . .  I ~ ,.2 " "  
